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A MASTERPIECE OF 
AMERICAN FICTION
"Vardis Fisher's books may well have as much 
meaning for America today as Dostoievsky's 
had for the Russia of a half century ago."—
LEWIS GANNETT
WE ARE BETRAYED more than 
justifies the statement of Fred T. 
Marsh In the Ne w  Yo r k  T im e s  that 
“Mr. Fisher demands consideration 
as a serious and original American 
novelist who is blazing his own 
trail” and Harry Hansen’s belief 
that “it would be worth something 
to American writing to have Fisher 
become widely known.” This book 
which covers Vridar Hunter’s years
as a graduate student and teacher 
is a maddening and fascinating pic
ture of life in a mid-western uni
versity. It is the heart-breaking at
tempt of a furious idealist to come 
to some understanding of himself 
and to find some adjustment with 
the cruelty, stupidity and dishonesty 
of life. It is an even more beautiful 
and powerful book than PASSIONS 
SPIN THE PLOT.
WE ARE BETRAYED
by
VARDIS FISHER
Also at bookshops, IN TRAGIC LIFE and PASSIONS SPIN
THE PLOT
Each $2.50
DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & CO., Inc Garden City, N. Y

YES!
WeVe going back
to Missoula
By WILLIAM GILTNER
Yes, we're going back. Back to Montana. Back to Mis
soula— land of the the mountains, the forests, the glorious sum
mer sun. We're going back to the nation’s new playland.
We'll set ourselves up in Missoula. Happy Missoula, with 
small town contentment and large city conveniences. Out there 
in western Montana where five great valleys converge. In Western 
Montana where the ghostly Mission mountains and the rugged 
Bitterroots stand out in classic beauty that makes us gasp when 
we see them. Out there where thirty six trout streams lie within 
a radius of twenty-five miles o f Missoula. And where the moun
tain foothills form the greatest deer, elk and bear hunting area 
in the United States.
Yes, we're going back. And we could tell you a hundred 
reasons why again we are going to sojourn in Missoula, the gar
den among cities. We could tell you of the long, cool morning 
walks in the mountain foothills. We could tell you of that glor
ious freedom we feel when we stand atop a mountain and view 
this stupendous scenery decked out in summer’s most radiant hues. 
We could tell you of the forests, where pine and tamarack wel
come the prodigal.
And we could rave on about Missoula! We could tell you 
how pleasant the winter weather is— with the snow of the east and 
the warming winds of the west. We could tell you of the sum
mers— of the fishing, o f the entertainments, of the golf courses, 
of the tennis courts, of the excursions.
We could tell you of the cool winds 
which sweep from the Pacific coast. And 
— we could tell you of the fine, up-to-date 
business houses and their successful fight 
to keep up with modern improvements.
Do you see why we are going back to Missoula? Did you 
ever arise early in the morning, eat a hearty western breakfast, deck 
out in your riding habit or your hiking togs, and spend the 
morning— or a day— getting back to nature? Did you ever think 
to yourself, "Ah, never before could there have been a day like 
this?" For as you walked or rode along by a peaceful country
side, and you took great breaths of fresh morning air, didn’t you 
forget everything but the fact that you were glad to be alive? 
Did you ever gaze into a stream which casts back at you deep re
flections of purple and green and blue? Did you ever cast your 
line into a mountain stream and feel the tug of a trout? Did you 
ever feel yourself carried down a stream which washed away all 
other thoughts and left you refreshed, eager, young?
We have experienced these delights, and that’s why we’re 
going back to Missoula. W e’re going back to the city whose gar
dens reach from the Hell Gate to the farthest western section of 
town. Missoula— where oil refineries, mines, shops, lumbering, 
business establishments thrive. Missoula— where the old western 
home meets the most modern residence. Missoula— town of in
dustrious, energetic citizens. Missoula— where 4,000 modern 
homes serve as the residences o f 18,000 people. Missoula— where 
there are 19 churches, 14 grade schools, a large new high school, 
the State University of Montana, a business district eight blocks 
long and three blocks wide.
1
Missoula— center of a great 
agricultural region, center of a 
great industrial region, center of 
a great scenic region, center of a 
great cultural region.
You need not go to Switz
erland for your vacation. You 
need not go to Italy, to Mexico, 
to Norway. For Missoula ter
ritory embraces the mountains 
and glaciers of Switzerland, the 
warm sun of Italy, the pleasures 
of Mexico, the rushing moun
tain streams and the scenery of 
Norway. Besides— it has much 
more. For is it not the garden 
among cities? Here are the stu
pendous Rockies. Here are the great rivers. Here is the breath
taking scenery. Here are the fishing, the hunting, the hiking, the 
riding, the music, the entertainments, the theatres.
Yes, we are going back to Missoula. And we want you to 
go there with us!
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LITERARY NEWS
Gr a c e  St o n e  Co a t e s , Editor
The “little” magazines are still dusting 
the racketeers— with faint help from the 
Poetry Society of America. Practices de
cried sum up to: Pretense— pretense that
pay-as-you-enter publisher’s selections are 
based on merit when in fact they are based 
on their contributor’s willingness to pay; 
pretense in preliminary advertising, that 
conceals the real nature of the pay-as-you- 
enter venture. Out and out dishonesty in
cludes accepting and not returning advance 
subscriptions for anthologies never issued. 
Victims of this racket will be gratified at 
the results they get if they write the Post 
Office Department, Washington, the com
mercial clubs and better business bureaus of 
the regions where racketeers operate. Nam
ing certain publishers now getting a fanning, 
the Poetry bulletin, December, says: “The
P. 8. of A. has taken no stand against these 
practices, which can be defended, and the 
harm of which, if any, would seem to reside 
in the creation of a false impression.” No 
libel suit in that! A later bulletin suggests 
that such practices do no harm so long as 
writers pay no attention to them.
-  -  —     —    —  ...
ects that ask contributors to subscribe for 
copies of the books in which their writing 
is to appear, they are willing to notice 
The Alien Book of Verse and The Alien
Although the editors of Frontier and Mid- 
land have never approved publishing proj- 
Book of Short Stories, with foreword by F. 
Dryden Moore, to be published in the au
tumn of 1935. For each volume there will 
be prizes of $100, $50, and $25 for the best 
contributors. Each successful contributor 
will be asked to purchase three copies at 
$2.50 each. If interested, write to Mr. Moore, 
Alden House, 442 Sansome Street, San 
Francisco.
Courtland W. Matthews of Portland, Ore
gon, frequent contributor to this magazine, 
announces the launching of the Northwest 
Literary Review (322 Postal Building, Port
land, fifty cents a year). It will “make an 
effort to communicate enthusiasm for the 
fresh, vigorous writing” being done in the 
region; will be a bi-monthly conveyor of lit
erary news. Some titles from the first issue, 
which is to appear in May, will give an idea 
of the Review: “The Coming Literary Move-
Jhe White-Headed Sagle 
JOHN McLOUGHLIN, Builder o f an'jEmpire
by
Richard C .  Montgomery
\  /  ORE than a fascinating biography, a distinct 
aVI. contribution to the history of our own and the 
Canadian Northwest— is this story of the pioneer 
trader and statesman who ruled a kingdom from 
Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia River.
“Mr. Montgomery has done much research. . . He tells a 
heroic tale in dear, simple style.”
— Sunday Ok d o o n ia n .
John MrLoughlin
“A lover of man. a 
lover of eternal jus
tice. be deserve* the 
glory of an eternal 
memory!”
— Ed w in  Ma r k h a m
at all bookstores 
$151
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
66 Fifth aveu. New York
THE STORY OF 
THE AMERICAN INDIAN
by PAUL RADIN, Ph D.
Here gathered in a simply written history is the whole story of the American 
Indian in the Western hemisphere vividly told; the strange life he lived and is liv
ing; the civilizations that he created and of which only a doomed remnant sur
vives. The author never strays from the narrative form and the rise and fall 
of Indian civilizations, strange native customs, and peculiar psychology move us 
deeply. The spirit which the moving picture, “The Vanishing American,” tried 
to give is here presented in a truly profound and important book. Dr. Radin is one 
of the leading authorities on Indian culture and the book offers a vast amount of 
information that has never before been coordinated in one volume.
Mr. Lewis Mumford writes of the book, in part:
“He (Dr. Radin) is an anthropologist, and a genuine scientist, but he has 
broken with a great many of his professional traditions. He writes simply, and 
he writes for that growing body of readers that is neither low brow nor profession
ally crippled into being something less than a human being.”
Profusely illustrated in black and white and six color plates.
371 Pages. Special price $2.50
PATH ON THE RAINBOW
An anthology of Songs and Chants from the Indians of North America
Edited by GEORGE W. CRONYN
The Indian, with the aid of the indefatigable labors of a generation of field 
workers in American ethnology, has steadily achieved recognition. He has ap
peared as a human and understandable figure in such fiction as Oliver LaFarge’s 
“Laughing Boy.” His art is regularly represented in important exhibitions.
The book offers a vast amount of material never before coordinated in one 
volume. Many of the songs and chants herein translated are very ancient; a num
ber are modern, but none exhibit the slightest traces of European influence; they 
are genuine American Classics. There are songs from the Eastern Woodlands, 
from the Southeast, the Great Plains, the Southwest, from California, the North
west Coast, and from the Far North, with interpretations by Constance Lindsay 
8kinner, Mary Austin, Frank Gordon, Alice Corbin Henderson and Pauline John
son. To secure this material in any other way, the reader would have to digest a 
whole library of scholarly volumes.
PATH ON THE RAINBOW is not a mere collection of literary curiosities, but 
is the intimate thought of whole tribes of primitive people made known through 
its most personal medium— song— and has remained as the standard work on Amer
ican Indian Poetry since its first publication. 360 Pages $2.50
UVERIGHT PUBLISHING CORPORATION
NEW YORK CITY
ment,” by Nard Jones, who declares that it 
is to be staged in the Northwest; “Why Not 
Try Portland?” by Stewart H. Holbrook, who 
asks why the fiction writers have overlooked 
that city; “Poetry and the High School Stu
dent,” by Eleanor Hansen, herself a writer 
of fully conceived and molded poems. The 
Northwest needs just such a journal. It is 
hoped that readers throughout the region 
will get behind it. A special subscription of
fer is to be found in the advertising section 
of this issue.
Dodd, Mead & Co., in conjunction with 
Pictorial Review, announce their fourth First 
Novel Contest, $10,000, Oct. 31, 1935. Ed
ward J. O’Brien (Best Short Stories) as as
sociate editor of Pictorial Review will select 
12 stories of modern trend nationally pub
licized as “the Story of the Month.”
John Long-Doubleday Prize Novel Competi
tion, John Long, Ltd., 35 Paternoster Row, 
E. O. 4, London, yields a £200 prize for 
detective or mystery novel, 80,000 words or 
more, July 1, 1935.
The Julia Ellsworth Ford Foundation, 523 
H. W. Heilman Bldg., Los Angeles, offers an
nual prizes from $500 down for original sto
ries and plays for children, entries Oct 1 to 
Feb. 1, announcement at Easter time. In
quiries welcomed.
The Metropolitan Press is making an oc
casion of the publication of Alice Henson 
Ernst’s volume of plays, "High Country," 
giving it an attractive printing and striking 
and lovely illustrations. This is the first 
sustained attempt to interpret this region 
in dramatic material. The editor of The
atre Arts, which has published most of Mrs. 
Ernst’s plays, writes a foreword for the 
book. One play, “The Wooden Wife,” was 
given its first production during the Writers’ 
Conference, Missoula, Montana, last sum
mer. Mrs. Ernst lives in Eugene, Ore.
The Casanova Press issues 325 signed and 
numbered copies of The Neurotic Nightingale 
by Vardis Fisher— essays: “not the sort of 
thing that most people like to have said.”
A sketch of the life and career of Richard 
Grant, often designated Captain Grant, who 
settled on Grant creek near Missoula in 1858- 
59, by T. C. Elliott of Walla Walla. Wash., 
appears in a recent Oregon Historical Quar
terly. His son was John F. Grant who set
tled at the present site of Deer Lodge. An
other son, Jim, went to the Sun River coun
try.
Short story and poetry prizes totaling 
$1,000 are announced in January Literary 
America, 175 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. Clifton 
Fadiman, Harrison Smith. Teas Slesinger, 
and Irita Van Doren will judge stories; 
Joseph Aualander, Eda Lou Walton, and 
Leonora Speyer, poetry.
The tenth annual session of the Bread 
Loaf Writers* Conference will be held under 
the auspices of Middlebury College, August, 
1935. It offers four fellowships to men and 
women nominated by book publishers or mag
azine editors, which pay tuition, board, lodg
ing.
The International Mark Twain Society of
fer $25, 1,000-word essay: “Mark Twain's
Centenary: 1835-1935.” July 1,1935. Address 
Cyril Clemens, Pres., Webster Groves, Mo.
Houghton Mifflin, 2 Park street, Boston, 
are offering two literary fellowships, 1935, 
$1,000 each, to enable authors to complete 
projected works.
The Theatre Union announces its annual 
one-act play competition. 103 West 14 st., 
N. Y., April 1.
Collegians interested in the seven awards 
listed by the College Poetry Society of Amer
ica should address inquiries to Ann Win
slow, Sec., 2305 Fulton St, Berkeley, Calif.
Address The Argonaut, 544 Market St, 
San Francisco, for needs and rates. Under 
new editorial policy it is using one short 
8tory each week. Established in 1877, it 
published Twain, Atherton, Bierce, Bret 
Harte.
The John Day company has affiliated with 
Reynal & Hitchcock, with ownerships un
changed. Richard J. Walsh, president of 
John Day company, will promote both lists.
Tessa Sweazy Webb puts in 44 hours a 
week in the University of Ohio, and spends 
her leisure editing an excellent literary col
umn for the Columbus Sunday Dispatch. 
Vardis Fisher (We Are Betrayed) has the 
lead in the Jan. 20 issue, and Annie Pike 
Greenwood of Denver (We Sagebrush Polks) 
appears.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., under a new ed
itor-in-chief, Burton Rascoe, is revising its 
demands upward. They are joint publish
ers with the Caxton Printers, Ltd., of Vardis 
Fisher. Their new department. Heyday 
House, directed by Jerome 8. Meyer, is de
voted to books of wit, humor, games, puz
zles, etc. The late Hal G. Evarts’ Wolf Dog 
is from their press.
John H. Hopkins & Son, 200 Fifth Ave., 
N. Y. C. will expand their output in 1935 
with light, wholesome romances.
The Arizona Historical Review has been 
helped out of its financial hole by the Uni
versity of Arizona and the Arizona Pioneers 
Historical Society, and has resumed publica
tion, edited by H. A. Hubbard, Tucson, 
Ariz.
William Rose Benet cites Knopf's spring 
catalogue as the most interesting be has 
seen. “Each page is laid out as a separate 
ad; the copy is short, and it’s all snappy 
and readable." One of Knopfs books. Issued 
Jan. 23, "The Breathless M om en tassem
bles photographs by Philip Van Doren Stern 
with running comment by Herbert Asbury. 
Some of the photos hare been front page 
stuff, some too startling for newspaper pub
licity. Knopf also publishes what is an
nounced as the first complete and author
itative history of the Nazis, **A History of 
National Socialist*,” by Konrad Helden.
Mrs. Mary Jester Allen, niece of CoL Cody
FROM CANOE TO STEEL BARGE 
ON THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI
By MILDRED L. HARTSOUGH
This colorful chronicle is the first complete history of the Upper Mis
sissippi River traffic, from the days of the voyageurs ’ canoes to the period 
of digging the nine-foot channel for the accommodation of 2,000-ton steel 
barges.
“ Miss Hartsough succeeds admirably in bringing the bare bones of a 
history of commercial traffic on the upper Mississippi to roaring full-bodied 
l ife , sa y s  C. Hartley Grattan in the Brooklyn Eagle. “ It is an exciting 
chronicle and one which is part and parcel of the romance of American 
history. . . . An extremely useful book.” Illustrated. $3.50.
Older Books That Have Won Their Place in the 
History o f  the West
FIVE FUR TRADERS OF 
THE NORTHWEST
Edited by Ch a r l e s  M. Ga t e s
Introduction by Gr a c e  L. Nu t e
The narrative of Peter Pond and the 
diaries of John Macdonell, Archibald N. 
McLeod, Hugh Faries, and Thomas Con
nor. Maps. $3.50.
FOLLOWING THE 
PRAIRIE FRONTIER
By Se t h  K. Hu mph r e y
“A vivid, humorous, and often tragic 
account of life in the prairie country after 
the first wave of settlers had passed.”—  
New York Times. $2.50.
THE POPULIST REVOLT:
A History of the Farmers* Alliance and 
the People’s Party
By Jo h n  D. H ic k s
“A keen, readable portrayal of the 
problems of the insurgent West in its 
most dramatic political period.”— Lincoln 
Star. Illustrated. $4.00.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND
LETTERS OF A PIONEER
OF CULTURE
By Wil l ia m Wa t t s  F o l w e l l
A very readable supplement to his His
tory of Minnesota. “Of importance to stu
dents of education and history, especially 
of Minnesota and the Central West.”—  
Library Quarterly. Illustrated. $3.00.
THE DAY OF THE CATTLEMAN
By Er n e s t  S. Osg o o d
“The best book about the cattlemen ever 
written. . . . The truth about the old cat
tle business printed for the first time.”—  
Emporia Gazette. Illustrated. $3.50.
THE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF SWEDISH IMMIGRATION
By Ge o r g e  M. St e ph e n s o n
“Written in an attractive and interest
ing style, it excels all the many books that 
have been written on the Swedes in 
America.” —  Nordstjeman. Illustrated.
$4.50.
At better bookstores, or direct from
The University of Minnesota Press
Minneapolis, Minnesota
and director of the Buffalo Bill Museum, 
Cody, Wyo., wants contact with persons hav
ing Cody material of any sort, for a book to 
be issued in 1936.
Edna La Moore Waldo, Bismarck, N. D., 
author of “Dakota” is writing a human-in
terest account of steamboating days on the 
Upper Missouri river, and solicits diaries, 
clippings, etc; will give proper credit and 
return them promptly.
Mrs. Mary Meigs Atwater of Basin, Mont., 
is the author of a detective story, “Crime 
in Corn Weather,” to be published by Hough
ton Mifflin this spring. Mr. Andrew Corry, 
University of Montana, says: “Mrs. At
water is a distinguished textile artist who 
not only is consulted by museums here and 
abroad as to expert points on fabrics old and 
modern, but weaves herself: last spring in 
Butte at an exhibit of works of a rt... I saw 
an exquisite fabric that she wove.”
Headers who have enjoyed Laurence 
Pratt’s sonnets in the Frontier and Midland 
will be glad to see the full collection of these 
realistic pictures of mill town folks in A 
Saga of a Paper Mill, published in February 
by The Caxton Printers, Ltd.
A feature of the Inland Empire Writers’ 
Conference, Spokane, Wash., Apr. 3-4, will be 
a short story and poetry contest. Russell A. 
Bankson, president, Spokane newspaper man 
and short story writer, wants short-shorts 
and poems not over 50 lines. Prizes are of
fered, and the Spokesman-Review will print 
the winning story the day after it is an
nounced, and the next two winners the fol
lowing Sunday. Mr. Bankson is known for 
his stories of the Old West, and his new 
book. The Klondike Nugget, will be off the 
press of The Caxton Printers. Ltd., at the 
time of the conference. The Spokane Daily 
Chronicle will print the three winning poems 
the day they are announced.
Publication date of Sanctuary, a bi-month
ly magazine, has been postponed to enable 
the editor, Jon Edgar Webb, to assemble 
the kind of material he wants. He knows 
exactly what that is— not regional, not sec
tional, of no predetermined social slant— not 
propagandist!. He wants it known that he is 
not a big-name editor, but sympathetic to 
the unknown writer who can write. Mr. 
Webb is a protege of Paul Palmer, new edi
tor of The American Mercury. Bernard Gil
bert Guerney, associate editor, will review 
the quality and “little” magazines in the 
first issue. Everett Jones is co-editor. Mr. 
Webb is at work on a novel. The Grim Wall, 
based on first-hand experience in the Ohio 
State Reformatory, where he found his lit
erary feet while serving a three-year sen
tence for a first offense.
Cedi Goldbeek, 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y„  states 
that be welcomes manuscripts (short stories, 
novels) from new talent or established writ
ers who do not want to do their own market
ing. No advance charge, and the usual fee 
on sale.
Thomas Nelson & Sons will bring out 
Idella Purnell Stone’s seventh juvenile this 
fall: The Lucky Deer's Eye, story of a small 
Indian potter in modern Mexico.
Helen Maring Payne says Franklin Rich
ardson Pierce is not a bit “sot up” over be
ing in Who's Who.
Max Miller, lad in Montana, onetime Uni
versity of Washington student and Seattle 
newspaper man, visited his home town, Seat
tle, in January. Henry Tracy, who issues 
Readers' News from 2104 N. Las Palmas 
Ave., Hollywood, says: “To read anything 
of Max M iller’s is to enjoy an interlude from 
intensity and emotionalism . . . His mission 
is to redeem the commonplace.”
Benjamin Appel’s second novel. Four 
Roads to Death, will be published by Knopf 
this spring.
Old-timers with exciting past experience 
and no way of cashing in on it might get in 
touch with Glenn A. Connor, old hand at 
Westerns, who made Doubleday, Doran’s 
West in collaboration with Dr. W. A. Allen, 
pioneer of Billings, Mont., with Allen's tale 
of hounds that joined the wolf pack, and re
ceived the assurance that West could use 
much more stuff of similar nature.
W. C. Tuttle, ex-Montana cow-puncher, 
well-established writer of Westerns, will ap
pear in April under Houghton Mifflin’s im
print : Hashknlfe at Stormy River.
Mary J. Elmendorf of Seattle is the only 
“outsider” honored in “Land O’ Gold,” recent 
anthology of California poets compiled by J. 
N. North and published by the Herald-Sil
houettes Press of Ontario, Calif. “Two 
Wives,” her volume of selected verse, will 
be published by the Caxton Printers late in 
1935.
Commonwealth College of Mena, Arkansas, 
announces five avenues of service to the 
non-commercial writer. Information can be 
secured from Bob Brown by those interested. 
The college welcomes copies of “little” mag
azines.
The first issue of a weekly Boys' and Girls' 
Newspaper has appeared from The Parents* 
Magazine Affiliated Press, 9 E. 40th St., 
N. Y. C.
The Salt Lake Tribune, in its efforts to 
build up a regional of writing, pays nomi
nally for stories by local writers.
Dr. Soph us Win thus of the University of 
Washington is preparing a critical study of 
William Faulkner. He spent leisure mo
ments of five years on his study of Eugene 
O’Neill, published by Random Bouse.
Alice Eleanor Lambert. Seattle, is work
ing on her fourth novel, “Pioneer*s Return
More than a year ago Mrs. Hugh Bullock, 
435 E. 52nd 8t-, N. Y. C.. began to promote 
the organization of the Academy of Amer
ican Poets, well sponsored, in the hope of 
ultimately providing 8 or 10 annual $5,000 
fellowships to American poets. A member
ship corporation was formed last Novem
ber and the financing of the plan has begun.
THE VIRGINIA 
QUARTERLY REVIEW
Celebrates Its Tenth Anniversary with 
a Special All-Southern Issue:
The Profession of Letters in the South, by Allen Tate.
The Grave. A Story. By Katharine Anne Porter.
Modern With a Southern Accent, by John Crowe 
Ransom.
The Horrible South, by Gerald W. Johnson.
Mister McGregor. A Story. By Andrew Nelson Lytle. 
Old Catawba, by Thomas Wolfe.
Old Wine in a New Bottle, by John Donald Wade.
Poetry by John Peale Bishop, Allen Tate, Lawrence Lee, Lizette 
Woodworth Reese, Ben Belitt, Katheryn Worth, Elizabeth Madox 
Roberts.
Encaustics for Southerners, by Stark Young.
A Miserable Sinner. A Story. By Grace Lumpkin.
Her Own People. A Story. By Robert Penn Warren.
The Modern Southern Poet and Tradition, by Cleanth 
Brooks, Jr.
The “Discussions 
o f  N ew  B ook s,” 
for ten years a con
stant feature of the 
Virginia Quarterly, 
which have won for 
it a high reputation 
for disinterested and 
competent criticism, 
have been suspended 
for this special issue.
The Virginia Quarterly Review,
One West Range,
University, Vau;
Gentlemen: Please enter my subscription for one
year $(3.00) to the Virginia Quarterly, beginning with 
your special anniversary number. I enclose check.
Send me a bill.
Name ........... — — --------------------  —
Mrs. Bullock’s husband, a banker, shares his 
w ife’s interest in the project and estimates 
that no award will be made for at least a 
year.
On April 15, at the Pan American Union 
in Washington, D. C., the Roerich Treaty for 
the Protection of Cultural Treasures is to 
be signed by the Plenipotentiaries of many 
nations. A banner has been designed by 
Nicholas Roerich to be unfurled over sites 
of religious, artistic, scientific or historic 
importance to symbolize their inviolability 
in times of war and peace.
A1 Schak’s Soul Wounds, Veterans’ Pub
lishers (Missoula, Montana), is the work of 
a Montanan, one of the youngest A. B. F. 
veterans; its message is that far greater 
than financial and material squandering and 
human mortalities are the “soul wounds,” 
the moral, spiritual wreckage of war.
Mrs. Sara Trousdale Mallory will have a 
book of verse out from the Caxton Press 
about April 15, entitled Mnemonic and Other 
Verses. Mrs. Mallory is the wife of Pro
fessor L. A. Mallory, head of Public Speak
ing and Dramatics at the University of 
Wyoming.
The Dilettante of Portland has discon
tinued publication; its subscription list has 
been taken over by Frontier and Midland.
COVERED WAGON
Be n j a m in  Appe l , frequent and esteemed 
writer for n cm-commercial magazines, au
thor of Brain Ouy, has just completed his 
second novel. To m Ba ir  of Areata, Califor
nia, and Vir g in ia  Ma r ia n  Fe r g u s o n  of San 
Francisco were represented in our 1934 Au
tumn Number; H. E. Ba t e s , Kent, England, 
author of several novels and many short 
stories, appeared in the May 1934 Frontier 
and Midland.
E. A. Br in in s t o o l , co-author of The Boze
man Trail, is well known for poems and ar
ticles on the West. Wit t e r  By n n e r , poet 
and playwright nationally liked, and No r
ma n  Ma c l b o d  (whose latest book of poems 
is Horizons of Death), with Fr a n k  B. Lin - 
d e r ma n  (whose American, to single out one 
of many good books by this Montana author, 
is “required reading” for everybody) and 
He l e n  Ma r in g  of Seattle, musician, artist, 
writer, editor, lecturer, have appeared in 
previous issues of this magazine.
Mo r t o n  El io t  Fr e e d g o o d  of Brooklyn and 
Mu r r a y  G it l ix  of Ravinia, Illinois, are here 
introduced to our readers; Mr. G itlin’s first 
published story was in the Oct.-Nov. number 
of the British magazine New Stories. Be r t
r a m Gu t h r ie , journalism graduate of the 
University of Montana, is city editor of the 
Lexington. Kentucky, Leader. E l in o r  Le n - 
nkn of Ixm Angeles, treasurer of the League 
of Western Writers, has published verse in 
various magaTines. Al ic e  S h o t j c r  Ma r t in  
of Camas, Washington, has four hobbies: 
husband, two youngsters, writing.
Gil  Me y n ie b  is a young Frenchman now 
in New Mexico. C h a r l e s  B r o w n  Ne l s o n , 
for several years catalog editor of the Amer
ican Art Association, is Iowa-born and U-of- 
Iowa baccalaureate. Ar t h u r  H. Ne t h e r c o t , 
Professor of English at Northwestern Uni
versity, among his numerous publications in
cludes several poems and stories for this 
magazine. Lo r r a in e  Gr u n d y  Nu t t  lives in 
Peoria, Illinois.
Al d e n  B. St e v e n s  of New York has spent 
several years in the Southwest engaged in 
anthropological work. Upt o n  T e r r e l l , re
membered for fine stories in this magazine 
and elsewhere, is author of Frontier and Mid» 
land's one novel, Adam Cargo, now being 
published between boards by Reilly & Lee 
of Chicago, publishers of Mr. Terrell's The 
Little Dark Man last autumn. Ma u d  E. 
Use h o l d  lives in Lacon, Illinois. Ge r a l d in e  
Wo l f  of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, is co-author 
with her husband of a book of poems, The 
World, the Flesh, and the Holy Ghosts 
(Caxton, 1933).
VERSE
Slumber at Noon. Patrick D. Moreland. 
Kaleidograph Press, Dallas, 1934. $1.50.—
Campus Sonnets. Ernest G. Moll. Metro
politan Press, Portland, 1934.— On the Wall 
of Heaven. Effie Beaton Cahill. Bookfel- 
lows, Torch Press, Cedar Rapids, 1934.— A 
Basket of Flowers. R. J. Keith. Stratford 
Co., Boston, 1934. $1.00.— The Poet's Cry
for His Beloved. Guy Henry La Groe. 
Christopher Publishing House, Boston. $1.50. 
— Books of a Vagabond and Other Verse. 
Nathaniel Wilson. Christopher. Boston. $4. 
— Upward Ho! Frank Fisher Slocomb. Il
lustrated and compiled by Jeannette Slo
comb Edwards. The Driftwind Press, No. 
Montpelier, Vt., 1934.
Mr. M oreland’s first published volume of 
verse. Arrow Unspent, won the seventh an
nual award of the Poetry Society of Texas. 
His latest volume. Slumber at Noon, won the 
fourth annual Publication Contest of Kalei
dograph, out of 184 entries. His work is 
characterized by unexpected and delightful 
rhythms and vigorous imagery. The Met
ropolitan Press has done a nice piece of 
work on Mr. M oll’s Campus Sonnets, and 
the author’s humor and ironic penetration 
justify the care his publishers have ex
pended on the book. The format of Mrs. 
Cahill’s volume done by the Bookfellows also 
is pleasing, and her lyrics of the level of good 
newspaper verse. Mr. Reith's verse, heavily 
permeated with religious feeling, is not of 
the quality to make converts. Such work as 
his, Mr. La Groe's and Mr. W ilson’s Is sig
nificant to the writer and his publisher rath
er than to any poetry reading public.
Mrs. Edwards’ collection of her father’s 
poems carries a fine appreciation of Frank 
Slocomb by the poet, Edith M trick. Like all 
Driftwind books, its format is attractive. 
Martinsdale, Montana Grace Stone Coates
Number I of 
THE NEW TALENT
Is now a collectors’ item. The supply 
is exhausted. Booksellers are adver
tising in their trade journals for copies 
of the first issue of THE NEW TAL
ENT : the Advance Guard Quarterly. A 
few copies of the successive issues are 
available from the publishers, at Sev
enty Five Cents each. Or you may 
have your subscription commence with 
any back number, except Number I, if 
you act promptly.
Number VII (Jan.-Mar. 1935) offers 
twelve stories by younger writers 
whose vigorous talents will stimulate 
you; poems; and pungent critical com
ment.
THE NEW TALENT
24 West 20th Street 
New York City 
Annual Subscription Two Dollars
NORTHWEST
LITERARY
REVIEW
Edited by
COURTLAND W. 
MATTHEWS
322 Postal Building, Portland, 
Oregon
This much needed review of 
Northwest Writers and Writings 
and Projects will appear in May. 
Be a Foundation Subscriber. Fifty 
cents a year.
Combine a subscription (50c) 
with one to FRONTIER AND 
MIDLAND ($1.50) for the price 
of one— send $1.50 to either mag
azine and receive both.
DHnifC ADDflAn An International Quarterly of DUUVIO HDnUHU Comment on Foreign Books
Edited by Roy Temple House and Kenneth C. Kaufman 
Contents for Spring. 1035 
(Published April 1)
American Social and Literary Influences in Brazil
(Concluded) .....................   AFRANIO PEIXOTO
Some Reflexions on Polymetry...........................ARMAND 60D0Y
Napoleon’s Island ..............................  HARRIET REID
A Language Descends........................................... SIEGFRIED WAGENER
A History of the Drama........................ CAMILLO VON KLENZE
Hans Christian Anderson ............................................JULIUS MORITZEN
Correspondence (Arturo Torres-Rioseco and Carleton Beals on Mr. Beals’
Fire on the Andes)
What’s Doing on Parnassus (Reports on Literary Plans and Projects, by G. K. 
Chesterton, Pio Baroja. Andre Siegfried, Max Brod, George Sylvester 
Viereck, Knut Hamsun)
AND OTHER ARTICLES 
Reviews by Sidney B. Fay, Albert Guerard, Alexander Kaun,
Samuel Putnam, Muna Lee, and others.
Subscription rates: $2.00 a year, or $3.00 for two years. Single copies, fifty cents 
each. Address the Circulation Manager, Books Abroad
UN IVERSITY  OF OKLAHOM A PR E SS
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA
Qorzoi £ ooks of international importance
CHANGING
ASIA
By Egon Erwin Kisch
“V i v i d ,  pulsating, 
done in raw, primary 
colors, packed with 
anecdotes and veined 
with sardonic hu
mor.” — John Cham
berlain. “A thorough
ly interesting, dra
matic picture of great 
changes in Samar
kand and Bokhara.” 
—  Herschel Brickell. 
Illustrated. $3.00
MOSCOW
CARROUSEL
By EUGENE LYONS
An intimate revue of 
scenes and life in 
Moscow from th e  
notebook of an Amer
ican correspondent 
who has lived there 
for six years. By far 
the most revealing 
and interesting pic
ture of the Red Cap
ital yet offered to 
American readers. 
Illustrated. $3.50
A HISTORY OF
NATIONAL
SOCIALISM
By KONRAD HEIDEN
“A masterly story of the back
stairs intrigues in Germany that 
began with the November 1932 
elections and continued till 
Hitler was made Chancellor.”—  
New Republic. “Unquestionably 
the most valuable piece of work 
on German socialism which has 
yet appeared in any language 
. . . indispensable.” —  Dorothy 
Thompson. $4.50
ROAD OF AGES
By ROBERT NATHAN
The new novel by the author of o n e  
mo r e  s p r in g . “It springs from so large 
an imaginative conception,” says Wil
liam Rose Benet in The Saturday Re
view, “involves such richness of mate
rial, is written throughout in so con
sistently fine a style that it deserves 
literary permanence.” $2.50
ANOTHER CAESAR
By ALFRED NEUMANN
“This large and tumultuous novel (of 
the life of Louis Napoleon) should run 
tandem with The Forty Days of Musa 
Dagh in the favor of those who like 
their novels exciting in incident, keyed 
to grandeur in intrigue, ambition, ad
venture, lechery and historical back
ground.”— Burton Rascoe. $3.00
THE ELAGHIN AFFAIR
By IVAN BUNIN
W inner o f the Nobel Prize fo r  Literature 
In 1933
Fifteen new stories by a master whose 
earlier collection, t h e  g e n t l e ma n  
f r o m b a n  f r a n c is c o , has become one of 
the classics of our time. “Readers with 
a yearning for remembered childhood 
will find pleasure here . . . pleasure 
justified by the sense of ease which 
Bunin conveys in telling a story.”—  
X. 7. Herald Tribune, $2.50
HELL HOLE of CREATIOH
The Exploration o f Abyssinian Danakil
By L. M. NESBITT
A story of adventure, amazing in this 
prosaic age, of an 800 mile safari 
through blistering heat, scorching sand 
storms and hostile jungle. The vivid 
descriptions, the account of strange 
character and savage custom, the ter
rifying hardships, the thrill victory, all 
result in a travel book of unusual and 
genuine distinction. Illustrated. $3.75
SHfred /k. Knopf 730 fifth  She.. J/.y.
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“The frontiers ore not east or ivest, north or south, hut wherever a man fronts a fact.” 
— T h o r e a t j .
LONG DISTANCE
Upt o n  Te r r e l l
THAT’S the way it is there on a spring evening with a lingering sun on the Ruby Mountains and 
the quiet of the desert making itself 
felt in the town, and lights beginning 
to show in the little shacks and a road 
engine purring over beyond the depot, 
waiting to hook on to the limited. 
The saloons are quiet, there aren’t any 
games going, and the men hang along 
the bars like they don’t want any up
roar. Tuck said he’d had his supper 
and he was going across the tracks to 
see a girl; and I thought I would go 
out to the airport to watch the Salt 
Lake plane come in.
“ This girl just came from Vegas a 
few days ago,” Tuck said. “ I ran 
into her over at the post office and I 
said I ’d see her.”
“ You don’t have to explain to me,” 
I said.
“ We used to be pretty good friends.” 
“ Why not?”
“ I don’t know,”  he said, “ I didn’t 
know she was in town.”
When I came back from the airport 
I went into the Commercial House and 
got some supper, and then I went into 
the bar. Alabama was there in a game 
TOth brown chips, and that was big 
® takes even for Elko. There was a crowd 
watching and I got through the ring close 
enough to see the table over a railroad 
man’s shoulder. There were two China- 
® en in the game and whenever they 
played there was a crowd watching.
But they w eren’t any better than the 
Italian, only they were more interest
ing to watch. The little Chink owned a 
hand laundry and the fat one ran the 
Eagle Cafe; and the way his fingers 
handled the cards and chips made you 
uneasy. His fingers were like talons and 
they dealt the cards like running wa
ter, making the chips slip into place 
like round smooth petals falling. The 
faces of the Chinks were like creased 
yellow rock and in between them Ala
bama’s face looked sad and dark. The 
cowman sat next to the house man, and 
he was steamed with liquor so that he 
slumped a little to one side of his chair 
trying to see, and he was losing stead
ily. With brown chips in the game, the 
house man broke open a new deck 
every few hands and threw the old 
deck on the floor behind him.
The two cowboys pushed through the 
crowd easily and stood behind the cow
man’s chair until the hand ended. 
Then one of them tapped him on the 
shoulder.
“ Cash in,” he said.
“ Come on, get out.”
“ Get out of here and let me alone,” 
the cowman said.
“ We want something left.”
They pulled him up and pushed him 
out through the crowd.
“ They come and get him every time 
he comes in town,” the railroad man 
said. “ I guess they’ve kept his outfit 
for him a long time. H e’d lose it in 
a week.”
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I saw Tuck come in, but he went 
right on upstairs in the hotel. He 
didn't look at anybody. I let him go, 
and went over to the bar and got a 
drink. Then I went outside and walked 
out to the end of the street to smell the 
desert.
There were a lot of cowboys in Elko 
the next morning. They’d come down 
from the Ruby country to take some cat
tle back. Nearly two hundred cars had 
unloaded. Tuck and I ate together, 
and while we were eating he told me 
the telephone company wanted to hire 
linemen. H e’d gone over that morning 
and got a job. I knew about that and 
I ’d been thinking about it, but I 
couldn’t make up my mind. I thought 
I might go to work for one of the cow 
outfits up north toward the Oregon 
line; but Tuck kept talking up the tele
phone company, and I said I would go 
over and see them. I liked his way of 
telling me about it. He made it sound 
better than riding in the desert all 
summer.
The winter was not entirely gone. 
There was snow on the Ruby Moun
tains. The Humboldt River was high. 
The night air had the feel of frost. But 
there were pale green patches on the 
red south slopes where the range grass 
was breaking through, and small yel
low flowers cuddled the warm damp 
earth. It made you think about get
ting started at something and I ’d had 
enough of town, laying up all winter 
in a rooming house in Ogden. My 
lungs were dogged.
We went outside and stood on the 
corner, leaning against the hotel. The 
sun was warm. There was a small sign 
in the bank building right across the
street from us that kept flicking on 
and off, $1.00 OPENS A SAVINGS 
ACCOUNT.
“ That’8 what you better do,” Tuck 
said.
“ What?”
“ Open a savings account. The tele
phone company didn’t seem to like it 
because I didn’t have one.”
“ With a dollar?” I said.
“ They won’t know how much you 
have in it.”
“ I hate to tie up a dollar like that,” 
I said.
The bank was tan stone, seven sto
ries high, and it stood up like a big 
pine in a forest of kindling wood. It 
was the only tall and modern building 
in Elko except the new hotel across the 
tracks, and that was only three stories 
high. The bank building made you un
derstand a new age was coming, even 
to such a place as Elko, and the thought 
didn’t rest well. Elko and Nevada 
were all that we had left of the old 
west, and now it was getting buildings 
like that. I didn’t like to think of my
self going into it and tossing a dollar 
on the marble counter. If it wouldn’t 
have mattered to the telephone com
pany, I would rather have given it to 
the bartender in the Commercial House 
to keep for me.
The bank building had an elevator in 
it that resembled a big moving bird 
cage. It was the only elevator be
tween Ogden and Reno, and it was a 
sight for the men who came in once a 
year from the back country. A young 
girl in a tan uniform operated the ele
vator. She tried to maintain a metro
politan air, but she couldn’t quite make 
it. Some cowboys with nothing else to 
do sat on the curb under the elm tree
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directly across the street and watched 
her going up and down beyond the 
high glass of the entrance.
“ They want college boys,” Tuck 
said. “ They want to make linemen 
out of professors.”
“ I graduated from Harvard and Ox
ford,” I said. “ Then I went to Yale 
to finish up.”
“ It's funny I never saw you there.” 
“ College men in this cow burg!” I 
said.
“You’ve got to talk up. They want 
go-getters with manners, who go to 
church regular and write home every 
day. That’s why I got the job.”
“ I ’m as good as hired.”
“ Maybe I ’ll see you tonight,” he 
said. “ We might go across the tracks. 
I know a couple of girls.”
“ I haven’t any money for that,” I 
said, and I wondered why he asked me 
now when he didn’t want me with him 
the night before.
“ You don’t need to spend any,” he 
said.
The telephone station had a white 
picket fence around it and a green 
lawn in front which was bare red clay 
in spots. The cables dipped down 
from the poles and ran in one side of 
the building and out the other, side; 
and they made me think of the lines 
running clear across the country like 
that, like echoing veins of the earth 
which carried the confused voices of 
all the people crying out to each other, 
trying to straighten out the mess they 
had made of life.
The young man inside wore a 
starched gray shirt and his black tie 
was precise and his hair was slicked 
down like inked lines. Everything on 
his desk was in order, even the pencils
were laid together in an even row ; and 
at a glance you knew that each wire 
ran right into the very hole intended 
for it, that the rows of black and red 
buttons on the switchboards were in 
perfect lines. While the young man 
talked to me my eyes hung on a tiny 
crumpled piece of blue paper some one 
must have dropped inadvertently on 
the polished linoleum floor.
“We give you a course in line con
struction first, then you go out to the 
camp. We want only young men of 
good character, you know, good edu
cation, go-getters who want a future, 
stickers looking for promotion. I t ’s 
waiting. The company is expanding. 
Who sent you!”
And all the time he was saying that, 
I was looking at the little piece of blue 
paper on the floor and wondering how 
it alone could so upset the ingenious 
perfection of the place.
“ I came all the way from Salt Lake 
to get this job,” I said, and then I 
knew he was going to hire me and I re
gretted coming. I felt like something 
was going to be changed in me, some
thing I didn’t want to lose.
“ The company wants to see what a 
man has in his head before they trust 
him to work on a telephone line that 
will cost half a million dollars to build. 
Here are your examinations. Sit down 
and fill them out.”
You know how it is there on a Spring 
evening. Alabama was in the bar where 
I had talked with him the evening be
fore, before he got in the stud game 
with brown chips that was still going 
when I went to bed at two o ’clock.
“ Good-evening, sir,” he said. “ Get 
it?”
“ Get what?” I said.
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14 The job. I saw you come out just 
before I went in. I t’s come to the point 
where I have no choice.”
“ They took you last night.”
4 4 For three hundred, sir. Nothing 
to think about. A drink on me, now 
w e’ll be workin’ together. You don’t 
look like a telephone lineman. Maybe 
I don’t. No offense in that, sir. I see 
you rolling in a saddle, not on a pole.” 
44You figure things out, don’t you!” 
44Maybe the gamblin’ does that. Al
ways gambled, you know. My pappy 
taught me, and Baton Rouge never 
knew no better than him, sir. But I ’m 
a trained lawyer, too. Yes, sir, Ala
bama University. You didn’t suspect 
that. A mighty fine school, too. Gen
tlem an’s school. You see how it is. 
You’re a rider and now you’re a line
man. Well, I ’m a lawyer. That’s the 
way of things, sir. It isn ’t what you 
have been, it ’s what you are this very 
moment that shapes your destiny.”
It was dark by the time I had eaten, 
and I walked out along the street and 
stepped right from pavement into an 
undiminishing world of desert. That 
was the way it was there. You were 
either in town or in the desert. A rid
er came in, riding tired and slumped in 
his saddle. He came out of dark starry 
space and rode into town along the side 
of the road. The little horse avoided 
the pavement, keeping to the narrow 
gravel shoulder, and I walked along 
feeling the bare earth under my own 
feet with satisfaction.
. . . The little horse was thinking of 
the livery barn ahead in the confusion 
of shacks and of the annoying odors it 
held of strange horses mysteriously 
gone. There would be peace of mind 
when he left concrete once more, when
he turned outward again, the desert 
under foot, its understandable frag
rance in his nostrils, its familiar sounds 
in his ears. . . .
4 4 The town conquers only what it 
stands on,” I said. 44The cactus can’t 
push its way through pavement. The 
clapboards turn back wind and snow. 
Stoves vanquish cold. But beyond the 
last shack element and emptiness meet 
in an unconquered alliance. Why do 
I want to change and help conquer f ”
Then I found Tuck in the Commer
cial Bar, and we went over across the 
tracks into the older part of town, 
made up of squatty Mexican houses, 
small cheap hotels, gambling houses 
and joints. They were the last stand 
of Elko of the boom days and along 
the old main street the buildings had 
high false fronts, some of them with 
old names on them like the Stampede 
and the Last Chance and the Gold Nug
get. Gunmen remained, but their guns 
were concealed. Dealers were there, 
but the fancy vests were gone. Incan
descent bulbs glowed where once coal 
oil had flickered. The old bars, solid 
and polished, looked forlorn, funeral. 
The best buildings were the joints 
where the girls were. They had a 
business which didn’t change with 
time. They were the best buildings, 
white and green, the most inviting. We 
went into the Four Leaf Clover where 
Tuck said he knew the girls.
But he only knew one, and I had 
suspected that. Her name was Doris 
and he had known her when he was 
riding out of Las Vegas for the Sev
enty-Two ’s. You had to spend some
thing, so we bought cigars and dropped 
some nickles in the piano. She came 
over and sat between us, an arm
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around Tuck and he looked unhappy.
She wanted Tuck to dance with her, 
but he only laughed as if he didn’t un
derstand the language. She took my 
arm and pulled me up, and I saw she 
had bright dark eyes, not faded like 
most girls’ we knew. Her hair was 
fresh and smooth and dark, and she 
smelled good and was soft up against 
me. She got Tuck to dance and I sat 
watching them; she kept talking to 
him while he only looked over her 
shoulder, and when they came back he 
was sweating and sat there without 
talking. She kept her arm around his 
shoulders and she kept looking at the 
piano as if she were listening to the 
music and she tried not to see the big 
cowboy when he came in, but he saw 
her. He came across the floor toward 
her and he was holding his liquor pret
ty well, although he’d had more than 
he could carry comfortably. He took 
her hand and she pulled back long 
enough to speak to Tuck.
“Don’t go,” she said. “ I ’ll be back 
in a minute.”
Tuck didn’t look at her and I kept 
looking at him.
“Will you w ait?’’ she said.
“ All right,” he said, and when they 
had gone through the door at the other 
end of the room, he got up. “ L et’s get 
out of here,” he said.
“You told her you’d wait.”
“ Why should I f ”  he said, and we 
went out and got almost back to the 
tracks when he talked again, and I 
knew why he had wanted me to come 
with him.
“What would you do?” he said.
“ She’s pretty nice,” I said.
“ A man can’t tie to a girl like that. 
She used to be that way down in Vegas
and I had to keep out of town. You 
just can’t hurt a girl like that.” 
“ You can hurt that one easy 
enough,” I said.
“ You don’t get me.”
“ I get you.”
“ Well, what would you do?”
“ I don’t know,” I said.
The telephone company put up a 
shack for the training school near the 
hotel, and the instructor’s name was 
McCleary. He was a friendly little 
man, always sober, and he had a nip
per manner which must have come 
from years of climbing poles and 
stringing wires. His efficiency had got 
him the job. He could teach the thir
ty of us to build a line costing half a 
million dollars. Out in California he 
owned a neat bungalow overlooking 
San Francisco bay, and he showed us 
pictures of it. He had brought his wife 
and daughter with him.
The girl was built like himself, slim 
and agile, as if she had inherited from 
him a body influenced by the lithe 
strength of wires. He drove us with 
a wearing persistency, never thinking 
of rest during the eight hours of 
schooling every day. The shack had 
rough wooden benches and tables in 
it, and we worked over them for nearly 
a week on a foreboding course in first 
aid, until we all got the idea we were 
being tricked into preparing for war.
“ When do we start target prac
tice ? ”  George said. ** And get our bay
onets?”
McCleary laughed insinuatingly. 
“ You may think it ’s war when ice 
takes a line down some night, or a 
brush fire cracks off the poles like 
matches, or when men fall off thirty-
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foot cross-arm s,’* he said. “ Yes, you 
might think war was better.’*
We studied about everything from 
bandages and splints to mending brok
en legs, arms, necks and ribs. We 
learned remedies for sunstroke, snake
bite and frostbite, colds, hernias, bruis
es and burns.
“ What about misery?” said Ala
bama.
MeCleary snapped at him. “ You’ll 
learn that from experience.”  He 
rubbed his thin nimble hands together. 
“ You’re all doing fine. I can send in 
a good report. That’s what counts. 
Study your handbooks tonight. Safe
ty is paramount, paramount. But 
you’ve got to know how to work. 
Study that wire splicing. Y ou’ll get 
it.”
Alabama was the first to the bar at 
five o ’clock when we quit work.
“ Dry stuff in there. Dry as that 
there desert,” he said.
“ Luck,” I said.
“ Thank you much, sir,” Alabama 
said. “ I wish the same to you, sir. I 
certainly do. A man has to be careful 
who he takes up with in a country like 
this, and between you and me, sir, I ’m 
a particular man. I don’t often make 
mistakes.”
“ It’s my turn now,” I  said.
We got our spikes, and MeCleary 
showed us how to climb. He moved 
up and down the poles back of the 
shacks like a walking frog, and at the 
top he leaned out and twisted in his 
safety belt to demonstrate the needless
ness of fear. He drew up a cross-arm 
that was longer than himself and al
most as heavy and jiggled it into place, 
and he drove spikes and set braces at 
all angles.
Some of us got up ten feet the first 
day and then most of us shook and 
slid down, burning our hands and legs. 
The next day we all got up to the top, 
except George, and he only went half 
way when he began to shake and let 
go. He slid all the way down, driving 
splinters into his arms and legs. He 
was big and heavy, and he flushed red, 
but you could see he was mad. The 
kid named Herson on the next pole ran 
up and down like a monkey and did 
acrobatic stunts on top.
“ Natural ability,”  MeCleary said. 
“ Any man who can climb like that on 
his second day is a natural.”  Then he 
yelled up at him. “ Come down before 
you get too smart and break your 
neck.”
George was in the bar when I went 
in and for the first time he began to 
talk to me and bought me a drink. 
“ You climb all right,”
“ I got burnt,” I said.
“ I ’ll be on fire by tomorrow. That 
little weasel Herson showing off makes 
me sick.”
“ Forget him.”
“ Come out along the road with me,” 
he said. “ I ’ve got a Ford.”
We went out to where the main line 
poles skirted the highway and the rail
road, and George got out and began to 
climb, but he only got halfway up 
when he began to shake and he came 
back down. His face was wet and he 
looked scared.
“ You’ll make it,”  I said.
“ I ’ll make a corpse.”
“ Look here, what were you before?” 
“ I was only a eowpunch.”
“ A eowpunch.”
“ You think I ’m yellow.”
“ I didn’t say that.”
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“ I ’m not. I made my living riding 
broncs. Then the old lady got me to 
quit. I got a little ranch, and I guess 
I ’m going back to it, even though it is 
starvation.”
“ That’s it, then,” I said.
“ W hat’s it?”
“ W ho’s going to take care of the old 
lady if you get it.”
“ Maybe,” he said.
“ I know that’s it. D on’t you know 
we ’re insured ? If you get it, she ’ll get 
more than you’ll ever make for her. 
Even if you only get laid up, your 
wages go on. All this first aid stuff 
and talk about danger has got you.” 
“ That scissor-bill McCleary don’t 
tell a man nothing,” he said.
He spit on his hands and went up to 
the top and he let go with one hand 
long enough to wave his hat, but he 
lost it and nearly slipped out, and just 
then a car came up and stopped and 
McCleary got out. He had his wife 
and girl with him, and he stood staring 
up at George, and George just stayed 
on top, and then McCleary got back in 
his car and drove away. He didn’t 
even look at me.
“ There’ll be hell for breakfast,” 
George said when he had got down. 
“ You’re sure of a job,” I said.
That day the truck bobbed algng the 
yellow highway. We went through the 
Hills east of Elko. The Spring sun was 
hot, and the grass was getting thick 
on the south sides of the mesas. We 
went along a high ridge on the wall of 
a deep valley that had a threadline of 
road winding across its floor. There 
were larks singing, and the Ruby 
Mountains held silver peaks right up 
against a lilac sky.
It was a long way back in thought 
to the Lucky Strike and the Pour Leaf 
Clover and the Commercial Bar in the 
empty country. The truck stopped be
side an old passenger coach which was 
the camp office. There was a mess car 
and two others with double-decked 
bunks in them. Up ahead was a coach 
fixed up for a recreation car; it had a 
phonograph and some card tables in 
it. It had been a club car once, and 
the fine panels were still smooth and 
shiny in places. There were heavy ma
hogany pillars in one end, and some
body had carved initials in one of them. 
Next after the mess car were some box 
cars used for the kitchen and storage. 
It ^as dinner time, and there were 
about thirty other men there who had 
been digging holes and hauling poles. 
The cooks were Chinks, and they chat
tered like a bunch of parrots while 
they were putting the meal on the ta
ble. It was like a furnace in the car, 
and some of the men ate without their 
shirts, but the heat didn’t seem to ef
fect their appetites.
The camp foreman was Mallory. He 
was almost square from the shoulders 
down, and his hair was blonde as corn 
tassels. He got us together after din
ner and talked in such a quiet voice you 
had trouble hearing him.
“ I t ’s serious business, and this sec
tion will be hell,” he said. “ I t ’s solid 
rock and they w on’t send us any pow
der. Post holes are better dug than 
blown out. We only got about four 
months to work, and we can’t make 
mistakes. It will be too cold then, and 
then w e’ll go out to Oregon. The en
gineers will be ready for us out there 
and we can work all winter. It rains 
all the time out in that coast country,.
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but it ’s better than forty below.” He 
swung around and thumped a man 
with a beefy palm. “ L et’s get at it.”
In May the heat was brutal, and the 
sun smelted sand and rock together un
til you cou ldn’t make out the features 
of the country. Perspiration burnt 
your eyes and dried in a crust on your 
face and neck. Then some days the 
wind blew and stirred up a smoke dust, 
making your mouth leather that water 
would not soften. The new pole holes 
dotted the parched flats like the foot
prints of a peg-legged giant. Hammer
ing on rock all day with an iron bar, 
you got into a monotonous rhythm that 
seemed born of distance; and you felt 
as if it had come from far off to sound 
and fade away into the eternity beyond. 
The peeled poles stood up at crazy 
angles until the tampers came along and 
set them straight in the same rhythm, 
and the new line stood like a picket 
fence enclosing the earth. A truck let 
wires out behind it, thin streams of 
steel water catching the sun darts. And 
then we hung over cross-arms like men 
crucified in ridiculous positions, tying, 
spiking, bolting.
That afternoon I went back along 
the finished line gathering up nuts and 
bolts that had been dropped I piled 
them around the foot of each pole. It 
was mid-summer and you know how it 
is when you’re alone in a country like 
that. The emptiness is more noticeable 
than ever. I was out on a flat beyond 
some yellow hills, there was a ring of 
red peaks around me, and the ground 
was covered with dull green sage and 
blue cactus. I looked for something 
moving, but there was only the dead 
bare rocks red as fire in the afternoon 
sun, sand and sage, cactus, white wash
es and promotorie8 smeared with dried 
blood. Only the orange heat waves 
and the dust spouts moved.
The line crossed the highway, and I 
remembered digging the hole for one 
of the fifty-foot poles that lifted the 
wires there. A buzzard was sitting on 
top of that pole and I threw a rock at 
it, and then a car came up suddenly 
beside me and stopped. Doris leaned 
out and she was grinning.
“ One of the guys who was coming 
back, ’ ’ she said.
“ What do you say?” I said.
“ Don’t you know me?”
“ Certainly I know you.”
“ W here’s Tuck?”
“ H e’s out the other way.”
She was wearing a fluffy orange 
dress which made her eyes blacker and 
her skin peach-colored.
“ W here’d you get the car?”
“ What do you think? I t’s mine. 
Eighteen hundred flat cash and I paid 
it.”
“ That’s all right with me,”  I said. 
“ Get in,”  she said.
“ I ’m working.”
“ Get in. You can take five for a 
smoke.”
“ If you want to see Tuck, you’ll 
have to go back along the wagon road 
beside the tracks.”
“ Who said I wanted to see him?” 
she said. “ Did he get my letters?” 
“ How do I know?”
“ You might.”
“ I ’m not the postman.”
“ Don’t get me wrong,” she said. 
“ I t *8 my afternoon off.”
“ Well, tell me why you came out 
here, then.”
“ You’re a funny guy.” She sat 
looking at the instrument board and I
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could smell the powder and out there 
it didn't smell like it did in the Four 
Leaf Clover.
“ All right," she said. “ Why don't 
he write to me? He's a damn fool. I 
told him what I'd do, and I'm Number 
One girl now, too. I've got a nice roll 
in the bank, and I've got a chance like 
I never had before. There's an old 
cowhunky from up north after Susie. 
He wants her to sell out. What a 
chance for her. He's got a big outfit.''
“ Maybe she don't want it."
“ She wants it. She's got him sewed 
up. Why she won't even let him come 
in the place for fear one of the other 
girls might give him the eye. We nev
er even saw him."
“ Well?" I said.
“ Just this. She's going to sell out 
and marry him. And who to? Me. 
I'm going to buy the layout. I've got 
an option. She's willing to take two 
installments in a year. It's easy. That's 
one of the best places in town. You 
know it."
“ What do you want me to do?" I 
said. “ Ask him?"
“You can mind your own business," 
she said.
I got out and she turned the car 
around in the road and I stood back, 
but she let the engine die again and 
leaned out looking at me.
“You can find out if he got those 
letters, if you want to," she said.
“What if he did?"
“ Nothing. You can tell him he can 
go to hell."
The kid Herson worked on the same 
pole with me, and that last day on 
Section Nine he slipped when we were 
thirty-five feet up. I tried to get him, 
hut his shirt tore in my fingers. He
went down kicking like a madman at 
the pole with his spikes, but he only 
caught air. He bashed his head and 
took: the flesh off the inside of his 
arms, and they carried him over to the 
truck, and then I got sick inside and 
the earth began to tilt and a red rain 
began to fall. I knew I had a brace 
because I felt the iron cutting under 
my shoulder, but I couldn't see it, and 
I felt one of my spikes breaking out.
They said they had a canvas spread 
out like a fireman's net under me, and 
they said George went up the pole like 
a swearing baboon, and they told me 
he brought me down like I was a lit
tle girl and never lost a spike; then I 
knew that it was his arm around me 
that had made my ribs hurt.
“ You picked a hell of a place to go 
out," Mallory said. “ You ought to 
think about us."
The ear-phones took you right back 
into the world. Eastward the line 
talked, westward was the stillness, only 
the wind stirring sage and grass. When 
the orchestra stopped playing, a girl 
asked me who I was, and when I told 
her she laughed. “ How's for a dance, 
baby?" I said. “ See you tonight," 
she said, and then she cut off into dead 
silence.
“ How is it out there?" a man said.
“ Hotter than hell and a dust storm 
coming."
“ That Boston baby is sure dumb," 
the Salt Lake operator said.
The Ruby Mountains were lost in 
dust, the sky looked like dark coffee 
grounds where the earth was thrown 
up at it violently. I tried to tell the 
Boston baby about it, but Salt Lake had 
cut us off. Maybe she wouldn’t have
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been so dumb if she had known what 
her voice was going through.
That night Alabama wanted to talk 
to me, and we walked down the tracks 
a way; but I didn't listen long, and I 
turned back with him walking along 
beside me. Then I hit him, but he came 
up quickly, and began to show me 
something about fighting. He caught 
me on the chin with a right that laid 
me out across some ties. He was gone 
when I got up, and I went inside and 
began to bathe my face, and Tuck came 
up and stood looking at me.
“ Who whipped you!” he said.
“ Alabama and I had a little argu
ment.”
‘‘What about!”
“ It don't matter, does it!”
“ It might. I got an idea. You 
wouldn't want me to ask him, would 
you!”
“ No,” I said. “ Just keep your 
mouth shut.”
“ It wasn't about playing cards, by 
any chance!”
“ You don't play with him, do you!” 
“ No, but I've been watching him 
play and I've been hearing some things 
said.”
“ What of it!”  I said.
“ Well, pay day is tomorrow. It 
cou ldn’t have been that he wanted you 
to get in on a little game with him 
and take the boys' pay checks, eh!” 
“ It's my business,”  I said.
“ Maybe so. There’s a few things 
that make me butt into other people’s 
business, though.”
“ Where are you going!” I said. 
“ I've got a date with a fellow.” 
“ You keep out of this. I'll handle 
it.”
“ You didn't seem able to. Now you
wouldn't want to take another licking 
from me, would you! Alabama goes to 
town tomorrow. He couldn't never be 
vice-president of this outfit.”
In the evenings the talking machine 
in the recreation car played unceasing
ly. Outside the world was deathly 
still. Tuck and I would sit on a pile 
of ties along the right of way which 
cut a smooth clean swath through the 
desert and ran off into the stars, and 
we would talk about what we would 
do when we owned the telephone com
pany. The limiteds roared by, east 
and west, at night, pounding on the 
rails in a fine satisfying rhythm that 
made you think of beautiful oiled ma
chinery which never missed a beat. 
And the limiteds made you think of 
the places they were going and which 
ones you had been to, and you could 
see places like Salt Lake and Denver 
and Reno— and San Francisco. When 
I thought of that place I began to talk 
about it, and I talked about it until 
Tuck got tired of listening.
“ You'll never get to be vice-presi
dent, either,”  Tuck said. “ First time 
it gets hot you think of Montana. Then 
when it begins to get cold, you talk 
about Frisco and the sun on the ocean 
and the green mountains and how blue 
the Pacific is. I ought to tell the com
pany about you, so when you pull out 
suddenly some day, it won't be such 
a shock to them. They won't be count
ing too much on your taking it over 
soon.”
That night Mallory shook me out of 
bed and told me to get dressed. The 
aisle between the bunks was filled with 
men grunting and swearing, getting 
into their clothes.
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“ We got to go out,?’ Mallory said. 
“ The Elko line is down.”
Outside the wind sent the rain rat
tling the dead black windows. I drove 
M allory’s car ahead of the truck. The 
rain cut in the sides and we crouched 
down behind the windshield. The 
lightning cut golden canyons ahead, 
making the empty desert seem bigger 
than ever before. In the truck the men 
huddled under canvas. The head
lights seemed to stop plumb against a 
wall of darkness, but I could feel the 
ruts in the road striking against the 
wheels.
The poles were slick and your hands 
grew stiff on the wires. You slipped 
and dangled, but the belts held and 
you thanked God for honest workmen 
somewhere.
“ Double time you’re getting for 
this,” said Mallory. He shouted up at 
us, but no one answered him.
“ Contact.”
“ Contact!”
George was the last down and he 
came over to the truck laughing, a 
hand bleeding, and he and Tuck got in 
a wrestling match.
“ They say it takes hell to fight 
hell,” Mallory said.
The Ruby Mountains had snow on 
them again, and the ground was brit
tle ; the mornings made you swing your 
*nns and the wires frosted to your 
hands. The water in the tank car be- 
8&n to freeze. When the wind blew 
the old coaches were like ice boxes, and 
you had to sit cramped over a stove.
That day we went into Elko and we 
got tickets out to the coast. Then I 
£° t to thinking about San Francisco 
ag&in and the warm sunshine on the 
green mountains, and the bay and the
ferries with the gulls following them, 
and a mate I knew on a China ship. 
That was what I got to thinking about 
when I looked out at the desert: the 
smell of salt water and the gulls and 
the green mountains and the warm sun 
and the ships.
I got a w eek’s leave to go on ahead 
while the others were still loading and 
storing things away. The San Fran
cisco limited went at midnight, and I 
had an hour to wait when I took my 
suitcase and went over to the depot. I 
left it there, and then I walked down 
the street across the tracks. I heard 
music and voices from the Four Leaf 
Clover and I had that strange thought 
again about something going to be 
changed in me, something I wasn’t 
sure I wanted changed.
I went into the lunch room beside 
the depot and sat at a white table and 
drank a cup of coffee. Doris came in, 
only I didn’t see her until I realized 
some one was standing looking at me. 
And then I saw that she had a suitcase 
with her.
“ What hit you!” she said. 
“ Nothing,” I said.
“ You look like it,” she said, and 
then she went over to the lunch counter 
and brought back some toast and milk 
and red jello and sat down.
“ Going away?” I said.
“ Just ask me,” she said, “ and I ’ll 
tell you about this country and all the 
people in it.”
“ I ’m asking.”
“ Did you hear about it?”
“ What?”
“ The deal.”
“ Collapsed?” I said.
“ Like a bubble in a gale. I ’d never 
laid eyes on this cowhunky of hers, did
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I f  None of us knew him. How was I 
to know what he looked likef”
“ You couldn't.”
“ Because he gets tight and comes in, 
was I to ask him what his name wasf 
Was I to know by looking at him that 
he was her big cow and acre m anf” 
“ What happenedt”
“ Nothing, except that she said I was 
trying to beat her time.”
“ And you're out.”
“ So is he. She nearly beat him to 
death before we got her off. Now 
what do you think t ”
She lit a cigarette, and I thought 
about it. While I was thinking about 
it I  looked at her, and I couldn't have 
told you anything about her if I  hadn't 
known all about her. She was wearing 
a dark blue suit and a little round blue 
hat, and if you had met her on Wa 
satch Street in Salt Lake you wouldn’t 
have known anything about her. May 
be she thought I was thinking about 
something like that, and she wanted 
to think about the matters at hand. 
There was that practicality about her. 
She leaned over the table and spoke 
quietly, as if she didn't want to wake 
me too suddenly.
“ Are you broket”
“ What if I w asf”
She only sniffed with the cigarette 
in her lips and opened her purse and 
laid a twenty dollar bill on the table. 
“ I don't want your money,”  I said. 
“ Ashamed of it? ”
“ I  didn’t say that. I don't need it.”  
“ It 's  all right,”  she said. “ I've got 
plenty. Why don't you get out of this 
hole?”
“ I'm  waiting for the train.”  
“ W estt”
“ Frisco.”
“ I 'll say you're a funny guy. I'll go 
as far as Reno with you. I've got a 
compartment and you can have the 
upper.' '
The train whistled and we got up. I 
carried her bag out and set it down on 
the platform.
“ You don't want it ,”  she said. 
“ Maybe I 'll see you in Reno some 
day,”  I  said.
“ Why didn’t you ever tell me about 
the letters ?”
“ He got them,”  I said, and then I 
took my suitcase and went up forward 
to the day coach.
THE WEDDING RING 
V irgin ia  M arian F erguson
If ever
the round gold frame
of the little grandmother's portrait
is missing,
If ever (I repeat) 
that is so
then Spring with flounces of wisteria
on her blue skirt
has stolen it
for her wedding ring.
zoo
Ge r a l d i n e  W o l f
Small beasts clawing through the bars. 
We have been wounded. Deep the scars. 
The smell of animals lying alone,
The strong sick smell of blood and bone, 
Of animal flesh and rotting h a ir;
The structure firmly rooted there—
Bar on bar and brick on brick,
The corridors thick
With odors of reptile, fish and b ird ;
The soft sweet sound as the cobra stirred, 
Fretting paws on narrow floors,
And all the interlocking doors 
Closed to the snarling and the whining. 
Cement and steel and stone confining, 
Each within its separate cage,
Pain and rage.
We have been wounded beyond the healing. 
The shadows open, night-wind revealing 
Out of the darkness nothing but dark,
Out of the dark, the visible mark 
Of pity grown faint, of pity grown still, 
And the moment closes, brief and chill. 
What if our nails are strong as teeth, 
Crushing the terrible fear beneath 
The empty shell of an empty room ?
What if the night-fields bud and bloom 
With odorous shrub and creeping vine, 
Their blossoms sour as sour wine?
How can our sharpened claws defend 
The start against the end?
The crouching body springs and learns 
The truth of iron, and torture burns 
Flesh against stone 
Steel against bone.
There have been nights when darkness hovers, 
Touch as gentle as any lover's,
Yet when I felt the clasping, curling 
Web of sleep come slipping, swirling,
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Fine and quick as spider's spinning—
All the insect faces grinning 
Brought me screaming to the terror.
Which is truth and which is error?
What to answer, what to ask?
And which the necessary task?
My ears that hear, my eyes that see 
Are lost in night's eternity.
Only the thin mist mounting high 
Knows the breadth of morning sky.
Keeper and caged, will you rise once more— 
Shatter your claws on bar and door—
Break them open, fling them wide,
The fretful soul be satisfied 
Flesh and spirit both have passed 
Upon forbidden ground, at last.
Break them bravely, hammer and fist,
Force the locks and bolts, the wrist 
Strong with eagerness, the veins 
Swollen with strength. And what remains 
When sky and sea and hill and field 
Are yours at last, and heavens yield 
And blossoms bend,
What is the end?
The body tired, blood beating slow—
Will you cry in fear and go 
Whimpering back to spur and whip?
The skies lean forward, planets slip 
Outward, onward, into the dream 
When small men tremble and blaspheme, 
Cloud-petals droop, and melting, run 
Downward into the flaming sun.
We who are brave, what have we, then.
To break the circle of deaf-mute men?
Only this body, the mind within.
The thread of thought drawn bright and thin. 
The silent mouth, the fearful eyes,
Shoulders, thighs.
Arms and hands:
Flesh that never understands 
All the frightened heart is saying.
All the weeping, all the praying;
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Flesh that trembles when the thunder 
Breaks the heavens with the wonder 
Of its planet-shaking m irth ;
This our armament, from birth 
Until the cycle is complete;
This our measure of defeat.
DOG’S FAMILY
B e n j a m i n  A p p e l
THE little girl had stopped to pick up the empty water dish so that the dog could drink. A quick 
slash from the the white teeth. “ Where 
was gratitude and other things?”  said 
the shocked father. “ No beast brought 
up from the dirt has a right to bite one 
of the family.’*
Immediately the apartment was con 
verted into a red cross outfit. The 
mother rushed into the bathroom for 
mercurochrome and bandages. Her 
husband steadily pickled himself in 
anger, getting in her way. He de 
clared, “ Apartments are no places for 
dogs, especially such wolves as police 
dogs.” They were all hotheads in the 
family: his wife stating he suggest 
something constructive, the two sons 
wondering how they were going to get 
even with the blasted mutt. All the 
time, the little girl was staring excited 
ly at her hand as if it were a brand 
new toy. Blood was coming from the 
gash in the finger. She sing-songed in 
a steady obnoxious voice that she only 
wanted to fill the dish with water, she 
wouldn’t take the dish away.
Brother Bill could have slammed 
her. “ He had no right to bite even if 
that tin pan was gold.”  The younger 
brother pulled the dog out from under 
the table. Jack swung the doubled-up 
chain, holding the dog by the collar.
His voice was incredulous and sad. 
“ You bad dog, Fritz. Bad dog Fritz. 
Bite Rowie. Oh, you bad bad dog.”  
Fritz lay flat on his belly, his head 
on his big paws, his wolf eyes looking 
up at Jack with a steady and fearful 
intensity. He was about a year old, 
small for his age, taken from his moth 
er ’s milk too soon. And now his body 
was smaller than ever with fear.
Mother bandaged up the girl’s hand, 
thinking of the worries children were, 
always measles or dog-bites or some 
thing. “ He didn’t  mean it,”  said 
Rowie, “ He thought I  was taking 
his— ”
“ I know,” howled Bill. “ And that 
makes all the difference in the world.”  
The father, usually a business man 
with serious headaches, leaned over the 
dining table and hurled all the super 
stitions about police dogs he’d ever 
heard. They were treacherous. They 
turned on their masters. The family 
were all fools who stupidly ignored 
facts, sentimental fools because they 
were fools in the first place. To the 
tune of the paternal voice, Jack beat a 
rhythm with his chain. The dog rolled 
over on his back, but there was no 
mercy for him. So he began to yowl.
“ H e’s no stoic,”  said Bill. “ He 
don’t  take it like a man.”
“ That’s enough,”  cried the mother,
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holding Rowie tight. ‘‘Better give him 
away than be so brutal.”
“ Enough,”  said father. “ Tomorrow 
you 11 give him away.”
Jack tied him up in the foyer, swung 
a kick into his ribs and then adjourned 
to the living-room with the other men. 
Their eyes were glittering, they were 
excited with the joy of administering 
justice. Their jaws set so hard they 
looked as if they’d come from a hang 
ing. The faces of this jury soured as 
they discussed the evidence. From a 
puppy. And so nasty.
‘ ‘ I remember when we got him about 
a year ago,”  said Bill. “ He could just 
fit inside my hat.”
“ So could an elephant.”
There was a second of family recog 
nition.
“ She shouldn’t ’ave gone near him. 
He never liked women,”  said father.
Bill was peeved at their evasion of 
the issue. The softies. Softy dad who 
always took Fritz down first thing in 
the morning, always exclaiming: Don’t 
jump, Fritz, as the dog bestowed kisses 
on him. Softy Jack cracking jokes. 
“ I hate to give him away,”  said Jack. 
“ Let’s give the women away.”
“ You got a big head,”  said Bill, 
“ but nobody’8 ever moved in. Space 
to l e t ”
“ You give him away, then. I got 
school. * ’
“ Give him away,”  said the father. 
“ I ’ve got to be at the office.”
“ You’re a nice pair of shirkers palm 
ing off the dirty work on me.”
Father nodded with an infinite and 
sickening wisdom. “ Both of yon give 
him away.”
“ He needs me a lot,”  Jack shouted. 
“ Sure.”
“ Give him away after you get 
through sleeping at school.”
Again the father-solon spoke. “ I 
know this family. Fritz must be given 
away in the morning, or, by afternoon 
you’ll change your mind.”
The family quieted down. Tomor 
row morning they were sending him 
out of their lives, and that was the 
same as if he’d died. Jack looped the 
chain over the radiator valve. Fritz 
stared at them with a knowing medita 
tive look, his ears not cocked but mov 
ing so that it seemed he were trying to 
understand this sober new silence. In 
the half shadow, his eyes burned into 
beautiful green stones.
“ Poor midget,”  said Jack. “ Fritz, 
the midget. The end of him. When I 
think of the early days when he slept 
in the bed and crept to the top of my 
head— ”
“ Quit your whining.”
Jack dropped to his knees near the 
dog, his strong body clownish in pa 
jamas. “ Give me paw, Fritz. C ’mon 
Fritzy boy. Shake hands.”  He stuck 
out his hand. The sleepy dog lifted 
its paw to Jack’8 fingers, a little owl 
ish, pointed ears drooping. Jack shook 
hands many times, petting the tawny 
sides.
“ You’ll see lovely dog in the morn 
ing, Jack.”
“ See nothing with your hot air fog 
ging things up. You don’t  fool me. 
You’re just as sorry as I am.”
They got up at seven the next morn 
ing. The dog’8 tail was thumping 
against the corridor wall. He stretched 
himself, offering his paw with the fre 
quency of a good time Charley.
“ No intelligence,”  said BilL “ He 
doesn’t know he’s finished here.”  Aft-
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er breakfast they tiptoed out of the 
house, feeling like kidnapers. Only 
mother saw them off. The others were 
still sleeping. “ W hat do you care 
about Fritz, ma ? The devil with him. ’ ’
They lived in Manhattan and the 
idea was to walk the dog east to Ave 
nue A where there was a Foundation 
that housed lost and unwanted dogs 
and found them new masters. Jack 
yawned. “ On his way to the glue fac 
tory and that dog knows it. H e’s fig 
uring i t ’s not so good.”
The dog was running a little ahead 
of them, with a wolfish delight in the 
frosty morning and in the freedom 
of his limbs. Bill glanced at his broth 
er. Well, Jack was only a kid imagin 
ing all sorts of nonsense. He laughed 
hoarsely. “ Cheer up. I t a in’t  your 
grandmudder. Worrying about that 
wolf. Beasts like him raid towns out 
west.”  They passed a pet shop. “ Let’s 
sell him,” he exclaimed, opening the 
door.
Strange dogs barked, their smell 
heavy and musty. Canaries hopped 
in cages. Bill had a sudden vis 
ualization of how the shop ap 
peared to Fritz, those bright yellow 
birds, the parrot, the many dogs. The 
man looked Fritz over, and he too be 
came aware of the white throat blaze, 
the tawny coat, the intelligent head. 
Fritz’s mane stood up. He growled at 
the menagerie, not liking their com 
pany at all, not liking the dog man.
“ Seven months, a in’t  he?” said the 
nian, his flat face and snout taking in 
all his points. “ A nice dog but too old. 
He ain’t even worth the two bucks I ’ll 
give you. They like to raise ’em up 
themself.”
Jack grabbed Fritz by the collar, hur 
rying through the door. They walked 
towards the Foundation building. Bill 
said they should’ve taken the two dol 
lars. Why be sentimental about a wolf. 
Jack was a dumb kid.
But when they entered the Founda 
tion’s office, his lips got a little dry 
and he knew that somehow the damn 
mutt had gotten inside of him. At a 
desk, there was an old man with a 
white mustache coarse as hay. In his 
English-cut jacket and his cap he ap 
peared like a gone-to-seed stable man. 
Bill held the frightened dog, thinking 
in the first hostile flash that this man 
was a stranger and he was giving him 
something in trust he valued. Some 
thing alive. His dog. From an ad 
joining room two more officials came 
in, an old woman sloppily dressed and 
a veterinarian in white. And all these 
strangers confronted Fritz like three 
strange dogs.
The man at the desk barked at them 
like a pompous mastiff, the veterinari 
an smirking in the distance as if he 
were about to operate, the woman yip 
ping with the gaiety of a poodle. Jack 
filled out the blanks. He dropped the 
pen. “ W e’re moving, can’t  take him. 
He’s healthy. No worms.”
” 1 can see tha t,”  said the veter 
inarian.
“ You’ll get him a good master?” 
asked Bill.
“ Of course,”  said the woman. “ Such 
a nice dog. He doesn’t  bite, does he?”
“ Only strangers,”  said Bill.
“ This way, please,”  said the woman. 
He followed her, leading Fritz by the 
collar, into a large room, into a tre 
mendous bow-wowing of prisoners. 
Both walls were lined with large cages 
filled with straw. There were five or
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six in a cage, fox terriers, dachshunds, 
collies, and the mongrels of the city, all 
of them barking, whining, howling, like 
a canine version of men in a death- 
house welcoming the newcomer. He 
pushed Fritz into an empty cage, pat 
ted his head for the last time, and hur 
ried out.
In the street, the brothers looked at 
one another. Fritz had known what 
was up from the very first. The other 
dogs had told him in plain language. 
They had barked that they were afraid, 
that they were among strangers, that 
they were homeless. * ‘ They 11 find him 
a good hom e/’ said Bill. “ Forget 
him.”
But after a year of him, Fritz wasn’t 
so easily forgotten. When the family 
gathered together for dinner, their 
glum faces annoyed Bill. Well, mother 
used to feed him. Rowie was disgusted 
at people so foolish as to give away a 
fine dog because he was bad once. Did 
they give her away when she was bad? 
“ No one'd take you,”  said Jack. The 
dog's phantom was everywhere. They 
imagined him begging at the table for 
scraps; saw him resting in his corner; 
running up and down for exercise; 
8pairing with his paws; shaking hands; 
cocking his ears like an idiot; barking 
when someone knocked. They were 
sad. That day each of them had given 
away a tiny bit of themselves.
On his way to work the next day, 
Bill figured he'd drop in and see how 
Fritz was coming. Outside the Founda 
tion office, one of the trucks was 
parked, a sleepy attendant busy with a 
box of tools. Inside he recognized the 
old woman but she didn't know him. 
Humans looked alike to her, only dogs 
were individuals. “ I gave in that po 
lice dog,”  he said.
“ Oh, I'm  so glad you came. Your 
dog's been grieving himself to death.”
Excited, he followed her into the 
barking of the dogs, staring at the cage 
in which Fritz was prisoner. He was 
lying down in the extreme corner, his 
head towards the door, his ears flat, 
his eyes glazed. He didn’t  move an 
inch, his stillness suicidal in the bed 
lam of leaping belligerent dogs.
“ We made a note to have your dog 
sent back to owner,”  she said. “ Why, 
he wouldn't allow anyone to enter. 
Growling and very vicious. He hasn't 
eaten or drunk. Young man, don’t  go 
in, young man.”
But he walked steadily forward. 
Fritz would never bite him. The dog 
didn't know him, watching him with 
dull brown hopeless eyes. Then, he 
got to his feet, stretched lazily and that 
was all. He was like a man awaking 
after a nightmare, too numb to feel re 
lief or happiness. The dog followed 
his master out, his tail low, and all the 
dogs cheered and roared at the orphan 
that was leaving. Bill had acted on im 
pulse but when the old gent with the 
mustache proceeded to bawl the woman 
out for taking such liberties without 
consulting him, his heart pounded, he 
made up his mind Fritz wasn't going 
back to commit suicide.
“ I  gave this dog in without my 
mother’s permission. I t ’s her dog. 
And under the circumstances, I don't 
see why you should mind. This lady 
told me he was grieving himself to 
death.”
“ I don't like your tone, sir. I've got 
a home for the dog. You signed him 
over to us. Attendant.”  A small young 
Irishman in brown clothes stepped for 
ward. “ Take that dog, Mike.”
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Bill edged toward the door with 
Fritz. *1 Keep your hands off my dog 
if you know what's good for you." 
Mike hesitated. Bill had a funny im 
pression that he was saving a blond 
beauty from a group of savages, or 
something as heroic as that. The old 
man glared, his fast breath making the 
tips of his mustache dance. Bill sud 
denly pushed open the door, ran out 
with Fritz.
The attendant that had been mon 
keying with the truck took one look 
and rushed inside.
Bill cut down the avenue and up a 
street, doubling westward on his 
tracks to throw off the Indians. He 
wanted to laugh. This retreat through 
desolate streets where there were no 
people, and nothing but the boarded- 
up fronts of lots and warehouses, the 
paint peeling, the gutters littered, all 
this was one tremendous laugh. He and 
the dog were two orphans beating it 
from the orphan asylum. And now 
Fritz, who'd been so long recovering 
from his stupor, went wild with grati 
tude, leaping up, kissing his hands, 
almost tripping him. He'd break a leg 
yet. He had to stop the flight for a 
mutual interval of congratulation. The 
dog’s ears were laid flat on his head, 
he was talking, his voice breaking in 
whimpering sounds of joy. He was 
saying: Am I  glad to be with you.
Bill laughed. Maybe he ought to bark 
back: I t ’s 0 . K., pal. He laughed
louder than ever. The poor damn fool 
mutt.
Slanting around the comer, he almost 
bumped into the Foundation’s truck, 
which pulled over to the curb. The at 
tendant hopped out after him. *1 Gimme 
that dog," he said, his square intent
face as simple as a dog's, his eyes blink 
ing.
“ Keep your hands off, Irish, or I 'll 
bust you one."
Fritz barked.
“ You'll what? Me? Holy smoke." 
His mouth sprung open with surprise. 
Getting fresh with him. Why, he was 
a Foundation man. Gee, he was an at 
tendant. “ I 'll  have you arrested, fresh 
guy."
“ All right. Have me arrested."
This was even more of a shock. Ar 
rested. Gee. For a dog. The men 
walked off together, not noticing each 
other but with eyes on guard. “ I  hope 
some one steals your truck," said Bill.
Finally they met a cop and a little 
court was held on the sidewalk, the at 
tendant detailing the facts. The cop 
decided they had to go to a higher 
court, to the lieutenant at the station.
From his high desk, the police officer 
listened to the account of the prison 
break, listening to both sides with an 
air of indifference. He had the tired 
patient mouth of a professor. “ The 
young fellow keeps his dog. Now, you 
go back and sign the dog out."
The dinner that night was cheerful, 
the recriminations hollow, the regrets 
make-believe. Father said the dog 
didn't deserve to be taken back. Jack 
called Bill a fool. The mother raised 
the riddle of what would they do if he 
bit again? The little girl was honest. 
She hugged the dog. His faults were 
recited, but secretly they were glad to 
have him back, part of their lives again, 
and that was the most important fact 
of all. They’d never expected to see 
Fritz again. He was dead to them. 
Now, he'd come to life. That was 
splendid even if he wasn't perfect.
OLD MODOC SONG 
Tom B air
In youth,
Strength is the great-bow drawn full way, 
Speed, the chinook in the river.
Fear is the tall lean timber wolf 
And age is the kill’s last quiver.
In age,
Love is the swallow lost in snow,
Greed is the bear in clover.
Wealth is a tall son in the house 
And youth is a warm day over.
MOUNTAIN DEATH  
Tom B air
They lost the old man in the earth that night.
Around the doorstep songs were sung 
And tales were told of bucks brought down 
And black bear run.
Three starving hounds scratched in the dust.
Lem Brace, who courts the old man’s daughter, 
Played an endless uncertain tune on the accordion: 
How long do old men last, he played,
Who sit so silently in sun or shade, in shade or sunf 
The daughter, acid virgin, even in the light 
Of evening, thought, Waiting and my life are one;
I wait for death to live and then for death again.
The son drew figures in the dust and now and then 
Sought out his father’s eyes,
Where lay but calm neutrality of summer sky,
And whispered deep within his quiet heavy breast; 
How much bitterness before this youth is gone,
How much to fear.
The stallion colt coughed in the darkness near 
And raised his round young hoofs to strike the sound. 
How much in youth to fear.
And when they rose to go, none were surprised 
To find the old man gone from there.
MASCULINE HERITAGE
Mu r r a y  Gi t l i n
THE old Model T Ford bucked, staggered and quivered over the spring roads. I t  had rained for a 
week and it seemed that it might rain 
for another. I t  looked as if life itself 
would be washed away; all that impa 
tient sap in the trees turned into w ater; 
the mud lost deeper and yellower in a 
bottomless pit of earth.
Young Mackaplow knew that his fath 
er was praying beside him. He could 
hear the mumbled words: 1 ‘Oh, Lord, 
may . . .  mud . . .  there . . .  Oh, Lord . . .  
Oh, Lord . . .  Oh, Lord . . . ”  I t  took more 
than an hour to reach Little Falls, but 
that sound, like the hum of a wind, went 
on unceasing. On the macadam road 
through the town it stopped. Between 
the outside of Little Falls and the be 
ginning of Cedar Flats the dead-level 
murmur of fear and hope went through 
the same rhythm, the same repetition. 
Young Mackaplow rather liked it. I t  
gave him more strength. Somehow he 
was sure that because of it the car would 
not get stuck. The rain kept on falling. 
Stronger, weaker, less, more, it came 
down like a pall of doom. Ten miles 
this side of Roundout the road was con 
crete. The praying did not continue.
“ You will see, my son, a man who in 
his prime could have taken both of us 
and lifted us bodily off the ground. 
Ah, he was a giant, your grandfather. 
And yet a peace-loving man; a God 
fearing man; an upright and respected 
man. I haven’t  seen him for fifteen 
years or better. He must have changed 
a great deal. This illness must have 
made him terribly old. Your grand 
father is a very old man. Very old. I
am sixty. He must be eighty-two or 
three.’ 9
Those in two days of traveling were 
the longest words Mackaplow had spok 
en. They were entering the city then, 
and the city looked drab and cold. I t  
was still raining.
Without stopping to eat, although it 
was two in the afternoon, they drove di 
rect to the hospital. I t  was a small 
building at the extreme end of the city. 
Mackaplow went in by himself, leaving 
his young son in the car. “ I better find 
out what’s happened first,”  he said, fix 
ing up an old sack in the shape of a hood 
which he put on over his head. “ I  be- 
ter make sure first.”
Assured that his father was alive and 
‘ * doing nicely, ’ ’ Mackaplow followed 
the young nurse into the elevator. He 
was less assured when he saw him. 
There on the bed was something—it was 
neither alive nor dead; a sort of echo 
of a man, surrounded by white walls, 
white bed, white bedding, white night 
shirts, white bowls, but a white that left 
a black image on the eye and mind, a 
black picture. He recognized him, of 
course, because he was told: “ That’s 
the bed.”  The beard had been shaved 
off, and where he had remembered 
brown hair, there was gray, tinged 
slightly yellow, as if reflecting the deep 
er yellow of the face. The hands, an 
even yellower yellow, were on the bed 
covers, lying in an immense nonchalance. 
Old Mackaplow was evidently asleep. 
The nurse went out, the son sat down 
beside the bed.
“ Leukemia,”  he said to himself. 
“ That’s leukemia. He will get yellow 
er and yellower and then it will make
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no difference. I t  will be for the best.”  
That was his feeling now. I t  was like a 
sick chick. One knows it will never get 
well, that it will grow up to be stunted, 
that life can mean nothing to it for it 
already sees beyond that. “ And he has 
lived the allotted three score and ten. 
Twelve more than that, which is enough 
for any man.”
The thing moved. The eyes stared 
huge and bewildered; the mouth did not 
have to open, for it was already open. 
“ They give you slop here,”  it said. 
“ Get me something to eat. Get me a 
piece of beef, Carson.”
Mackaplow shuddered that his father 
could think of nothing more to say to 
him, after fifteen years, than to ask for 
a piece of beef.
“ Maybe you're not supposed to eat 
beef,”  he said.
“ Beef won’t  hurt nobody. When a 
man’s sick he’s got to have food, don’t 
he? They starve you here. They give 
you a few apricots in a little saucer, and 
a piece of toast and they expect you to 
live on that. What do they think I am ? 
I ’m a man, by God, yet.”  Even with 
out the beard and yellow as he was, sur 
rounded as he was by pure, clean, fem 
inine white, there was something full 
and lusty in his voice.
“ The doctors, I guess, know what 
they’re doing.”
“ The doctors are a bunch of crooks!”  
he shouted.
The nurse, hearing the patient’s out 
cry, came in. “ Now, now, Mr. Macka 
plow. You know you mustn’t  do that. 
You must be quiet.”  She bent over to 
fix the blankets and Mackaplow noticed 
his father staring at the hanging breasts 
of the nurse. When she was gone the 
old man turned on his side toward his
son. “ That’s little enough you can do 
for me,”  he said.
“ Do what?”
“ Get me a piece of beef.”
His mind must be wandering, Macka 
plow thought.
“ You can slip it in. They’ll never 
know. A piece of steak. Porterhouse, 
if you can get it. If  not, sirloin. Re 
member, I saved your life once.”
Determined as he was not to argue 
with his father, who probably didn’t 
know what he was talking about any 
way, Mackaplow could not help asking 
when that might have been. He had 
saved his own life once, that he recalled 
quite distinctly, but certainly whatever 
life he had as a child, as a young man, 
did not come from his father, not from 
the whip across his back, not from the 
curses, nor from slaving on the farm.
“ That woman and her husband. He 
would have shot you.”
“ What woman? What husband?” 
“ I haven’t  forgotten, Carson. The 
old duffer’s still got a memory on him, 
by George. Her husband would have 
put a bullet through you as sure as I ’m 
layin’ here dyin’ for want of a piece of 
beef which my own flesh and blood 
won’t  get me.”
Memory is like a bog. If  you fish 
long enough in it you will find there 
even the shadows that passed across its 
weeds. Mackaplow had not thought of 
that incident for more than twenty-five 
years. I t  came back to him in one long 
instantaneous picture. In  a few sec 
onds his mind had touched every phase 
of it. He sat beside the bed, the dying 
man talking, talking, about beef and 
starvation in a petulant, cursing voice, 
reaching out for that week over forty 
years ago, trying to thrill to it once 
more as he still remembered he had as
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a boy. He’d forgotten her name. She 
was well-built, like the nurse. There 
was, he felt, some resemblance between 
the two. He thought he could still find 
the spot in the woods where they had 
sat down and where she had aroused 
in him a desire to know that great mys 
tery which boys’ talk had made even 
more mysterious. He thought he could 
find all the other bypaths they had 
walked together behind the house and in 
the pasture. He remembered what his 
mother had called her. How had it 
started ?
“ They left me. They all left me!” 
his father was saying. “ They left me 
starving here.”
The humiliation had been when his 
father had accused him of coming be 
tween husband and wife. I t  was out on 
the hay field, he still remembered. They 
were both using a handrake, one along 
side the other. That was when he had 
talked about the enraged husband using 
a gun on him. Had he seen her again 
after thatf Most likely not. Let’s see, 
he said. She was staying at the farm 
next to ours for the summer and she 
had some children. Two, I  believe. A 
boy and a girl. How did it start? Did 
I drive her into town once as she was 
walking along the road alone? There 
must have been quite a bit of talk for 
it to have got to mother’s ears. Most 
likely she had filled up father’s head 
with it, and then when the husband 
came from the city one day and left the 
next in a rage they must have gone over 
it in bed together; because it was the 
day after, when they were out making 
hay, that the incident was put in so se 
rious a light. He did see her again. She 
told him why her husband had left in 
a rage. I t had something to do with 
something—but not with their affair.
He stopped meeting her. He was afraid. 
Once he saw her on the porch sitting 
in a hammock feeding one of her boys 
out of a bowl. Yes, it was two boys she 
had—not a boy and a girl.
Suddenly he remembered his own boy 
sitting in the old Ford. Suddenly the 
other voice had stopped. His father had 
fallen asleep, his mouth half-open, his 
eyes half-closed. He went out into the 
hallway where he found the nurse at a 
desk, writing in a ledger.
“ If  he wakes up soon and wants to 
know where I ’d gone to, you might be 
so kind as to tell him, me and my boy 
who’s out in the car, that we went to 
get a bite to eat, ’ ’ he said.
*f I  ’ll do that. I ’ll do that with pleas 
ure. I ’ll take you down.”
He got into the elevator with her. 
Now he remembered that she had light 
brown hair—almost blonde—like the 
nurse standing now before him—and 
that was one reason why his mother had 
called her what she did.
Downstairs as he was going out he 
met the doctor who was attending his 
father. The attendant at the desk in 
troduced them to each other. Of the 
doctor he asked one question. “ Is there 
hope for him?” And the doctor did 
not hesitate. “ Practically none. I t ’s a 
disease about which we know little and 
can do even less. How it comes about? 
Well, your guess is as good as mine. 
Some say i t ’s from overwork.”
“ He has worked hard.”
I t  had stopped raining. He was still 
carrying the old sack in his hand when 
he got into the car. Young Mackaplow 
was asleep behind the wheel but woke 
up as soon as his father opened the door. 
“ Well?”  he asked.
“ He’s as yellow as beeswax,”  the 
father said. “ And he doesn’t  know
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what he’s talking about. His mind’s 
wandering. ’ ’
“ Does he know that I ’m here?”
“ No. I didn’t  tell him. I didn’t 
want to disturb him. I left him asleep. 
He was asleep when I came in. We’ll 
get something to eat now, then we’ll 
come back and I ’ll take you up to see 
him. You were named after him and I 
think you’ve a right to see the man you 
were named after. I t will be the last 
time most likely.”
They drove to the center of the city 
and from there into the side streets look 
ing for a cheap eating-place where the 
price of food was announced in the win 
dow. And they ate in silence. They 
had a bowl of lentil soup each with 
pieces of soggy toast afloat in it, then 
two pork chops divided up between 
them and a cup of coffee. They sat 
alongside of each other at the counter 
and the son kept thinking: “ I  wonder 
how old I ’ll be when he dies. Grand 
pa’s eighty-two or three and Dad’s six 
ty. I ’ll be thirty-seven if he dies at the 
same age Grandpa does.”
They drove back to the hospital. 
When they entered the ward old Macka- 
plow was lying face upward, his eyes 
half-open, his mouth half-closed, even 
yellower than before. They sat down 
and waited without a word for the old 
man to wake up. The grandson looked 
more like his grandfather than like his 
father.
A little later the same nurse came in, 
bent over the bed to adjust the blankets. 
Son’s and father’s eyes met. They were 
looking at the same thing. But she 
hadn’t noticed it. She disappeared into 
the hallway and then came back with 
the doctor. The doctor glanced at the 
old man lying on the bed, put his hand 
over the dead heart and then went out.
I t  was the nurse who told them.
They stayed in Roundout two days, 
buried the old man and started for 
home. Young Mackaplow had had but 
a glimpse of the city and he knew it 
wasn’t  a city like New York or Chicago 
or even Minneapolis and Saint Paul, of 
which he had heard tell but never been 
to ; he knew that there were pretty wom 
en right in the town where he had gone 
to school and where on Saturday after 
noons he sat on the postoffice steps with 
other young fellows looking at female 
legs as they passed by north and south, 
but he had never been so intimately 
close to a strange woman before and 
never had a woman been more beautiful 
in his eyes than was the nurse. He was 
nineteen.
Mackaplow sensed this desire in his 
son for in his own heart was desire also. 
“ A man at sixty is still a man. Father 
had wanted porterhouse right up to the 
time he died.”  Suddenly something 
came to his mind. Was it possible that 
his own father had been jealous of him 
when, as a young man, he had had that 
affair with that woman ? Had it rankled 
in his mind all these many years? And 
was he himself now jealous of his own 
son?
That seemed to him improbable, yet 
he said: “ How do you like the city, my 
son?” watching him from the corner of 
his eye.
“ That’8 really not the city. Round- 
out’s no city compared to New York and 
Chicago.”
“ Oh, you’ve been reading about it? ”
“ But the boys have been talking 
about it .”
There was for perhaps a minute a 
loud silence, and an uncertain silence, 
for the boy did not know what his fath-
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er was driving at and the father did 
not know how he was to say what he 
wanted to say.
* ‘ Have the boys also been talking 
about women ? * *
They were going down a  hill just 
then. Young Mackaplow had cut off 
the gas completely so that the car just 
hummed because of the wind striking it, 
and the words stood out clear and dis 
tinct. The boy said nothing to that. He 
felt guilty for having looked at the 
nurse, for having looked at her at the 
same time that his father had.
“ City women,* * Mackaplow said, 
“ they are different from country wom 
en.* * (She had come from New York, 
he remembered.) “ City women have 
no sense of shame—the unmarried as
well as the married. I don*t want to 
talk to you like a preacher, my son. I 
don*t want to say that in the eyes of 
God it isn’t  right that a man should 
lust after every woman he sees because 
she is a woman. People have forgotten 
God. I t  is because there is no end to 
lust once a man starts. I t will give him 
no peace. First he will want one, then 
another, then another. And not only 
when he*s a young man, but even after 
he*s reached middle age—and—and 
sometimes even when he *s old and ready 
to die, my son.**
“ And what*s wrong with that?** 
Young Mackaplow asked.
JThe father said nothing. Whatever 
the good answer might be, he was not 
the one to state it.
IT WOULD BE STRANGE 
L orraine G rundy N u tt
Here are last year’s violets 
Bloodroot, hypaticas;
There’s our robin with a redder breast 
Come back.
(All lovely things depart 
All lovely things come back again)
Crab-apple blossoms in the hedge,
Wild plum fragrances the air,
Columbine is back on the hill.
All things of beauty come again;
It would be strange if you alone 
Of lovely things did not return.
FAUST IN IOWA 
C h a r le s  B row n  N e lso n
This girl that just moved in across the road 
to cook her uncle’s meals and sweep his floors 
has got no man, and might as well be yours.
Go over there and say you lost a cow
or anything to get a word or two
alone with her, and then—if I were you—
I ’d take her walking in the timber lane 
and manage once to set my lips on hers 
as close and tight as tangled cockleburs.
Things will come easy for you after that— 
you will get married then, and settle down. 
Her folks own half the country west of town.
SIGNAL AND FAREWELL 
C h a r les  B row n  N e lso n
Semaphore red
and the stars an explosion 
of ice above the lettuce-pale ribbons edging away on 
their black bars in a phosphorescent curve towards 
the sky. End-lights are sucked soundlessly outward 
and sideward, a pale plume of orange-misted steam 
questions and is gone, and there is no sound.
Semaphore green
and the hard, the bright, 
the cruel stars. Extraordinary, this sudden desperate 
quiet. I  hear your heart beating, and I know that you 
are gone. I hear you laughing, crying, sorry to be 
happy to go, and there is only your faintest footprint 
in the yellow-lighted dust. The farewells are spoken, 
the quiet has settled, you are gone and you can never 
go.
THE PLOUGH
H. E. Ba t e s
AN old man and a boy were ploughing a field that lay on the slope of a valley. The plough 
was drawn by a single horse, an old 
bony chestnut. I t  was early March, 
but already the weather was beautiful, 
and it was like an April day. Great 
clouds of white and grey and stormy 
blue kept sailing in endless flocks 
across the bright sky from the west, 
into the face of the morning sun. The 
cloud-shadows, travelling at a great 
pace down the sloping field, vanished 
and then reappeared on the other side 
of the valley, racing across the brown 
and green of the planted and unplanted 
fields. There was a feeling everywhere 
of new light, which created in turn a 
feeling of new life. The light was vis 
ible even in the turned land, which lay 
divided into regular stripes of shadow 
and light at every furrow. The earth, 
a dark clay, turned up in long sections 
which shone in the sun like steel, only 
a little duller in tone than the plough 
share itself.
The slope of the field made plough 
ing awkward. I t meant that when 
ever the plough went down the hill the 
man had to hold the plough-lines taut 
and keep up a constant backward pull 
on the handles; and that when the 
plough came up the slope he had to 
keep up an endless shout at the single 
horse and lash his back with the 
loosened lines in order to make him go 
at all.
At the end of each upward journey 
the man and the boy paused to wind 
the horse. “ Lug the guts out on him. 
Wind a minute.** Blowing with great 
gasps, the horse would stand with his
head down, half-broken, staring at the 
earth, while the man rested on the 
plough-handles and the boy stood and 
carved new spirals in an ash-stick.
The man, half-broken like the horse, 
would sit silent, staring at the earth 
or. scratching his whitish hair. But 
the boy would talk.
“ Ain’t  it about time we lit on a 
sky la rk ’s?”
“ W ell light o* one. Don’t whittle. 
Its early yet.”
Or he would bring up an old ques 
tion. In other fields he had seen men 
a t plough with two, three and some 
times four horses. Tremendous teams.
“ Why don’t  we plough with more 
horses ’n one?”
“ Ain’t  got no more. That’s why.” 
At the lower end of the field they 
would pause again, but more briefly. 
Under the hedge, already breaking its 
buds, the sun was burning.
“ I t ’s that hot,”  the boy said, “ 111 
h a ’ me jacket off.”
“ Do no such thing! Only March, 
and stripping—you keep it on. D y’e 
hear?”  The old man glanced up at 
the vivid spaces of sky, wonderfully 
blue, between the running clouds. 
“ Don’t like it. Its too bright to last. 
We s l l  h a ’ wet jackets afore dinner.”  
Like this, struggling up the hill, 
then resting, then half-running down 
the hill and resting again, they went on 
turning up the land. As the morning 
went on the clouds began to grow 
thicker, the white clouds giving way to 
grey and purple, until the distances of 
sky seemed to be filled with sombre 
mountains. The intervals of sunshine 
grew less, so that the fresh lines of yel-
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low coltsfoot flowers, turned up by the 
plough and pressed down between the 
furrows, no longer withered like those 
turned up in the earlier day. And very 
shortly it was not the shadows of 
clouds that ran over the sunny fields, 
but patches of sunlight, brief traveling 
islands of softest yellow, that ran over 
a land that was in the shadow of un 
ending clouds.
About eleven o’clock the wind fresh 
ened, quite cold, and rain suddenly be 
gan to fall in driving streaks across 
the fields. I t was spring rain, sudden 
and bitter. In a moment it seemed like 
a winter again, the distant land dark 
and desolate, the furrows wet and 
dead.
The old man and the boy half-ran 
across the upper headland to shelter 
in the bush-hovel that stood by the 
gate of the field. As they stood under 
the hovel, listening to the rain on the 
bush-roof, they heard the sound of 
wheels on the road outside, and a 
moment later a thin long-nosed man, 
wearing fawn skin gaiters, a check cap 
and a white smock, came running into 
the hovel out of the rain.
He shook the rain-drops off his cap 
and kept saying in aristocratic tones: 
“ Demn it. The bladdy weather,”  and 
the old man kept speaking of him as 
Milk, while the boy sat in a corner, 
on an old harrow, taking no part in 
the conversation, but only watching 
and listening.
A moment or two later there were 
footsteps outside the hovel again, and 
in came a second man, a roadman, a 
large, extremely muscular fellow hold 
ing a sack round his shoulders like a 
cape. He moved with powerful lan 
guor, regarding the milkman with ex 
treme contempt. He seemed almost to 
fill the hovel and he lounged and 
swaggered here and there as though it 
were his privilege to fill it.
“ The bladdy weather,” the milkman 
said.
“ We want it,”  said the big man. It 
was like a challenge.
“ Who does?”
“ We do. Joe and me. More rain, 
less work. Ain’t  that it, Joe?” 
“ That’s i t ,”  said the old man.
“ Be demned,”  Milk said. “ I t hin 
ders my work.”
“ Get up earlier,”  said the big man. 
“ Poor old Milk. All behind, like the 
cow’s tail.”
The milkman was silent, but his face 
was curiously white, as though he were 
raging inwardly. I t  looked for a 
moment as though there must be a 
quarrel. And from the corner the boy 
watched in fascination, half hoping 
there would be.
Then, just as it seemed as if there 
would be a quarrel, the big man spoke 
again.
“ Heard about W ag?” he said. 
“ Wag Thompson.”
“ About W ag?” said the old man. 
“ H e’s dead.”
“ Dead?”  said Milk. “ Dead? I see 
him this morning.”
“ You won’t  see him no more,”  said 
the big man. “ He’s dead.”
The old man staring across the field, 
into the rain, half-vacantly, looking as 
though he did not know what to say 
or think, as though it were too strange 
and sudden to believe.
“ I t ’s right,”  the big man said. 
“ H e’s dead.”
“ How?”
“ All of a pop. Dropped down.”
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The men were silent, staring at the 
rain. I t was still raining very fast 
outside and clay-coloured pools were 
beginning to form in the furrows. But 
strangely the larks were still singing. 
The men could hear them above the 
level hiss of the rain.
“ I t whacks me,”  the old man said. 
“ Strong man like W ag.”
‘ ‘That’s it, * ’ Milk said. 11 He was too 
strong. Too strong and fa t.”
“ F at?” said the big man. “ No fat 
te r^  me. Not so fa t.”
“ His face was too red. Too high- 
coloured. ’ *
“ I t ’s a licker,”  said the big man. 
He took a snuff-box from his waist 
coat pocket, flicked it open, and hand 
ed it first to the old man then to Milk. 
In silence they took pinches of the 
snuff and he too took a pinch, the 
sweetish smell of the spilt snuff filling 
the hovel.
“ Rare boy for snuff,”  said the big 
man. “ Old W ag.”
“ Boy. I like tha t,”  Milk said. 
“ Must have been sixty.”
“ Over.”
For almost the first time the old man 
spoke.
“ Wag was sixty-five,”  he said. “ We 
went plough together. Boys, riding 
the for’ardest.”
He broke off suddenly, as though 
drawn back into memory. I t was still 
raining very fast but the men seemed 
to have forgotten it. I t  was as though 
they could think of nothing but the 
dead man.
“ Ever see Wag a-fishing?” the big 
man said. “ Beautiful.”
“ Times,”  said the old man. “ He 
was a don hand. A masterpiece. I bin 
with him. Shooting too. When we
were kids once we shot a pike. I t lay 
on the top o ’ the water and Wag let 
go at it. Young pike. I  can see it 
now. ’’
“ And mushrooms,”  Milk said. 
“ You’d always see him with mush 
rooms. 9 9
“ He could smell mushrooms. Made 
his living at i t ,”  said the big man. 
“ That and fishing, and singing.”
“ He could sing,”  said the old man. 
“ Ever hear him sing On the Boat that 
First took me Overt 
“I thought every minit 
We should go slap up agin it.”
The old man broke off, tried to re 
member the rest of the words, but 
failed, and there was silence again.
In  the corner the boy listened. And 
gradually, in his mind, he began to 
form a picture of a man he had never 
known, and had never even seen. It 
was like a process of dreamy creation. 
Wag took shape in his mind slowly, 
but with the clarity of life. The boy 
began to feel attached to him. And as 
the image increased and deepened it 
self he felt as though he had known 
Wag, the plump, red faced, mild-heart 
ed man, the fisherman, the snuff-taker 
and the singer, all his life. I t affected 
him profoundly. He sat in a state of 
wonder. Until suddenly he could bear 
i t  no longer. He burst into tears. And 
the men, startled by the sound of them, 
gazed at him with profound astonish 
ment.
“ Damned if that ain’t a licker,”  the 
big man said.
“ W hat’s up with you?”  W hat’re 
crying for?”
“ Something frit him.”
“ What was it? Something fright 
you? W hat’re you crying for?”
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1 * Nothing.* *
‘ * What you think o * that ? Nothing. 11 
“ Whose boy is i t? ”
“ Emma’s. My daughter’s. Here, 
w hat’re you crying for?”
“ Nothing.”
“ He’s tender-hearted. That’s how 
kids are.”
“ Here, come, dry up. W e’ve had 
enough rain a ’ ready. Come, come.”  
And gradually, after a few tears, the 
boy stopped crying. Looking up 
through the film of his tears he saw 
that the rain was lessening too. The 
storm-clouds had travelled across the 
valley.
Milk and the big man got up and 
went outside.
“ Blue sky,”  said Milk.
“ Yes, and you better get on. Folks’ll 
git milk for supper.”
Milk went through the gate and out 
into the road and a moment later the 
big man said “ So long” and followed 
him.
Patches of blue sky were drifting up 
and widening and flecks of sunlight 
were beginning to travel over the land 
as the man and the boy went back to
the plough. In  the day-coloured pools 
along the furrows the reflection of the 
new light broke and flickered here and 
there into a dull silver, almost as light 
as the rain-washed plough share. The 
turned-up coltsfoot flowers that had 
withered on the ridges had begun to 
come up again after the rain, the earth 
gave up a rich fresh smell and the larks 
were rising higher, towards the sun 
light.
The man took hold of the plough 
handles. “ Come on, get up there, on, 
get up.”  And the plough started for 
ward, the horse slower and the share 
stiffer on the wet land.
Walking by the horse’s head, on the 
unploughed earth, the boy had forgot 
ten the dead man. Skylarks kept twit 
tering up from among the coltsfoots 
and he kept marking the point of their 
rising with his eyes, thinking of noth 
ing but the nests he might find.
But all the time the man kept his 
eyes on the far distance of cloud and 
sunlight, as though he were lost in the 
memory of his dead friend.
And the plough seemed almost to 
travel of its own accord.
HAZARDOUS FREEDOM 
E l in o r  L en nen
Today, my swift bird left his mate.
The cage was small, the world was wide. 
He chose the outward-swinging gate, 
Then vanished, restive, in his pride.
Wounded, she grieves that he has flown 
Beyond the refuge of their bars.
I grieve more deeply; I have known 
The loneliness of clouds and stars.
FEATHER IN THE CAP 
H e le n  M aring
In her cap she wore a wild duck feather 
Proof against rain and the blowing weather.
With mud in the road, and rain in the sky,
A wild duck feather would help one by.
Boots on her feet and a raincoat’s shelter. 
W hat if the world blows helter-skelter?
Joy in the jaunting . . . .  Cold has no pain 
On autumn pathways with curtains of rain.
Always, forever, a maid should lis t’
To wind in a feather and dreams that persist.
SWEET CLOVER
A r t h u r  H . N e t h e r c o t
SUDDENLY he became aware that she was not actually looking into his eyes at all—and perhaps had 
not been since Esteban, in mock em 
barrassment, had lighted his last pan- 
etela. It was only a deflection of a 
fraction or so of a degree, but this was 
sufficient to destroy the green limpid 
ity of gaze which had so enchanted 
him on their first meeting. The invis 
ible dotted line of her glance had been 
raised slightly off the horizontal until, 
he imagined with an inner grimace at 
his mathematical precision, it must be 
about tangent to the top of his skull. 
His own head would have twisted in 
voluntarily upward to find what she 
was so intent upon, had her next re 
mark not forestalled him.
“ What was it, darling—ode, elegy, 
or just plain indolence ?M
Granath’s face betrayed his bewilder 
ment; and a disgusting qualm passed 
over him in the suspicion that she was 
enjoying his uneasiness. Esteban prob 
ably was, too. Confound him, he had 
always been that sort of chap. One 
could never be quite sure what these 
foreigners were thinking of. Puff and 
Wally, on the other hand—
But Clover put an end to his dis 
comfiture, so quickly that he immedi 
ately reproached himself for accusing 
her even to himself of sadism. The 
word was convenient, but it had an 
ugly sound, especially when all he had 
meant was that she had seemed to be 
enjoying the pain of the person she 
loved.
“ Your hair, sweet—your hair. ’’ She 
leaned over from the chaise longue on 
which she was reclining, and ran her
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fingers through his thick locks. His 
scalp tingled as it always did when she 
touched it, but this time little spikes of 
electricity seemed to follow her nails. 
He had noticed that she had shaped 
them to a new pattern—segments of 
two sharply intersecting arcs, dyed a 
new shade of cerise. They dug into his 
skin slightly at the end of each caress.
* ‘When did you have it cut last? Were 
there no barbers in that funny little 
town you went to out there in those 
great open spaces? And—why, you’re 
getting positively grizzled!”  He 
jumped as she tweaked a single prob 
lematical hair from over his left ear, 
and held it up triumphantly for Este 
ban’s inspection.
The Spaniard smirked. “ Perhaps 
you are wrong, Clover dear. There are 
reasons for neglecting one’s hair other 
than poetry, laziness, and a scarcity of 
barbers. I can think of—two, three— 
most easily.”
“ Can you really?” squealed Clover. 
“ Do tell us one.”
Puff, who had been sitting on the 
other side of the room, seemingly en 
grossed in the dragons on the cold 
brass andirons and consciously oblivi 
ous of the fact that W ally’s eyes were 
forever upon her, now arose and saun 
tered across the floor. Was she coming 
to his rescue, Qranath wondered ? 
More likely she simply wished to ob 
serve his wife at shorter range. In 
separable as the two were, perhaps 
there was still something left to be 
learned from Clover about the man 
handling art. But as Puff passed near 
the ottoman on which Esteban was 
squatting, the Spaniard stopped her 
with his right hand while nonchalantly 
flipping his cigar ash off into Clover’s 
tray with his left. Puff looked at him
in weak obedience, and subsided, 
stretching voluptuously, on her favor 
ite cushion. Wally quietly followed, 
his large head swaying slightly as he 
walked, and stood near the French 
window, from where he could command 
both the bright garden and the occu 
pants of the room without changing 
position.
“ Remember, Clover dear,”  said Este 
ban, “ that your husband has been in 
a very remarkable situation this sum 
mer—0 , very remarkable. For him. 
W hat should a man do in such a place? 
Teach, you say? Indeed, so was the 
expectation—so, my mind does not 
doubt, was the contract. But our dear 
Granath is not a teacher—he is a poet. 
Now,” he held up a slim olive hand, 
“ I  know that all good poets—poets of 
your husband’s school, a t least—are 
also teachers. But the technique! Ah, 
there is the so great difference. The 
technique of the professional, the ed 
ucator, against the technique of the 
amateur, the artist! I  could not bear 
it—to be a professor among stuffy 
professors. And your husband, Clover 
dear, is most certainly an artist. To be 
an artist—a poet—in a school in those, 
as you so well say, great open spaces of 
the West—and a school of young la 
dies, beautiful young ladies, from only 
the best families—that is a situation, 
dear Clover, for a man’s concern. 
Might not a man—an artist—even a 
poet on the way to becoming a profes 
sor—be forgiven for neglecting the 
barber under such circumstances? Per 
haps—who knows?—there was even 
one particular—one fair, one chaste 
and unexpressive she—to cross her 
knees in the front row and remind the 
poet that he was not yet truly a profes 
sor. Besides, my dear Clover, before you
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married him even you might have 
thought long hair romantic in a writer 
of sonnets. Of course, this is but a 
theory, a speculation—yet a person can 
interpret the conduct of others only 
through his own emotions.”
“ Don’t  be such a clown, Esteban,”  
burst out Granath irritably. “ Drama 
tize yourself as much as you like—i t ’s 
part of your business; but don’t  try to 
use your ‘art* on others.”
Esteban—with an accent: what a 
name for a m an! There was something 
operatic and particularly Mediterrane 
an about it. It reminded him of Bizet 
—garish songs and garish people be 
hind a superheated proscenium. But of 
course that was what Esteban would 
have loved—it was his ambition.
The Spaniard looked hurt, grieved. 
“ Dear friend,”  he apologized mildly, 
“ forgive my clumsiness. I t was mere 
ly my poor attempt to be facetious—to 
furnish the homecoming with the con 
ventional air of joyousness. ’ ’ The out 
rageously deep bass voice blared out on 
the last phrase so that Wally started; 
he opened his mouth, showing his fine 
white teeth, but then closed it again 
as usual without yielding to his im 
pulse. Esteban’s tone reminded Gran 
ath of the irreverence of a muted tuba, 
breaking into the orchestration like a 
Bronx cheer.
“ Are you trying to give me what is 
colloquially known as the raspberry?” 
be inquired calmly. “ Because if you 
are i t ’s no go. As for my hair, for 
some queer reason women generally 
seem to be fond of it. Clover was tak 
en with it at first, just as I was with 
her eyes. You observed her just now— 
she wants to run her fingers through it, 
smooth it—pull it. Isn ’t  that so, Clov 
er dear?”
This was the right line to take— 
light, bantering. Meet them on their 
own ground. But it pained him to be 
tacitly assuming that his wife was al 
lied against him. Clover—sweet Clov 
er, as he had privately called her in 
the silly excesses of first love. After 
all, it was a rather silly sort of 
name, though once it had made him 
think of fresh, redolent green fields— 
of the countryside, clean and sunny, 
and the pastoral poets of the seven 
teenth century—of stout old Herrick, 
of Wither and Browne, and the quaint 
brothers named Giles and Phineas.
For answer she leaned over once 
more and combed his still tousled locks 
with her long, spatulate fingers. Her 
pointed nails stood out from the blunt 
tips and left thrilling, stinging fur 
rows behind. But it was an absent- 
minded, a dutiful sort of fondling, he 
could tell by its mechanical contin 
uance. He looked at the long oval of 
her face. A brief ripple of the jaw 
muscles suddenly swelled under the 
smartly tinctured skin; a stiff tension 
set the features momentarily in a wax 
en mask; he knew that his wife had 
stifled a well-bred yawn.
Granath’s heart thumped and his 
skin felt moist in an involuntary surge 
of anger. So Clover was bored, was 
she, and he home for only three hours 
after a couple of months’ absence? He 
grasped her hand, still fumbling with 
his hair, and pulled it down into his 
lap with a show of ardent affection, 
curling and uncurling her fingers with 
his own and then gently tickling her 
soft palm. Esteban coughed discreetly 
in a genteel reminder of his presence.
“ How about another cocktail?”  he 
asked. “ Esteban, old man, you mix 
one—the kind that makes you Span-
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iards what you are. My wife, you see, 
won’t  let me get up.”  He looked at 
her sardonically, but her eyes were on 
the other as he raised his tall body 
from the ottoman and took the shaker 
from the cabinet. Puff got up too and 
followed him luxuriously, her feet tap 
ping sharply, cricket-like, against the 
hard, shining floor. I t was like the 
slow click of the inevitable castanets 
whenever any kind of music about Se 
ville is played.
“ Come to think of it ,”  Granath 
went on with conscientious good-hu 
mor, while the Spaniard made cunning 
noises with liquids, glasses, and metals, 
“ there was a girl who liked my hair this 
summer.”  He paused, waiting for he 
did not know what—perhaps for the 
man to crash his shaker melodramatic 
ally down upon the polished walnut 
table or for the woman to jerk her 
hand from his in mock surprise. From 
neither did he expect any authentic 
emotion—it  would be play-acting, brit 
tle, self-derisive. And a real emotion 
would have been shabby under the cir 
cumstances; it would have let him 
down, when he himself could not ex 
plain the impulse which had led to his 
admission.
But Esteban went on shaking cock 
tails, perhaps accentuating a little the 
swishing sound which he generally 
made between his teeth on such occa 
sions, as if he were currying a horse; 
and Clover remarked languidly, “ Real 
ly, darling? How interesting.”  But 
she did not even bother to put in an 
exclamation point after the exclama 
tion.
Well, he could be as casual as they— 
play the part of a good host and keep 
the conversation going at any cost.
“ Yes, it was rather amusing—though
embarrassing too for both of us. But 
it really came out quite all right, and 
we were excellent friends for the rest 
of the summer. She had good stuff in 
her—the kind a teacher likes to work 
with.”
Esteban had filled and passed the 
glasses, and now sat staring straight 
before him with suspicious indifference. 
Puff was back on her cushion, her legs 
stretched out naively. Wally had de 
serted his position as doorman and had 
come over to the chaise longue, which 
he stood so close to that he rubbed 
against the toe of Clover’s Roman san 
dal. But it was still Puff that he kept 
his eye upon, Granath observed with a 
wave of distaste. Wally was getting 
too old to be like that. I t  was a posi 
tively lickerish expression that he 
wore; besides, his eyes were swollen 
and bulgy, and he seemed to be getting 
some asthmatic obstruction or other in 
his throat, so that he wheezed a bit in 
his breathing. Why the beast was al 
most drooling; it was obscene, and yet 
Puff and Clover didn’t appear to mind 
or even notice. Granath hurried on 
with his story to distract himself.
“ I see that I  shouldn’t  make much 
of a teacher of narrative,”  he con 
fessed. “ At least, I ’ve begun my story 
backward. But it was a course in poet 
ry that I was giving, not fiction.”
“ All the difference in the world!” 
murmured Esteban, draining his glass 
and filling the whole set again. “ But 
even poets have been known to make 
use of the law of suspense. Some of 
them are very clever at keeping their 
conclusions concealed, even after the 
end of the poem.”
Clover tapped him with her cigaret 
te holder. “ That’s naughty,”  she ad 
monished. “ There should be amity
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among the arts.—But what about your 
pretty girl, darling—she was p retty?” 
“ Yes, she was pretty, I  suppose, if 
you want to start there. I can hear 
Esteban grunt skeptically when I say 
that she was different from the rest. 
But I don’t take it back. She was 
rather tall—three or four inches taller 
than I—so you see, Clover, the protec 
tive attitude is ruined at once. She 
could look after herself, all right. She 
was dark, and graceful in her bearing 
—even you, Esteban, would have ap 
proved of the way she wore her clothes. 
Her features—well, i t ’s funny that I 
can’t describe them more graphically 
—but they were small, and they had a 
perfect, nocturne-like sort of harmony 
about them.”
Wally moved restlessly and Clover 
pushed him with her slipper.
“ Nocturnes!” muttered Esteban. 
“ Yes, I can understand that. Your 
husband. Clover, did he ever try  the 
psychoanalysis f ”
Granath, joining in the laugh, stood 
his ground. “  Enjoy yourselves as you 
like,”  he said; “ but th a t’s the effect 
she had on me. And of course I ’m 
only a poet.”
“ A very good poet,”  insisted Esteban 
politely.
“ A very good poet,” reemphasized 
Clover. “ But what about this myste 
rious first meeting, now that the rest 
of the story is quite clear?”
“ I t ’8 not a story. I t ’s just an—epi 
sode. It hasn’t any climax or even a 
point. But you see—I had agreed to 
give a course in modern poetry, though 
heaven knows why heads of English de 
partments conclude that because a man 
18 a modern poet he must know some- 
thing about modern poetry. Anyhow, 
I assumed that I should have to talk .”
“ Lecture, darling,”  interposed Clov 
er. “ Anyone would think that you had 
never been to college.”  There was 
malice in her laugh, but he continued 
to play with her hand.
“ Thank you, dearest. Yes, I ’m 
afraid th a t’s just what I did at first— 
lectured, because I  didn’t know either 
myself or them well enough to talk. 
That’s what this girl and her neighbor 
thought too. For when I suggested 
that those who had known the Muse 
themselves, even in the humblest fash 
ion, might let me examine the proofs 
of their acquaintance, she turned in 
the manuscripts of three as delicate lit 
tle lyrics as a teacher would hope to 
see. But by accident she also turned 
in an extra sheet from the notebook 
which had kept her and her neighbor 
awake while I had—lectured.”
Esteban straightened up. “ This has 
all the fascination of eavesdropping 
without the throbs of conscience. The 
girlish confidences had something to 
do with—hair?”
“ They did. It was fortunate for me 
that I had—hair. For one precise pen 
that stood up so straight that it did 
not lean over backward announced : 
‘I ’m not so sure about this class. He’s 
stiff and self-conscious. He doesn’t 
know what to do with his hands and 
he reads from notes. His mouth isn’t 
the same on both sides.’ That flat 
tened me, for, with all my gray hairs,”  
he ducked punctiliously away from 
Clover, “ I am still young enough to re 
tain a little vanity. But I  read on. 
And underneath, in a striking hand 
that looked like old printing on vellum,
I saw: ‘But he has nice hair. I ’d like 
to muss i t ’.”
Esteban sprang to his feet, almost 
knocking Wally against P uff’s pillow,
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where Wally sank with a sigh of pre 
tended resignation. “ And did she!” 
cried the Spaniard. He turned to Clo 
ver. “ A bottle of Yardley’s to a bottle 
of whiskey she did 1”
“ You’d better not be reckless,”  she 
answered serenely. “ I  have lived with 
my husband for seven years.”
“ Five,”  Granath corrected. “ Only 
five, I ’m sure. But Clover’s right, Es 
teban. There wasn’t  anything so ro 
mantic—no Spring and Summer (or 
would you suggest early Autumn, my 
deart); nothing that Esteban would 
have approved. No, just the routine 
conferences, and the necessary notes I 
had to put on her papers. We met on 
the campus a few times, as was natural, 
and walked a little way together. And 
once I came across her in the park op 
posite the house where I was staying, 
and we sat down and had a bit of a 
chat. I think she liked me. Incidental 
ly I  might add—for Esteban’s benefit 
—that she was married, married very 
young to a man somewhat older than 
herself, who thought that she ought to 
finish her education; I didn’t  put this 
in before because I never thought of 
her as a married woman. But th a t’s all 
there was to your romance, Esteban.”  
He squeezed Clover’s hand twice, as if 
it were a camera bulb, and carefully re 
placed it in her lap. He reached for a 
cigarette.
“ Ah so that was why you cheated 
the barbert”  Esteban’s voice was 
again like a muted tuba. “ Samson’s 
strength lay in his hair—but you have 
kept your Delilah occupationless at 
Sorek. What a pity, Clover, that your 
husband is not more economical”
“ He has always been that way where 
women are concerned,”  she responded.
“ An excellent husband, always reliable. 
One can count on him.”
That edge to her voice again. Gran 
ath heard it and understood it. Well, 
he would have things out with her 
when they were alone. Surely it was 
time for them to be alone now. He had 
done his duty as a host and had kept 
his temper perfectly. And he must be 
making up his mind what line he would 
take.
“ And now, I suppose, you can go 
back to the meditative life with a clear 
conscience. That is a lovely thing to 
have, Granath. And, 0 ! ”—Esteban 
strolled over to the other’s chair until 
he towered above it—-“ I  was reading 
a novel the other day which you ought 
to look at. I t ’s about a man who want 
ed to write a book about the history 
of mysticism and the life of contempla 
tion through the ages. He loved the 
seventeenth century, but he had to live 
in the twentieth. Crashaw and Donne 
and Vaughan were his metaphysical 
passions, but he had to keep a publish 
ing business alive and then go to war. 
And when he was interned in Holland 
he didn’t  want to escape; he wanted to 
stay shut up in his prison and later 
in his castle tower surrounded by Plato 
and Aquinas and Henry More. But he 
found that he couldn’t do so. He was 
reminded that the spiritual had by no 
means overborne the physical, even in 
the seventeenth century. The name of 
this book is The Fountain."
“ The FountainI" Granath did not 
try to hide his amazement; indeed, he 
forgot completely his careful pose. 
“ How remarkable! I  told you she was 
an unusual girl, but I never guessed—■ 
Why, do you know, Clover, after the 
last class in the course she stopped by 
my desk and asked me if I  had read
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that book! She said I ought to—I re 
minded her of the hero, Lewis Alison.”  
Esteban’s sudden convulsion was def 
initely vulgar. I t  was a whole row of 
muted tubas, of Bronx cheers, of rasp 
berries. His tall figure folded gro 
tesquely in the middle as he doubled 
over with laughter. Clover looked at 
him with a slightly bewildered but sym 
pathetic amusement. In  the excitement, 
Granath, out of the tail of his eye, saw 
Wally slide stealthily along the floor 
until his shoulder rubbed P uff’s and she 
rolled comfortably against it.
Then, through a series of cachinna- 
tions, Esteban spoke: ‘ * So, Clover, your 
reflective poet of a husband reminded 
her of Lewis Alison!—0  santo Dias!— 
Lewis Alison!—The great lover who did 
not know his power over women until 
one of them told him of i t !—The mystic 
who yielded to the heroine while her 
middle-aged husband was at the Front! 
—The girl-wife who had been Alison’s 
pupil in the days before the War!—He 
reminded her—!”  He choked, and bent 
toward Clover, fondling her shoulder. 
“ Well, my dear, now we can expect our 
friend to return most eagerly to God’s 
Own Country when the next summer 
recurs, if not before!”
His tone was insinuating and his man 
ner insulting in their assumptions. The 
sweat again sprang out through all of 
Granath’s pores, the hair on his arms 
pricked—not in a slight moisture of ir 
ritation this time, but in a billow of 
wrath. He jumped up, scaring Puff 
and Wally so that they fled under his 
feet. He saw them and was reminded 
of his disgust at their behavior. But 
what was theirs compared to that of 
their master and mistress f He saw it 
clearly now—Wally, Esteban’s satellite; 
*uff, Clover’s; echoes in a lower world
from the one above it. Above it? He 
strode to the French window and threw 
it open. The patch through the holly 
hocks and roses was displayed.
“ Come here!”  he ordered snapping 
his fingers. “ And get out! I ’ve seen 
enough of your ways!”  The two dis 
appeared in a rush, Puff pursued by 
Wally.
“ Now,”  Granath remarked, wheeling 
around, his voice trembling and his 
memory full of the mysterious, with 
drawn expression on Janet Carey’s face 
when she had spoken to him on that last 
day, “ now we can decide what’s going 
to be done here.”
What was this? Was he going to be 
mild, intellectual, reasonable again ? 
Had his bristles gone down already and 
had the sweat dried up on his body? 
Esteban was smiling derisively, oper- 
atically. He saw what was happening— 
had probably counted on it all along. 
Well this time he would be surprised to 
the depths of his Mediterranean soul.
Granath walked deliberately across 
the room. He looked up into the grin 
ning Spaniard’s face. “ On second 
thoughts,”  he said, “ you better go too. 
I ’ve seen enough of your ways also. 
And take this with you!” He struck 
the other heavily in the face. . . .
“ 0, you’ve come round,”  remarked 
Clover conversationally. “ I told dear 
Esteban you would when I made him 
go. He was really much concerned over 
what happened.”  She wrung out an 
other towel in the ice-water from the 
silver pail which had kept their drinks 
cool, and substituted it for the one 
which was already dripping down his 
neck and onto the chintz of the chaise 
longue. “ You know,”  she continued, 
“ I  really appreciate what you did a few 
minutes ago. I t  was very heroic, and
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noble, and touching. And it will give 
me something to remember you for. You 
were almost real and convincing, for 
once. But after all it was so much like 
a poet or a professor.”  She turned to 
pick up her traveling case, which had 
been standing unobtrusively near the 
door. “ Well, 1*11 be going now. I l l
send for the rest of my stuff later. 0, 
yes, I almost forgot. There was one 
thing that Esteban particularly wanted 
me to tell you. He said, ‘Inform our 
dear friend that he made one only mis 
take—quite in character. Considering 
the difference in our weights, he should 
have used a whiskey bottle’.”
REFUGEES 
A lic e  S h e e le r  M artin
I saw them coming down the road today—
Two little boys who lagged along the way,
Not cutting circles like small questing dogs, 
Splashing in puddles, clambering over logs,
As children will. There was a woman too,
A baby at her breast, a man who drew 
A child’s red wagon loaded high and lashed 
And covered with an old brown quilt, mud-splashed.
I walked beside them for a little way 
Along the road. I t  was a murky day 
With sudden showers that beat against our faces . . . 
A day for fires and books and friendly places.
“ The flood!”  the man groaned, “ There’s a filthy sea 
Where the house stood. I t ’s not so bad for me,
But Mary . . . and the boys!”  He turned his head 
Away, as one turns, weeping, from the dead.
I  noticed that the woman’s chin was proud.
She hummed a scrap of tune, or called aloud 
To the small boys. Her eyes were clear and gray 
And looked straight ahead. Beside the way 
I stood and watched them trudging out of sight.
I  hope they find dry firewood tonight. . . .
A loaf of bread . . .
Hay for their bed . . .
In some warm, sheltered, windless place.
I can’t  forget that woman’s face.
AFTERMATH OF ECSTASY 
E lin o r  L en nen
Life makes a recompense for pain 
In wider sympathy;
What solace can allay the ache 
Of too great ecstasy?
How shall the heart be satisfied 
Again with little bliss,
Since it has measured height and depth 
And breadth and length, in this?
CAPTAIN GUNDAS
Gi l  Me y n i e r
CAPTAIN Gundas had a chair. A large rattan lounging chair he brought back from Australia.
A long passage from Australia to 
Marseilles! What with many hours 
spent on deck and the captain’s being 
on the heavy side, the chair was nicely 
broken in. Never had woven rattan ac 
commodated his thick haunches in 
quite such comfort.
And never had a chair looked so for 
eign as it did on the train which 
brought Captain Gundas and his pos 
sessions from Marseilles to this little 
Normandy village.
He was rather old for a captain. But 
then it is a matter of record that he 
had been rather young, for a captain, 
when he became one. W hat service he 
8aw during his time in the Army may 
still provide subject for conversation, 
back in Australia—or perhaps so many 
years without promotion merely pro 
vide subject for talk. Here, among the 
peasants, he was known as the English 
man who lives at the hotel.
The chair was placed under a tree
on the terrace across the road from 
the hotel, facing the tennis court.
Gundas spent his first summer in the 
village nodding genially to the tennis 
players and rewarding their most bril 
liant efforts with appropriate remarks. 
The wives of the players usually sat in 
a semi-circle around him.
Yvonne, the maid, who waited on 
tables, made the beds, served in the 
bar, peeled vegetables, washed floors 
and drew baths with equal indiffer 
ence, was instructed to bring in the 
captain’s chair at night. Which she 
did, panting far more than necessary 
behind her heavy bosom.
Now and then the chair remained 
all night under the tree—when Yvonne 
managed to call for it about an hour 
before the captain was ready to leave 
his post by the tennis court. The cap 
tain would wave her away and say, in 
his remarkably good French:
“ My good girl, I  need my chair. 
Where do you suppose I shall sit when 
I  have drinks with my friends who are 
just f in i s h in g  their game?”
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Yvonne would shuffle away, one heel 
showing through her black cotton 
stocking, muttering: “ Well, after din 
ner I ’m busy.”
Of course if it rained during the day 
the chair was not brought inside. Only 
at night.
The Captain was very courteous to 
the people he knew and he achieved an 
effect of bonhomie by being gruff but 
tactful with people who had not been 
introduced to him. There was nothing 
particularly martial about Captain 
Gundas, except that he was tall and 
held himself straight. He generally 
wore a tweed coat and dark grey flan 
nels. His flannels were ample in the 
seat and though he never had them 
creased there was a nice curved line 
from his prominent paunch to a point 
slightly above the ankles where highly 
polished brown boots began. He car 
ried himself like a thin man in spite of 
the bulges in the flannels.
Had the public attention not been 
diverted to the Captain’s large rattan 
chair—it was an arresting object, odd 
in shape and of imposing size—it would 
have centered on the Captain’s nose. 
It, too, was odd in shape and of gen 
erous proportions. Bulbous and cav 
ernous. I t was of a mellow shade of 
red, speckled with darker red and blue 
veinlets. A nose that had been exposed 
to sun, wind and beer and had vio 
lently reacted to all three. A nose that 
would ruin any man’s chances for pro 
motion. I t  leaned almost impercept 
ibly to the left. Its texture was that of 
orange skin.
The Captain used red bandannas to
blow it.
His cheeks also were bulbous and not 
quite symmetrical. His fleshy neck 
had not yet been stiffened by age and
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when he reclined on his chair his face 
would pop out at the most unexpected 
angles. His mouth was his best fea 
ture. His eyes were small and quick. 
The felt hat he wore, the crown of 
which was always maltreated, was us 
ually pulled well over his eyes, unless 
it rested on his knees while he aired the 
meager remnants of a shock of brown 
hair.
With some slight effort of imagina 
tion, one could picture Captain Gundas 
looking tense and ferocious under the 
stress of warfare in some distant and 
dangerous land. But not very fero 
cious. At rest he exuded geniality.
And in the little Normandy village 
he was always at rest.
When summer was over the tennis 
players left and the artists who lived 
in the village during the warmer sea 
sons drifted back to town. Paris was 
only two hours away. The Captain 
stayed on. Yvonne, in spite of lighter 
duties, was still surly.
When winter came the Captain was 
the only guest at the hotel. He sat in 
the public room where the peasants 
came to drink. He sat at a table by 
the window and through the thin cur 
tains he could keep an eye on the road, 
on the terrace and the tennis court, 
and about a mile of the valley which 
ended abruptly a t the foot of a brown 
hill. He never drank with the peas 
ants. Or they never drank with him. 
Except the mayor who shared a bottle 
with him, self-consciously, on Sundays.
On warm afternoons he took a rug 
and sat in his chair under the bare tree. 
Yvonne didn’t  approve of his taking 
a blanket from his bed.
She didn’t  approve of the stack of 
English newspapers that grew steadily 
under the wash-stand in his room. The
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magazines on the table near the win 
dow she did not mind.
These were all the mail ever brought 
him. Except a letter on the first of 
every third month.
I t was not an official looking letter. 
The landlord wondered when and how 
the Captain received his pension. If 
he did receive a pension.
When the letter came the Captain 
paid his bills. Or rather part of his 
bills as he kept something for pocket 
money. They would not let him charge 
outside expenses. Anything he had in 
the hotel went on the bill, but tobacco 
and matches and shoe-laces and writ 
ing-paper were cash. So the Captain 
was always behind.
Some of the summer people occasion 
ally came back for week-ends. They 
were glad to see the Captain. They 
would have been glad to see any other 
member of the summer colony, but they 
pretended they were especially pleased 
at seeing him.
The people who came were those he 
had liked the least. They asked him 
what he was going to do for Christmas. 
Would he have midnight supper with 
them in Paris?
“ No, as much as I ’d like to . . . but 
I think I  shall go to England,”  said 
the Captain. He wished somebody he 
liked better had asked him. Really 
asked him. To a house-party over the 
Christmas holidays. Not just to sup 
per. Then perhaps he would have gone.
The Captain sat near the window 
and when he was not playing solitaire 
or doing the puzzles in the Daily Mail 
he looked out across the valley and 
thought of Christmas. Two hours to 
Paris. Seven hours to London. Eng 
land was nine hours away. If he left 
tonight he would get there tomorrow.
Or if he left in the morning he would 
be there for dinner. But his next mon 
ey would not come until after Christ 
mas.
He would go if it were suggested to 
him. . . . The Captain called for some 
note-paper. And when Yvonne de 
layed bringing it he went to the small 
store run by the hotel and got it him 
self. At the same time he took a bot 
tle of beer from the icebox and a glass 
and settled down to write to England.
The village post-office was located in 
the hotel. At the back of the little 
store. It made it easy to see that the 
letter was duly sent off. The landlord, 
who was also the postmaster, stamped 
the envelope so hard with his date 
stamp that the Captain was afraid the 
letter itself might have been injured. 
It would make a bad impression.
While he waited for the answer some 
of the artists came back for a short 
stay. He got drunk with them. There 
was an argument about the bar bill 
and the Captain told one of them he 
was a cheap little bounder. The next 
day, still drunk, he complained that 
Yvonne had charged him for drinks he 
had not ordered.
That afternoon the answer came. A 
short note from the family solicitors 
saying that his suggested visit to Eng 
land had not met with approval and 
was in direct contradiction with the 
agreement, yours faithfully. And there 
would be no advance remittance.
He looked at his own letter. They 
had returned it. There was a mark 
where the landlord had stamped it.
I t snowed the day before Christmas. 
On New Year’s eve he caught cold. 
Yvonne did not make his bed for three 
days.
The peasants missed him but did not
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inquire. As Yvonne made regular trips 
to his room with bottles and fresh 
glasses they knew he was still there. In 
their simple code of ethics a drunkard 
is rated low. The only man lower than 
a drunkard is the one who does not 
drink at all. The Captain had shown 
that he could consume vast quantities 
of alcohol and still retain his dignity. 
He was held in esteem by the peasants.
Once Yvonne complained to the post 
man—who spread the story—that the 
Captain had pinched her in the fat part 
of her back. But the peasants did not 
think less of the Captain for that.
When he recovered from his cold he 
started taking short walks up the road. 
The village was small but spread over 
a mile and a half along a road that 
wound its way on the flank of a hill. 
At the foot of the hill the floor of the 
valley began and stretched over to the 
brown hill, a mile away. The houses 
were far apart and stood on the hill 
side of the road. At the other end of 
the village there was a small tobacco 
shop in which the Captain used to stop 
for a drink when he had the money.
The chair still stood under the tree 
on the terrace. Its bright colors had 
turned to a deep grey and its fibers 
had become brittle. He seldom used 
it now.
Spring came. The peasants were 
away from the village most of the day, 
working in the fields, and the summer 
colony dribbled back.
That year the social activities cen 
tered around a barn in which a painter 
had made his studio. The same painter 
whom the Captain had called a cheap 
little bounder. So Captain Gundas 
spent most of his time near the tennis 
court. The two couples who were such 
good players did not come that year.
New people took their place. Lemon 
ade drinkers I
The people he liked best could not 
stay for the summer but they managed 
to descend upon the village for week 
ends. They would arrive in rowdy, 
boisterous moods and insist that the 
Captain join in their revelries. That 
year he was drunk every Saturday 
night. He came very near catching up 
with his bills because the week-enders 
always paid for his drinks. Knowing 
ly or not.
The landlord, who knew that the 
Captain could not possibly pay for to 
day’s drinks and last month’s rent at 
the same time, made a practice of 
charging his drinks to whomever he 
happened to be sitting with. And when 
the Captain spoke to him—some people 
had made very unpleasant remarks— 
the landlord, with a full house to worry 
over, had no time to be polite about it.
During the week the Captain was 
left very much to himself.
His face puffed out a little and new 
veins began to show on his nose.
In the morning he sat in the red 
tiled public room near the window and 
worked. He would spread his news 
papers and magazines on the table, get 
up to fetch some envelopes, make an 
other trip  for ink, and spend the entire 
forenoon in deep concentration. If 
an idle visitor tried to engage him in 
conversation the Captain would wave 
him away:
“ My dear fellow, don’t  speak to me 
noVfr, I ’m very busy. This may mean 
ten pounds to me, and I can use the 
money. I must get it off this after 
noon.”
And he would return to the cross 
word puzzle contest in which he hoped 
to win at least one of the minor prizes.
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The words never quite fitted. There 
were always some very unintelligible 
squares. But off they would go by the 
afternoon mail with the mention: 
“ Solved by Captain G. W. B. Gundas 
in 1 h, 49 m.”
Sometimes he worked on the “ how 
many grains of wheat in a quart bot 
tle* * problems.
Once in a while be bought lottery 
tickets that were offered to him 
through obscure channels. He man 
aged to interest one of the visitors in 
the lottery. They went fifty-fifty on 
a ticket. Somehow the Captain did 
not quite get around to securing the 
ticket but it did not matter as they 
probably would not have won. So he 
kept the money.
A remark he made caused a few frig 
id moments. In one of his sober and 
misanthropic moods he had been heard 
to say that a certain couple, whose 
union (as everyone knew), had not re 
ceived benefit of clergy, should not be 
allowed on the tennis court. Of course 
he never explained that their playing 
merely happened to keep a foursome 
he liked from using the court for the 
best part of an afternoon. He was 
never asked to explain. The landlord 
told him to refrain from offending the 
summer guests. And the friendly four 
some was not at all grateful to him 
for his effort.
One day he found that the front legs 
of his chair had been broken. I t was 
the middle of summer and a lot of un 
desirable families had come to the vil 
lage. He suspected some of the ill- 
mannered children of having damaged 
his chair. They were a destructive lot. 
He propped the sagging end of his 
chair on a small wooden bench and
asked the gardener to repair it when 
he had time.
The gardener never got around to it.
The last week-end of the season 
brought complaints from the more con 
servative element of the colony. The 
Captain and his friends had made un 
godly noises, late at night, when it was 
apparently decided that the Captain 
should be put to bed by his friends. 
They invaded the wrong rooms, stole 
several pairs of shoes—found the next 
day on the tennis court—tried to plant 
the Captain with an old couple, and 
generally behaved in such a way that 
even the artists thought they had gone 
a little too far.
The Captain was discovered, the next 
morning, asleep in the bathroom with 
several bottles the landlord could not 
account for.
Shortly after this, all the summer 
visitors having left, the Captain re 
membered that his friends had invited 
him to spend a few days in Paris.
The landlord made it very plain that 
he did not like the idea of trips to Paris 
when there were so many unpaid bills. 
Which made it difficult for the Captain 
to ask him to advance the money for 
the railroad ticket.
October was a sober month. The 
Captain sat near the window and 
worked at his puzzles. The landlord 
often sat with him. The Captain did 
not like the ungentlemanly way in 
which the landlord treated him to 
drinks. The landlord’s manners as a 
host were very bad.
“ About these bills,** said the land 
lord one day, “ why don’t  you turn 
over your pension to me. I ’ll keep 
your money for you and that way you 
would not have bills hanging over 
you.”
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“ My pension . . .  I see,”  said the 
Captain.
“ Don’t you get a pension?”
“ Well . . .  ah, . . .  no. I don’t  get a 
pension. I . . . ah, . . . left the army. 
I  resigned. Quit, you know.”
“ Oh . . . and you get no pension. 
Don’t  they give pensions in your 
army?”
“ No. Yes, but not always.”
There was a moment of silence. The 
Captain did not like this conversation. 
Nosey old innkeeper. That’s the way 
they get if you allow them any famil 
iarities.
“ My good man I don’t see . . . ”
But the landlord had been thinking 
things over. There were things that he 
could not quite understand.
“ But, Captain, I don’t see how you 
live if you don’t get a pension.”
“ My good man, I get money from 
home.”  The Captain was rather curt. 
As curt as he could be and still remain 
on good terms with his landlord.
“ Well, why don’t you ever go home? 
To England. They’d take care of you. 
This is no way to live . . . running up 
bills . . . what if you were ill all of a 
sudden. Why don’t  you go home?” 
“ Well . . . , ”  said the Captain. 
Damn it, did he have to tell this un 
couth little rotter all about his family 
affairs? Didn’t  the fellow get enough 
of the money as it was? A man doesn’t 
go around telling strangers that family 
reasons keep him away from home. Or 
that he’s been kicked out of the Army.
He didn’t  have to tell the landlord 
any of his secrets. This peasant had 
already guessed that if a man leaves 
the army and travels all the way from 
Australia to within seven hours of 
home and doesn’t go any farther, there 
must be something. And why did he
not stay in Australia? There must be 
something there too.
There were no friendly talks between 
the Captain and his landlord from 
then on. He paid as much of his bills 
as he felt inclined, keeping a little 
more pocket money each time. And 
the landlord did not say anything.
The Captain went to bed early at 
night.
Christmas was very dull.
He spent his afternoons at the other 
end of the village, in the tobacco store. 
He started to drink apple brandy. It 
was very inexpensive.
He missed a meal, now and then, 
when he felt too drowsy to walk back 
to the hotel.
One night, feeling hungry, he got up 
and groped his way to the kitchen. He 
looted the ice chest and, going through 
the bar, he took two bottles of beer. 
He thought he’d tell the landlord the 
next morning so that his midnight sup 
per could be charged on his bill.
The next morning he thought he’d 
wait and see if the landlord had no 
ticed anything. A good joke, this go 
ing to the kitchen at night. No, the 
landlord didn’t  seem to have noticed. 
After lunch the Captain told him about 
his raid on the ice-box.
“ That’s all right,”  said the landlord.
The Captain said nothing about the 
two bottles of beer.
He got up several times, at night, 
during the following month.
Then he found that the door between 
the kitchen and the bar had been pad 
locked.
The landlord bought new iron tables 
with striped awnings for his terrace. 
The Captain’8 dilapidated chair was 
put away in the tool shed at the far 
end of the backyard. The following
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spring the hotel cat made it a nest for 
its litter of kittens.
Yvonne stopped circulating tales 
about the Captain. Before summer ar 
rived she put a neat patch in his grey 
flannels.
Some of the summer families did not 
come back and the landlord thought 
that possibly the Captain had offended 
them. He asked him not to mingle 
with guests and moved him to a room 
in the annex.
The Captain gave up puzzle contests 
as hopeless. He made daily trips to 
the tobacco store. On the fourteenth 
of July he had a fight with three labor 
ers. It started in the tobacco store 
when they sang a dirty song about the 
Queen of England. The Captain was 
charged for a dozen glasses and a 
broken marble table-top. Of course he 
could not pay.
He considered going to another vil 
lage about three miles away. There 
was a four-room inn and no summer 
colony. The innkeeper was a retired 
sergeant.
The Captain decided to move.
The landlord did not say anything 
about the bills but offered to lend him 
a truck to cart away his belongings.
When he left, half a mile from the 
hotel he had the truck turn back to get 
his chair. I t  was dragged out of the 
tool shed and loaded on the truck. Its 
broken front legs hung over the tail 
board.
The Captain climbed next to the 
driver.
“ That damned landlord wanted to 
keep my chair,”  he said.
He stayed three years at the other 
village. Yvonne used to come and see 
him on her day off. But he got tired 
of her and moved again.
JUPITER 
W itte r  B y n n er
Now something strange has happened and a turn 
Comes from the mountains, loosing melted snow 
In valley fields. The ditch is loose to go 
Its way again and leaps and seems to burn 
With the fertile touch of water upon seed.
The mighty cottonwood leans from his root 
Deep into earth to lift his yearly fruit,
As Jupiter leaned down to Ganymede.
The cupbearer has come, whose wine is good 
For all these human hearts and makes them sing 
As elemental and unquestioning,
As any bird upon a bit of wood. . . .
For so, in spring, the nesting of a wren 
Becomes the flight of Jupiter again.
WHAT RESPITE, HEART?
Ma u d  E. U sch o ld
W hat respite, heart, in foreign places t 
There is no peace for hearts that bleed 
For home and unforgotten faces 
That grow on thought like fertile seed.
From ends of earth I hear them calling: 
The bud-blurred trees in April rain; 
Birds singing when slow dusk is falling 
Will take me back again.
0  foolish heart, wounded past bearing, 
Better that we should boldly hie 
Back to the old torment, despairing 
Of memories that crucify.
WE AIN'T LAZY, WE'RE DREAMING 
Norman M acleod
The wild geese flank the massing of the sky,
Heavy with clouds above the mountain tops
Leaning against the west, and we
Are in motion as surely as the hawks
Fly over slowly above the ground
Looking for prey. With heads reclining
Upon locked fingertips the sun
Burns the lid of our eyes so that
Veins are a purple filigree for the iris
Of our sight, and blood pounds
Feverishly over the eyeballs. At times
Like this the memory is soothed
With sunlight and pebbles impale
The print of a frock on the beach of sand,
Looking over the lakes of trout
To the breaks where ducks seek cover.
I t is a large land for the mind 
To hold, but the body is pulse 
Of the rivers in defiles of rock 
And slow as this altitude of soil 
To flower with the springtime of birth.
AFTER SANDRA
Mo r t o n  E l i o t  F r e e d g o o d
S HE was healthy, strongy but she went
She was beautiful. She didn’t 
look sick until the end, then she turned 
a little blue 
She was so sweet, so good, so patient 
She was marvelous, the nurses loved 
her
She was so sweet at the end, she said 
mamma don’t cry
She was. . . .
There were three doctors: one com 
muted from Philadelphia daily. They 
decided that she had spinal meningitis 
and that she would shortly have to die. 
After the ninth day at the hospital 
they said she would die any hour now. 
After the fourteenth day one of the 
doctors stopped coming. They were 
positive she was going to die that night. 
Her temperature was 106, her pulse 
was 120. The Philadelphia doctor, who 
was the best of the three, came daily, 
gravely, until the twenty-first day: 
then he stopped coming: she was dead. 
On the twentieth and twenty-first days 
they paid a woman who was a Christian 
Scientist fifteen dollars a day to sit 
at Sandra’s bedside and pray for her. 
They didn’t believe in Christian Sci 
ence, but they were willing to believe 
in it if it could keep Sandra alive. The 
woman was conscientious and sincere: 
she prayed hard and she was really 
worth what they paid her. But San 
dra died on the twenty-first day from 
spinal meningitis. Before he left for 
the last time the doctor from Philadel 
phia said that she had shown remark 
able stamina, and that she had made a 
splendid fight. He thought he would
write a paper on the case for a medi 
cal magazine. The nurses at the hos 
pital all loved her. She died easily, 
without much pain, although she turned 
blue at the end.
Grandma was the least shocked of 
anybody. That was because she could 
understand what had happened. The 
others couldn’t because their memory 
was disciplined. They remembered 
about marriages, anniversaries, birth 
days. She knew that those weren’t the 
real things, they were just the import 
ant things. Elinor clasped the nails of 
her right hand into the flesh of her 
left oh my baby oh my lamb with your 
young flesh cold your blood your heavy 
lids closed down tight and shut dark. 
A short time ago, thirty-six years in Au 
gust, little Ted stepped off the curb and 
under the hooves of the fire-engine 
team. The lead horse faltered a brief 
moment, then its hoofbeats picked up 
the rhythm again, and the red hosecar 
followed clanging. Someone brought 
him in and laid him on the table. He 
was dead. There was scarcely any 
blood, but he was dead with a faint 
spray of manure powderlike on his 
sandy hair. Why don’t  they remember 
little Ted, and that children have died 
before? The short unwisdom of their 
memories. Ted’s life had gone out in 
a flurry of hot dust in the gutter, with 
the horses’ hooves spanking the cobble 
stones and the fireengines clanging. 
Sandra’s last gasp brought in air taint 
ed heavy with antiseptics. There was a 
Christian Scientist convoking strange 
spirits, and moaning from an anguished 
choir of relatives to a more familiar
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god. Grandma thought: There is no 
difference. There is no difference, my 
son and my granddaughter died in the 
same way Remember, children, your 
brother Ted, brother for a brief moment, 
Sandra my grandchild, for a brief mo 
ment, for a brief moment your child 
Elinor and Howard, your lovely niece, 
you others . . .  try to comfort yourselves.
There was a good deal of crying at 
the funeral the poor dear, she looks like 
a little doll. No matter what else you 
said about the family, they stuck to 
gether in times of stress. Everyone 
cried and looked grimly at one another 
and spoke gently she looks to be asleep, 
but how like a doll. A few of the older 
children were there. They were allowed 
to look at Sandra’s body in the casket. 
During the eulogy they giggled a good 
deal because they were nervous with ex 
citement and not understanding. Every 
one was nice to them with an absent- 
minded gentleness seven, she hadn't be 
gun to live her little life yet. Grandma 
broke down near the end of the services 
and Arthur and Paul carried her out 
side and laid her on a sofa. There was 
a special nurse there to look after her. 
The children were taken home: they 
were not allowed to go to the cemetery. 
Everyone felt very deeply for Elinor 
and Howard. Elinor fainted three 
times. Howard cried miserably. Every 
one looked at each other in gentle agony. 
A death brings out all of the sweetness 
that is in people.
II
There was no more sending Sandra 
to school. She could sleep all morning. 
She slept all morning, with the blinds 
up, with the sun warm through the win 
dows on her face and on her body under
the bedclothes. In  the afternoon she 
sat on the sunporch with the sun warm 
through the windows on her eyelids 
swollen over her dull eyes. She never 
bothered to use makeup anymore. Not 
even powder. She was going on her 
fourth week without a visit to the 
beauty parlor, and the wave was going 
out of her hair. There was an old wick 
er armchair on the porch: it became her 
favorite seat. She rocked like an old 
lady dead buried child of mine buried in 
my heart and out there you will fill out 
there with your body how much of it 
has not gone into the earth in my heart 
is fullness emptiness with the spirit of 
you what is the spirit I  never knew any 
thing of it but I  knew the body the two 
arms the legs the eyes the black hair 
I 'll  never cut my child's beautiful 
black hair the man came to take mov 
ing pictures in a welter of pillows on the 
sofa laughing crying her tan chubby 
legs her fists beating the pillows your 
child should be in the movies oh my 
babylove oh Sandra
Elinor’s grief is heavy. It bends her, 
keeps her rocking. I t hangs heavy on 
her bending her.
Howard holds his grief better. He 
works hard and drinks hard from the 
gallon jug behind the desk at the office.
I  knew her longer than you did
They came down to visit her every 
day. They sat and did talking while 
she sometimes listened. She listened 
while they spoke of movies, dresses, and 
people: she let go of her grief for a 
moment. When they spoke of her, when 
they told her, forget, she didn’t listen 
rocking hard. When they told her, stop 
that endless rocking, she rocked not 
listening.
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It made no difference to her whether 
or not they came to see her.
They came early in the afternoon and 
they began to leave when the spring sun 
started to burn cold and thin through 
the windows. Grandma sometimes 
stayed later, not speaking how can I  
speak, daughter, I  fainted too. I  have 
the wisdom of my yea/rs, I  have the wis 
dom that Ted gave to me. How can I  
teach it to you? The nurse had her 
palm soft against my brow and I  woke 
wondering can’t I  be taught? rocking 
her body in an unrocking chair.
Howard came home in the chill sparse 
dusk. He was very good to her. They 
were very good to each other. She wait 
ed for him after the sun had gotten tired 
of waiting. Dusk came and they waited. 
That moveless mute waiting was the 
only other thing she knew.
I l l
They sent a wire to the doctor in 
Philadelphia who had attended Sandra. 
There were plenty of doctors in New 
York that they might have called in, but 
they had a lot of confidence in the Phil 
adelphia doctor. They remembered how 
he had remained until the end, how he 
had come in from Philadelphia each day 
although he knew ten days before that 
Sandra had to die. He wrote articles 
for a medical magazine. They had great 
confidence in his ability and in his in 
tegrity.
There was some dissension before they 
sent the wire. Grandma had wanted to 
consult Howard. The others had been 
against it. Howard would never agree. 
He doesn’t  try to help Elinor, he cer 
tainly won’t try to help us help her. 
If anyone could bring her out of it, it 
was Howard. But he doesn’t  even try. 
He tells us my God I can’t  tell her
anything tha t’ll hurt her, I try to tell 
her, but she doesn’t  listen to me I  don’t 
try to tell her, she thinks I ’m an ally 
in her isolation. I f  I  try to tell her she 
would feel betrayed. Can I  look into the 
accusing hurt of her eyes? Grandma 
was overruled. We must help her, we 
must help them both in spite of them 
selves.
Paul met the doctor at the station. 
Driving, he told him: Its been three 
months since, doc. She does nothing 
but sit all day and brood. She never 
goes out of the house. We even do her 
shopping for her. At first she used to 
listen to us, and sometimes answer. Now 
she doesn’t even notice us when we talk 
to her. She sits on a rocker all day 
and just thinks. She keeps looking 
straight in front of her. Her eyes look 
empty. Her husband can’t help any, 
he’s afraid he’ll hurt her if he tries to 
tell her anything. The whole thing looks 
pretty bad, doc, and we’re all worried 
about Elinor. We’re afraid she’s, well 
—not just right. . . .
The doctor said hello to her. She 
looked at him and said hello doctor. 
Her face was blank and her voice was 
empty; only her words recognized him. 
He sat down and began to talk to her. 
He asked her questions in a quiet inti 
mate voice. She answered some of his 
questions. Sometimes she said nothing, 
and then he would repeat his question. 
Then her face would grimace evasively, 
petulantly, like a lying baby’s: don’t 
ask me. After awhile he gave up ques 
tioning her and he began to say the 
things that they had all been saying to 
her. She never answered the others: 
she answered them to herself. But this 
was the doctor. She told him what she
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always told the others to herself: I
killed Sandra, I  killed my own baby. 
I t  was my fault. Sandra wanted to take 
a bath, I said no, wait for the morning. 
She pestered me and finally I let her 
take a bath. If  I didn’t let her my 
baby would still be living. She caught 
cold that night and later she got spinal 
meningitis. I t  was my fault. I let her 
take a bath, and then she got a cold, and 
then she died. How can I have any 
peace? How can I do anything? I t was 
my fault that my baby died. I didn’t 
have to let her take a bath. . . .
She finished and she began to rock. 
Her dry eyes were wet for the first time 
since the funeral my eyes have been dry 
Sandra crying for yon I  killed you there 
was a drouth crying dryeyed I  killed
The doctor took Paul aside and said 
to him: I ’m going to have to call an 
other man in: a psychiatrist. I think 
he’ll be able to fix her up all right.
The psychiatrist’s name was Dr. 
Zorn. He was a big man. The Phila 
delphia doctor said he was one of the 
biggest of his kind. They stood on the 
steps, the two doctors talking Paul ring 
ing the doorbell. Howard opened the 
door. What are you doing home from 
work, Howard?
Howard was pale. His nostrils were 
flared. He said: You can’t come in. 
I won’t let you in. You had no right 
calling a doctor without letting me 
know. I ’m her husband, I have a right 
to know. I can’t  let you in. Its not 
because I ’m mad that I ’m not letting 
you in, Elinor doesn’t  want any doctors 
doctors for Sandra, Howard, not for me.
Can they make Sandra alive, Howardt 
I ’m sorry, but I  can’t  let you in. . . .
He shut the door.
Paul looked at the doctors. The Phil 
adelphia doctor pursed his lips. That’s 
too bad, he said. Dr. Zorn said impa 
tiently, well, we can’t  accomplish any 
thing standing out here. Paul apolo 
gized to both doctors.
The family held a conference that 
night. They came to the conclusion that 
Howard had acted as he did because he 
was piqued that they had called a doc 
tor without telling him. They decided 
we’ll wait a few days to give him a 
chance to cool off, and then w ell have 
a real serious talk with him about bring 
ing the doctor in again. . . .
That was Tuesday. On Thursday 
Howard phoned Paul. His voice was 
pitched high and trembling where it got 
in the way of his excitement: Come
right over, Paul. Bring a doctor with 
you. She’s all right. No, any doctor’ll 
do. You can bring grandma with you 
if you want to. No, nobody else.
At first everyone was somewhat 
shocked to think that Elinor and How 
ard. . . in her condition . . .  we never 
even dreamt . . .  it never even occurred 
to us that they might be . . .  . But 
then they were happy when they real 
ized that now she was getting better. 
She has an appointment at the beauty 
parlor already, she’s getting downtown 
to do some shopping tomorrow, she’s 
getting around fine, isn’t  it wonder 
ful____
Everyone laughed when Paul said: 
Well, I bet the psychiatrist couldn’t 
have done a better job.
INDIAN BURIAL 
B e r t r a m  Gu t h r i e
Let lie the stifling sod! I choose instead 
To rest in death like ancient Indian dead, 
Bound in a tree by some far-western hill, 
Companion to the wide horizons still.
Thus will I hear the wild goose overhead, 
The killdeer calling in the dusky chill;
Feel blizzard and chinook and gaze until 
My soul flows with the plains’ majestic spread.
“ Of dust to dust returneth” never could 
Be true of hearts that leap to sounding wings. 
Aye, bind me to a bough of cottonwood 
And keep me one with these ancestral things!— 
I spring from sun and wind and birds in flight, 
And coyotes crying query to the night.
THE OPEN RANGE
HOW JOE CRAWFORD'S GREAT GRAND 
MOTHER WAS CAPTURED  
BY THE UTES
A l d e n  B. S t e v e n s
(Note:—This is a free translation of a story told in the Navaho language by Joe 
Crawford, a young Indian who lives near Fort Defiance. He told the story as if  i t  had 
occurred in the remote past to some unknown or mythical woman. Later he said the 
story was that of his own great grandmother. Joe's grandfather, old Billy Crawford, is 
said to be half Ute, though he himself doesn't admit it. Joe could not say how or where 
the name “Crawford" got into the family. Old Billy never went to school, so perhaps, 
some trader attached it to him or to his mother's husband.)
THE traveler was very tired and cold. He had come a long way since morn ing, and he had eaten nothing on the 
trait His feet were sore and his legs ached. 
8now had been falling since sunset, and 
added greatly to the difficulty of walking 
along a trail he did not know. There was a
moon, but very little of its light filtered 
through the falling snow, and the traveler 
realized that he must soon find a place to 
spend the night or he would freeze.
He thought he saw a light in the distance, 
and turned his steps in its direction. As he 
approached he saw that the light was made
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by a fire inside a hogan, and he knew that 
he was safe for the night. It seemed to 
him that he had walked many times the dis 
tance before he reached it, but this only 
increased his satisfaction when he came to 
the hogan and looked in at the door.
A young girl and an old woman were in 
side, but no man. So the stranger hesitated; 
but the old woman beckoned to him to enter, 
for she saw that he was a Navaho and that 
he was tired and cold. She pointed out to 
him a place on the floor where he could 
sleep, and when he had removed his coat 
and shoes (for it was quite warm inside the 
hogan), the young girl brought him food. He 
ate all he wanted, and as he ate he noticed 
that the old woman was watching him close 
ly, though she said nothing until he had fin 
ished.
As soon as the stranger had finished his 
meal the old woman began asking him about 
himself—where was he from, where was he 
going, how many sheep had he, how many 
children had he, and other questions such as 
these. She asked him so many things that 
the girl remonstrated with her, saying the 
man was tired, and needed to sleep. But 
the old woman paid no attention and con 
tinued to ask the traveler about the world 
outside. He told her of many things she 
knew nothing about—of great puffing things 
which were not animals but which lived and 
ran along metal trails, far to the south, 
sometimes faster than a good horse. He told 
her of cities filled with pink-faced men who 
did not understand the Navaho or Hopi 
languages or even Spanish. She had heard 
of these men and asked if they understood 
Ute, and he said they did not, but spoke a 
new language.
All this interested the old woman, for she 
lived far away, north of the Hopi country, 
near the great cliff houses, and she had 
heard little of the habits of the strange 
white people to the south. She begged the 
traveler to tell her more, for, she said, “few 
strangers come this way.” Even the words 
she used seemed to him different; they were 
Navaho, but they were somehow not the 
same as his. The girl again said their guest 
should be allowed to sleep, but the old wom 
an answered, “No, no, I want to get what 
I can from him, then I shall tell him my
story.” So when the traveler had told her 
everything he knew, the old woman began.
“Long ago,” she said, “when I was young, 
I herded sheep for my family. I was nearly 
ready to marry, but I was not quite sure I 
liked the man well epough. He was a little 
strange. He talked to himself most of the 
time, but some days he would not talk at all. 
A few days before the wedding was to have 
taken place, I was herding my sheep in a 
valley some distance from my family’s hogan. 
I should not have gone so far away, because 
the Utes- were about, making raids on the 
Navahos and stealing their sheep and their 
girls. I kept a sharp lookout, but everything 
seemed very quiet and peaceful. Later in 
the afternoon, however, I saw a large number 
of men riding toward me, running their 
horses very fa st At first I was not sure 
whether they were Navahos or Utes, but soon 
I saw that they were Utes, and I jumped on 
my horse and started toward our hogan. I 
was very frightened. But the men came fast 
and they caught me and tied my arms be 
hind my back. Then one of them tied a 
rope around my horse’s neck and led me 
behind him.
“We started north. The Utes drove some 
of my sheep before them, and at sunset we 
camped at the “prairie dog hill.” They ate 
some of my sheep, but they did not hurt me. 
Early in the morning we went on northward, 
going into a deep canyon with steep sides, 
and traveling along the sandy bottom for 
many miles, until the canyon opened out into 
a plain. From there we traveled very fast 
northward, and that night the Utes ate more 
of my sheep, but I would not eat any. I did 
not know what would happen to me. The 
Utes killed as many of my sheep as they 
could carry on their horses, and the next day 
we went on through the place where the 
ground is blue, and then we came to the great 
river of the north. When we had crossed the 
water the band divided, half going one way 
and half the other. Soon the group 1 was 
with began to split also. Finally there were 
only three men left together, and they stopped 
and talked. I could not understand their 
language, but I knew they were talking 
about me. The man who had been leading my 
horse struck one of the others, who fell, and 
I knew that the first man was to hare me.
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“After a little while we reached his old 
camp. He told me to get supper, and I 
started to gather some firewood, but all the 
time I was planning how I could get away 
from him and go back to my own people. I 
built a fire and carved some meat from the 
sheep he had brought tied to his saddle—my 
own sheep. I cooked it for him and he ate 
it, but I would not eat anything.
“For many days he did not let me out of 
his sight at all. Then he began to trust me a 
little more, for he saw that I was quiet and 
was not trying to run away. But I was only 
pretending to be content, and I was still 
thinking about my people and my own coun 
try. I wanted to go back to them. I did 
not let him see this; I made him think I 
wanted to stay.
“One day the Ute was sitting on a rock 
ledge sharpening a stick. He worked for a 
time on this and finally had a very sharp 
point on one end of it. All the time he was 
working on the stick I was watching him 
through the corner of my eye, for I thought 
I saw my chance coming, and I did not want 
to fail to escape when I could.
“When he had finished the point and 
smoothed it by rubbing on a stone he put the 
point of the stick into his ear to clean out 
the wax. I picked up a heavy rock and 
started toward him without making any 
noise. But he turned and saw m e; so I pre 
tended to be carrying the stone to the fire 
place. Soon he started to clean the wax 
from his other ear, and my heart beat very 
fast as I thought of my home. I did not 
like to do it, because I had come to like the 
man who had stolen me, but still I wanted to 
see my own people again. So I came close 
to him, carrying the large stone in my 
hand. He did not hear me this time, and he 
did not turn.
“Suddenly I ran at him with the stone in 
my hand, and I struck the end of the stick 
with the flat side of the stone as hard as 
I could, and the point was driven through his
ear into his head the length of a thumb. He 
fell over on his side without a sound, for 
he had died instantly. For a minute I was 
sorry, because he had been kind enough to 
m e; kinder than most Utes would have been. 
But then I thought of my own people and my 
own country, and I was glad because I was 
going home.
“I saddled my horse and started south. 
I followed the trail on which we had come 
as nearly as I could remember it, but sev 
eral times I got lost. I was in the country of 
the Utes, and I had to watch for men all 
the way, because if anyone saw me, I should 
not have been allowed to go on. I rode as 
fast as I could, and I even rode at night, for 
there was a moon; but my horse grew tired 
and I had to stop.
“I went on the next day and the next day 
after that I had very little food and I did 
not dare to stop or try to get any, so for 
the last two days of my trip homeward I ate 
nothing at all. But I forgot how hungry I 
was when I began to see familiar places, be 
cause I knew that I was almost home.
“When I came into the valley in which 
our hogan was I saw my uncle taking a little 
dirt from the ground, and when I approached 
he looked up but did not seem to know me at 
first. Then he saw that it was really his 
niece, and he dropped the dirt he had picked 
up. I saw that it had come from a foot 
print I had made a long time before, in the 
soft mud. The mud had hardened, and my 
uncle was taking a bit of it to use in a death 
ceremony for me, because everybody thought 
I was dead.
“But instead of the death ceremony my 
family had a great feast to celebrate my re 
turn, and everyone was very happy. A little 
while after this I married the man I spoke 
of when I began my story. Now, what do 
you think of my story?*'
But the traveler had fallen asleep, and did 
not hear her question. The old woman was 
angered, and kicked at him, but he only 
moaned, and went on sleeping.
LOUSY HANK
F r a n k  B . L i n d e r m a n
O NE may declare that there is no such thing as luck, and yet if  he recognizes the eccentricities of fortune he will 
feel the need of some such term. Manage 
ment will not answer. Management may 
play a part after fortune has dealt her fa 
vors, and not before. To fall headlong on a 
mountain-side and skin one's nose in con 
tact with an hitherto undiscovered out-crop 
ping of rich, auriferous ore is pure luck. 
Management, good or bad, follows the fall. 
Fate, destiny, foreordination, may sound 
heavier and more learned than luck; never 
theless they are equally vague, and more or 
less synonymous. Luck is common, may bed 
down with anybody anywhere; and yet, with 
all her freakish cheating, luck was Marys 
ville’s patron saint. We knew that she might 
suddenly visit the camp in any guise. More 
than once she appeared in Marysville as dire 
misfortune; and then when her ruse had 
tricked us all she unmasked to smile warn- 
ingly at the weakness of our faith.
When the pay-gravel in Gave gulch petered 
out Marysville gained a citizen. Nobody 
knew anything about him, excepting that he 
was known by the name of Lousy Hank, and 
that he had loose habits in both dress and 
deportment. Perhaps, upon his arrival in 
Marysville, Lousy Hank might have com 
manded more attention if the camp’s citizens 
had not been so worried about the new drifts 
in the Drum Lummon. The new station had 
been cut, and drifting pushed for more than 
three months, and yet no pay bad been en 
countered on the new leveL Could the great* 
lead of the Drum Lummon have pinched? 
Was old Marysville to become a ghost-camp? 
One did not ask these questions, and yet 
they were uppermost in everybody’s mind. 
It was even whispered that merchants were 
cancelling their orders for goods, and we 
knew that already a number of miners had 
left the gulch for other camps, so that when 
Lousy Hank came to Marysville nobody no 
ticed him.
If Hank heard the rumors which were dis 
turbing us all be gave them no thought, and 
immediately took up with Steve Decker who
hadn’t a care in the world. Decker was 
well connected, so Marysville believed, prob 
ably because his brother owned a street rail 
way in an eastern city, and the Piedmont 
mine in Marysville. Anyhow Decker’s habits 
were such as to attract Lousy Hank, and 
the two became inseparable. There was no 
real harm in either of them, and yet neither 
would work, and both would drink. Hank 
was tall and heavy. Decker was thin and 
short Hank hadn’t  a cent to his name. 
Decker drew a monthly salary from a posi 
tion he held in the office at the Piedmont 
mine. His position was in reality a sinecure, 
but neither Decker nor Lousy Hank were 
sensitive about such matters. Decker’s credit 
was good in Marysville, so that he and Lousy 
Hank got hilarously tight the night they got 
acquainted. Sometime before morning the 
two got themselves up to the Piedmont, and 
there Hank went to bed with Decker. They 
were so wholly unreliable, so utterly im 
provident, and so perfectly congenial that 
Hank remained at the Piedmont with Deck 
er. This arrangement proved beneficial to 
both, since it afforded Hank a needed haven, 
and enlivened Decker’s days at the mine.
The tramway from the Piedmont mine to 
the mill was long and somewhat rickety. In 
its center, high above the ground, there was 
a diamond switch where the loaded car com 
ing down from the mine to the mill passed 
the empty car going back to the mine. The 
diamond switch did not always work as in 
tended. Sometimes the loaded car would 
be derailed at the switch and dump its ore 
to the ground beneath the tramway. This 
was annoying to the industrious top-men 
and millmen, but not to Lousy Hank and 
Decker. These worthies found both excite 
ment and refreshment in the eccentricities of 
the rickety tramway and its crotchety switch 
by betting drinks on the trips of the loaded 
cars. Decker would wager that a car of ore 
coming slowly down from the mine to the 
mill would spill at the switch; Hank would 
bet that the car would land safely at the 
milL And the outcome was always satisfac 
tory to both, since win or lose there was a
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drink in sight for both whenever a loaded 
car left the mine. All that was required of 
the loser was to uncork and pass the bottle 
of whisky; and Decker furnished the liquor. 
Meanwhile Marysville's troubles were mul 
tiplying. By now everybody knew that the 
owners of the Drum Lummon had met ad 
versity on the mine’s lower level, and that 
Drum Lummon stock had fallen to nearly 
nothing. But these ominous tidings did not 
agitate Lousy Hank and Decker who spent 
their days betting on the cars on the Pied 
mont tramway and their evenings in the 
saloons in Marysville.
But one day when they were sitting in the 
office window with their bottle between 
them the Piedmont cars came down the tram 
way so often that there was but little time 
between drinks. Both Lousy Hank and 
Decker got drunk; and in reaching for the 
bottle to pay a lost bet Hank fell out of the 
window to the rocks twenty feet below and 
broke his leg.
The Doctor had him taken to a house in 
Marysville where he could be given attention. 
He banned liquor, and forbade Decker to 
visit Lousy Hank. The house belonged to a 
Cornish miner who had worked in the Drum 
Lummon for years as shaft boss. The man’s 
wife and daughter were natural nurses, and 
Decker agreed to pay them for their services. 
There was but a single flaw in the whole ar 
rangement The house was the gathering 
place for several Cornishmen who worked 
as miners in the Drum Lummon, and some 
times they held parties there talking, and 
drinking, and singing, over their beer until 
a late hour in the night However it was the 
best the Doctor could do, and Hank got along 
amazingly.
But things were not going so well in 
Marysville. The Drum Lummon mill first 
hung up twenty stamps, then fifty stamps, 
and finally shut down altogether for want 
of ore. Whole shifts of miners in the upper 
workings were thrown out of employment; 
and there was no pay on the lower leveL 
The big Drum Lummon lead had pinched 
out Already there were many houses for 
rent in Marysville.
However, the Doctor appeared to be busier 
than ever. Perhaps the general state of 
mind in the camp made extra work for him.
Anyhow he was always driving about the 
gulch, and over the hills. One day when he 
had to go up Penobscot way I went with him. 
Upon our return to Marysville the Doctor 
stopped to call on Lousy Hank. “Come in,” 
he urged me, “He’ll be glad to see you.”
I could scarcely recognize the man in bed 
there as Lousy Hank. He had lost much 
flesh ; and, cleanly shaven, he looked neat, 
well-bred. His face, whitened by confine 
ment, seemed intelligent, and yet there was 
something disturbing about his eyes. They 
looked wild, feverishly excited, as though 
the man suffered mental torment. I spoke 
of this when we were again in the buggy.
“Yes, I know,” the Doctor said, turning 
the team. “There’s something wrong with 
Hank besides his broken leg. It’s a mental 
condition, and I can’t  understand it. He’s 
naturally phlegmatic. Nerves are things 
Hank never heard of, and yet he’s fretting 
fearfully about something.”
“He wants to get out and get drunk with 
Steve Decker,” I laughed.
“No, sir. No, he doessn’t,” the Doctor de 
clared emphatically. “He never asks for 
liquor. I expected he would, and that I’d 
have trouble about it. But he has never 
asked for whisky, and I know he doesn't get 
any. His condition shows that he doesn’t 
get liquor. He’s doing fine.”
The Doctor was always serious about his 
patients. “Too bad Hank didn’t break both 
his legs, Doctor,” I said jokingly. “If he 
had you might have made a man of him.” 
But he paid no attention to this. “Some 
thing besides Decker and whisky is troubling 
Hank,” he said, half to himself. “I’ve tried 
to talk to him about it,” he went on, speak 
ing to me. “He told me that he has to go 
east, wants to raise money for clothes and 
railroad fare. But his reasons for going east 
aren’t good. Once he told me there was an 
estate to settle back there; and next day he 
said there was some family trouble back in 
the States. I thought he might be flighty at 
first; but he couldn’t have been.”
The Doctor stopped the team in front of a 
log house. “Hold the reins,” he said. “I will 
not be long here.”
When the door of the house opened to ad 
mit the Doctor a little girl came running 
out She was a pretty child, with long.
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golden curls. Climbing into the buggy be 
side me, she begged for a ride; and to please 
her I drove up the road a little way. I saw 
Steve Decker coming down the road when I 
turned the team to drive back to the house. 
He called to me, and I waited for him to 
come to the buggy.
“Will you please give this to Hank?” he 
asked, handing me a letter in a long envelope. 
“They will not let me see him,” he added, 
spitefully.
“Yes,” I promised, putting the thick en 
velope into my inside coat pocket. “Hank is 
looking fine,” I told him, and then drove on, 
because I saw that the Doctor was waiting.
“Be careful of it; it’s important,” Decker 
called. I waved my hand to show him that I 
understood.
The Doctor had recognized Decker. I told 
him about the letter, and he drove back to 
the house where Hank was confined so that 
I might deliver it without loss of time. The 
next day I went to Helena where I had been 
called for jury duty. I did not return to 
Marysville for ten days. “How's Lousy 
Hank?” I asked, when I met the Doctor.
“Oh, he’s gone, vanished the minute I let 
him out,” he said. “He bought new clothes 
at Rider’s, and took the stage for Helena. 
That’s all anybody knows unless it’s Decker; 
and Decker pretends to know nothing more.”
The mystery of Lousy Hank’s disappear 
ance would have held our interest at any 
other time. But there was now talk of 
“pulling” the pumps out of the Drum Lum- 
mon, so that Hank was forgotten. The mine 
that had produced millions was dead, and 
was to be abandoned. A few miners, all of 
them Coraishmen, and some said pets of 
the Cornish manager, were still drifting on 
the mine’s lower level; but they found no 
pay.
Two miserable months passed, and still the 
rumor that the mine’s pumps were to be 
pulled persisted, and still a little smoke came 
daily out of the tall stacks at the shaft- 
house up on the mountain; and daily the 
mine whistle blew, summoning the tiny 
shifts to the lower level where there was no 
pay in sight. And then one morning, after 
the stage had brought the mail to Marysville, 
the Doctor, with a dozen men behind Mm,
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came running into the drug store. “Look, 
Tom! Read th is!” he said, to me, spreading 
a Chicago newspaper upon the counter, and 
pointing to black head-lines that read:
New Management For Drum Lummon.
American Mining Engineer will take 
charge of famous gold mine in Mon 
tana. Has just returned from England. 
Declares he will put the big mine back 
on dividend-paying basis within thirty 
days. Says bad management to blame 
for falling off of gold production.
Then I read the man’s name, and looked 
up at the Doctor. I had never seen him so 
excited. “It can’t be,” I said, incredulous.
“Bet you a box of the best cigars in this 
camp it’s Lousy Hank,” the Doctor, said, 
folding the paper.
I took the bet; and lost it. It was Lousy 
Hank who came to Marysville to manage the 
Drum Lummon. And he did put the mine 
back on a dividend-paying basis within thir 
ty days; yes, and kept it there for more than 
twenty years.
There was no magic about i t  When the 
Doctor had Lousy Hank taken to the miner’s 
house in Marysville he unwittingly beckoned 
both fame and fortune to attend him there. 
Lying in his bed Hank overheard the Cor 
nish miners talking, boasting, over their beer. 
He learned that they were willfully driving 
the drifts on the lower level in the Drum 
Lummon alongside of rich gold ore, and were 
timbering it up as they went ahead. More 
than this, he learned that the Cornish man 
ager had ordered this to be done, and that he 
was buying Drum Lummon stock on the 
market and giving a few shares now and 
then to his miserable confederates.
No wonder that I saw excitement in the 
eyes of Lousy Hank the day I visited him 
with the Doctor. As soon as he could walk 
Hank went straight to London, and without 
exposing the ruse had managed somehow to 
interest the dissatisfied board of directors of 
the English company. And from that day 
until he died no Englishman would put a 
dollar into mining property in the United 
States until Lousy Hank had examined It 
and pronounced it good.
AN UNEQUAL DUEL
E. A. B r i n i n s t o o l
//rnr^H E N  you don’t think, Lieutenant, 
that young Boyle accidentally shot 
•*“ himself?”
“No, Major, I don’t. It looks to me like 
Indian work. No white man would have 
taken the pains to conceal his body in the 
place we found it, either.”
“But what could the Indians have against 
Boyle? He has always treated them w ell 
Besides, he wasn’t scalped or mutilated.”
“I know, Major. He was shot in the back 
of the head—it wouldn’t have been possible 
for Boyle to have done it himself. My 
scouts found the spot where he’d been mur 
dered—presumably from ambush—and his 
body dragged down into that deep ravine 
where we located it; besides, there were 
moccasin tracks about. No white renegade 
did that job. I think it was the work of 
some of those young Cheyenne bucks who 
thought it would be smart to count coup 
on a white man; and as Boyle was alone, 
they figured they could get away with it un 
detected. I think I’m on the right trail, and 
I don’t believe it will be long before we run 
down the murderers.” Lieutenant Robertson 
nodded significantly to Major CarrolL 
It was a puzzling case. Boyle, a young 
rancher whose homestead claim was about 
three miles from the camp of the First U. 
8. Cavalry, under command of Major Carroll, 
along Lame Deer Creek, Montana, had been 
missing for several days. He had gone on a 
hunting trip, but failed to return. His ab 
sence had been reported to Major Carroll, 
who had ordered out a search detachment. 
His body had been located in a deep and re 
mote ravine, by Lieutenant Robertson’s In 
dian scouts. It was at first surmised that 
Boyle had fallen, his gun accidentally dis 
charged, and that his death was therefore 
due to his own carelessness.
But the keen-eyed scouts in Robertson's 
command had pointed out certain tell-tale 
signs—moccasin tracks, along the ridge at 
the head of the ravine; blood on the leaves, 
evidences of a struggle, or of a body having 
been dragged along the ridge and then flung 
into the ravine. Several empty shells had 
also been found in a clump of brush about
fifty feet from the blood-spattered leaves.
“No white man—Injun,” grunted Lone 
Wolf, one of Robertson’s trailers.
For several days no fresh clue was ob 
tained. Then one afternoon two members of 
the Indian Police rode up to the Agent’s 
office.
“Head Swift and Young Mule gone five, 
six days,” they reported.
Here at last was a clue! Head Swift and 
Young Mule were Cheyenne youths about 
eighteen years of age. Both were well known 
on the reservation—and none too favorably. 
Indolent, restless, they spent their time 
principally in roaming the hills, and were 
looked upon as a disturbing element among 
the young Indians on the reserve.
Their sudden disappearance was at once 
reported to Major Carroll. These two young 
braves belonged to the Northern Cheyennes, 
a part of old Dull Knife’s band, which had 
made a masterful retreat after the Fort Rob 
inson outbreak twelve or thirteen years pre 
viously. These Indians had since remained 
in comparative quiet until about 1886, when 
they became restive, and gave signs of dis 
content rendering necessary the establish 
ing of an annual camp of Regular Army 
troops in their vicinity.
It was early in September, 1890, that 
young Boyle’s body had been found. It was 
several days later that the Indian Police re 
ported Head Swift and Young Mule to have 
taken to the hills.
The young bucks were suspected of hiding 
out for some good reason; a scouting party 
had been made up to run them down and 
bring them in for an interview.
“But we’ve scoured the hills high and low, 
Major,” reported Lieutenant Robertson, “and 
we can’t find hide or hair of them. They’re 
laying low.”
“Keep after them and bring them in at 
all hazards,” was Major Carroll’s order.
Twenty-four hours later old Brave Wolf, 
a warrior of many battles, trotted in to the 
Agency and dismounted at the office. He 
asked to see the Agent at once.
“Head Swift and Young Mule no surren 
der,” he indicated through the interpreter.
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“They kill man; no come in; want heap 
figh t”
And then followed a most astounding and 
seemingly unbelievable confession. The two 
Cheyenne boys had sneaked in to the Indian 
camp under the cover of darkness and told 
their parents the whole story, admitting the 
murder of Boyle. They realized that their 
lives would be the forfeit if  they surrendered. 
They would never give themselves up, but 
would die fighting.
“Fight all the troops,” declared old Brave 
Wolf. “Tell soljer chief bring heap men.” 
To Major Carroll hastened the Agent with 
the amazing proposal.
“What!” exclaimed Major Carroll in un 
disguised astonishment, “those two boys 
challenge me to a duel with all my com 
mand—is that what you mean?”
And Brave Wolf had nodded emphatical 
ly. “All,” he said, “Injun boys heap brave; 
no surrender; fight all, or say they raid 
agency; kill heap white people.”
It seemed preposterous—positively ridic 
ulous that these two rash Indian youths 
should thus defiantly challenge three troops 
of seasoned cavalrymen to a duel to the 
death!
“Why, that's a joke,” exclaimed Major 
Carroll. “It would be useless for me to or 
der out my command on any such fool's er 
rand. They’d never show up. Where are 
these boys now? I'll send out a dozen men 
to bring them in.”
One of the older of the white scouts with 
Carroll's command, shook his head.
“Dunno 'bout that. Major,” he mused. 
“These 'ere young Injuns git plenty of fanat 
ical notions in their fool heads sometimes, 
and if they told Brave Wolf that they're 
ready to fight the troops to death, I reck’n 
you won't be disapp’inted, as fur as they 
are concerned.”
Old Brave Wolf gravely nodded assent. 
“They come,” he soberly reiterated. “No 
stay ’way if so’jers come now; they fight; 
heap brave.”
“Well,” declared the astonished cavalry 
leader, “I guess if that's really the case and 
they mean business; we can accommodate 
’em. Orderly, have 'Boots and Saddles' 
sounded at once. Lieutenant Robertson, you 
will have a sufficient guard deployed about
the Agency at once, in case of trouble, while 
we are accommodating these young Indian 
fools.”
Following this command there was a scur 
rying of troopers, a saddling of horses and 
a jingling of accoutrements, as the men, 
laughingly and with much banter, made 
ready to depart.
During the previous few days’ excitement, 
the entire Cheyenne village had been gath 
ered by the Agent and placed in camp about 
the Agency, the better to watch their actions 
and prevent any possible disturbance. Ex 
citement had been tense, and it now looked 
as though the climax were at band.
“Prepare to mount; mount!” came the or 
der, when the troopers had assembled.
And then led by old Brave Wolf, the troops 
under Major Carroll, with Lieutenant Rob 
ertson and Lieutenant Pitcher, started on 
their strange mission.
Among the command it was looked upon as 
a joke, as Major Carroll had said. That two 
Indian youths, mere boys, would have the 
nerve to attack three troops of cavalry in 
open combat, was unbelievable; it was the 
concensus of opinion that the trip would be 
nothing but a “fool’s errand.”
“Two agin two hundred?” snorted Trooper 
Callahan to Trooper McCarthy. Both vet 
erans shook their heads in unbelief.
A half mile from the Agency, at a sign 
from old Brave Wolf Major Carroll gave the 
command “Halt!” This was the spot, said 
Brave Wolf, which the young bucks had 
chosen for their battleground. Here was to 
be enacted the strangest drama ever enacted 
upon the stage of frontier life. The road 
at this point ran through a narrow valley, 
flanked by rock-crowned hills, covered with 
a forest of low pine, forming an amphi 
theater. No more spectacular spot could have 
been chosen.
Here the troops were posted, some mounted, 
others dismounted. Excitement was at fever 
heat. Upon the hills surrounding the valley 
bad gathered the entire population of the 
Cheyenne village, the bucks taking position 
close in upon the hills, and the squaws and 
children where they would not be endangered 
by rifle fire yet could watch their tribesmen 
die like true Cheyenne warriors.
It was an ideal autumn afternoon. Nature
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was at her loveliest, in colors of gold and 
brown. The haze of Indian summer was in 
the air. Peace and quiet were in the scene.
Across the valley was heard the death 
chant of the squaws. The stage was set, and 
It only lacked the two actors to step forth 
and play their respective parts.
“Where can they be?” was the eager query 
which ran through the command, as keen 
eyes searched various vantage points.
Major Carroll and Lieutenant Robertson 
were scanning the distant clumps of tim 
ber through their glasses. “I don't believe 
they’ll ever show up,” declared the former, 
closing his glasses with an impatient snap.
“Well, Major, there they are!” suddenly 
exclaimed Robertson, pointing toward two 
figures on horseback which had glided 
phantom-like from the darkened background 
of pines. “It looks like they mean business 
after all.”
Glasses were again leveled, and it was seen 
that the two young Cheyennes were fully 
armed and decorated in war costume. To the 
ears of the astonished troops was borne the 
echoes of the Cheyenne death-song, solemnly 
taken up and echoed by the distant squaws.
The plumed war bonnets of the youthful 
fanatics nodded in the breeze, while nickeled 
ornament on wrist and arm, the gaily-decor 
ated regalia and the glint of rifle barrel, 
flashed in the sunlight.
Exclamations of excitement ran through 
the command. The troopers watched the 
young braves urge their ponies toward the 
top of one of the highest and steepest ridges, 
down which there was an open space to 
make a charge. All their actions could easily 
be watched and noted by their tribesmen, 
every detail observed.
Reaching the very pinnacle of the ridge, 
the young Cheyennes suddenly wheeled their 
ponies, and for an instant sat gazing down 
the lane of death. Then the warwhoop echoed 
from the ridge, and then—
“Here they come!”
And come they did, with fanatical fury! 
Down the slope, with Winchesters loaded, 
magazines filled and cartridge belts sagging 
with lead. It was a sight the like of which 
had never been upon the American fron 
tier!
“Hold your fire!” came the orders from
troop commanders. “Not yet, men!” Excit 
ed troopers thrust carbines forward and 
triggers clicked as hammers were raised.
Down the steep hillside headed the two 
Cheyennes directly for a line of troopers that 
had just been led up the southern crest of 
the valley by Lieutenant Pitcher. Ponies 
straining every nerve, moccasined feet drum 
ming at heaving flanks, rifles streaming 
leaden death, and over all the Cheyenne 
death chant!
Dismounted, the troopers waited the com 
mand to fire, the horse-holders in the rear. 
When the order came, a hundred carbines 
belched forth a roaring blast; others in re 
serve crashed out. The pony of the foremost 
brave stumbled, regained its feet, again 
pitched forward, hurtling its rider through 
the air.
Apparently unharmed, his companion con 
tinued to ride straight into the jaws of death, 
right at Pitcher’s command, firing rapidly. 
But apparently his aim was high. Fifty 
carbines and revolvers roared in return, and 
yet, in some miraculous manner the daring 
warrior escaped death until he had actually 
penetrated the line of troopers, when both 
horse and rider crumpled under the leaden 
hail!
“Look out for the other Indian!” came the 
warning cry.
The dismounted Cheyenne, flung to the 
ground when his pony went down, had mean 
time regained his feet, and turned down 
the valley in the direction of the Agency. 
Volley after volley saluted him, and he re 
turned the fire as rapidly as he could work 
the lever of his Winchester. Bullets rained 
around him, kicking up the dust and ricochet 
ing off into space like angry bees. Finally, 
seemingly badly wounded, he limped pain 
fully into a dry wash to make a stand to 
the death. In his wake streamed excited 
troopers, firing volley after volley.
“We crawled through the brush toward 
him,” said Lieutenant Robertson, in his re 
port, “not aware that he had been killed, 
and suddenly stumbled upon his body. I was 
startled, awe-struck, by the weird beauty of 
the picture he made, as he lay in his vivid 
color of costume and painted face, his red 
blood crimsoning the yellow of the autumn 
leaves upon which he fell.”
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We Are Betrayed. Vardis Fisher. 
Doubleday, Doran $  Co., N. Y. 1935. 
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The first volume of Mr. Fisher’s tetralogy 
presented many characters highly diversified 
and firmly-drawn against a foreboding fron 
tier background worthy of their dark fates 
and always harmonious with them; among 
them this child Vridar moved in tragic rel 
evance to them, linked by compelling neces 
sity to the same dismal scene. They made 
partial interpretation of a milieu, and the 
book was further valuable for the author’s 
brutally analytic although occasionally ro 
manticized study of a profound adolescent 
woe.
The second volume did less. In it the stal 
lion McClintock was the only new character 
to take definite outline, and to turn from the 
great natural hostilities of Idaho ranch 
country to the small futilities of life in a 
third-rate college was to turn from Greek 
tragedy to cheap burlesque. In the first 
book Vridar was an indigenous unit in a 
great and splendid scheme of things. In the 
second his author seemed less sure of him. 
In Vridar he hesitated between Quixote and 
Hamlet and seldom bothered to distinguish 
sharply between the windmills and the court 
of my uncle the King.
The present volume is a better novel but 
the uncertainty continues. Vridar’s consum 
ing egotism drives the other characters far 
ther into mist, and one begins to wonder 
where his own internal confusion leaves off 
and his author’s begins. (This work has fre 
quently been criticized as “autobiography,” 
“case history,” etc. While such an approach 
may explain certain things, it seems to me 
unjustified inasmuch as the books are pub 
lished as “novels.”) Of himself he is now 
aware: 1, that he is neurasthenic; 2, that 
(at twenty-eight) he is more completely 
without anchor than he has ever been; 3, 
that be does not understand himself; and 4, 
that he must soon settle upon a guiding 
philosophy. With Kant, whom he finds 
empty, he would seem to agree that duty is 
“the greatest thing in life.” His chronic Pur 
itanism is merely encouraged and given 
point by Freud and his doubtful maturity 
brings no relief from a sex-preoccupation 
that had its start tolue in a pasture in his 
boyhood. He is further complicated by being 
at least part genius and conscious of it, and 
more aware of himself as tragic, which he 
undoubtedly is, than as comic, which be un 
doubtedly is. (As romantic genius he is
strikingly like Jean-Christophe). And he 
writes his own epitaph to celebrate a man 
“who out of a preposterous wish to be hon 
est built himself a cross.”
Honesty seems to have something to do 
with truth, and truth at our present posi 
tion in time is  generally defined as a rela 
tionship between variables, which implies the 
necessity of a disinterested consideration of 
more than one variable. The variable, Vri 
dar, is considered at almost tiresome length, 
but hardly disinterestedly; and the others 
are glimpsed only through Vridar’s dazed 
and half-blinded vision. Neloa, when you 
pick up Vridar’s subjective evaluations of 
her, analyze them and put them together 
again, appears to be a woman with a mag 
nificent sexual disposition, a body worthy 
of it, and a mentality if not subtle at least 
never painfully annoying. Her only mystery 
is that read into her by her husband, and 
it never seems quite real in the light of the 
actual data of her behavior. An objective 
appraisal of the exact relation between her 
and Vridar as two separate and mutually in 
teracting variables is  never achieved. The 
electric fascination that exists between them 
is never coldly analyzed. She remains to 
the end a kind of voodoo which promises 
to thrive in the mind of Vridar Hunter long 
after her suicide, which ends the novel.
Mr. Fisher writes like a man who doesn't 
give a damn what the critics say about him, 
and his sincerity and singleness of purpose 
are in their way eminently praiseworthy. 
We Are Betrayed is full of grand writing. 
The experience in the hospital for the in 
sane, much of Vridar’s journal, a few of 
the thumbnail characterizations (“Imagine 
an old brown tough parchment Imagine 
that all the wisdom and suffering of earth 
were distilled and the parchment soaked 
in it and then dried and used as the cover 
ing of a man’s face; and you have Thurman. 
Except the eyes. . . .  In his eyes is enough 
wakefulness for ten thousand men”), and 
the pages following Neloa’s suicide to the 
end, especially, are contrived in beauty and 
fire. The praise he is receiving from the 
critics, exclusive of the merely stupid, is 
well-earned. He is writing books that de 
serve to be read thoughtfully. He is not 
yet writing books great without qualifica 
tion. His full power may be realized when 
be has finished with the problem of the pe 
culiar voodoo ism of one man’s mind and 
concerns himself with a canvas equally as 
large as this one but in which all flgurfs 
may be drawn in a light that will reveal
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their equal importance and their full sep 
arate humor, tragedy, and, perhaps, “truth.” 
Ellensburg, Washington Donald MacRae
Ubet. John R. Barrows. The Cax- 
ton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho. 1934. 
$ 2.00.
This is an exceptional book. Its general 
subject can be roughly described as the rec 
ord of a hard-bitten people who lived in the 
neighborhood of a tiny settlement in central 
Montana in the ’80’s. Parts of the book were 
published several years ago in THE FRON 
TIER, and at the time Philip Ashton Rollins 
pointed out the fascination which Mr. Bar- 
rows’ narrative would have for “every se 
rious student of the cattle country’s history” 
as well as for all “who in years now long 
bygone snailed amid the dust of a trail 
herd’s drag.” Illustrated by lively pen-and- 
ink sketches drawn by a young Montana 
artist, Mr. Bob Hall, and rounded out in a 
finished form that fulfills the promise of 
the parts first published, the book offers an 
attractive document to those singled out by 
Professor Rollins. And the Montana reader 
will find it a pleasing introduction to a lo 
cality whose history and legends have been 
so much neglected by writers of memoirs and 
makers of fiction as to cause Ubet and Fort 
Maginnis to slip out of the humane chron 
icle into the County Agent’s files and Togo, 
Gilt Edge, and Maiden into the footnotes of 
a geological report Regionalistic special 
ists, therefore, will find obvious advantage 
in becoming acquainted with Mr. Barrows’ 
book. And through the medium of the per 
sonal narrative of an engaging personality 
the book will reconstruct for the general 
reader the picture of a Western life for the 
like of which he will search in vain this side 
of Owen Wister’s The Virginian. The ex 
ceptional character of Mr. Barrows’ book ap 
pears in two qualities: a quality of sym 
pathy that shrewdness saves from senti 
mentality, and a quality of humor that in 
sight saves from caricature.
Ubet was the name of a settlement in 
the Judith country and is the most conspic 
uous landmark in the background of the 
picture.
t The life of the place was severe and plain, 
‘wholesome” the author calls it. Mr. Bar- 
rows’ father kept a station on the stageroad 
from Fort Benton: and there the travellers 
who had been stage-broke by their rough 
journey could be sure of a fine meal and 
comfortable accommodation in an establish 
ment so well conducted that there was only 
one bullet-hole in the place, and that one 
caused by the accidental discharge of a 
bolstered Colt’s into the floor. The large 
cabin was lined and ceiled with boards 
painted apple-green and furnished in the 
tuate of a period which some, a shade in 
sincerely, call ugly when they probably mean 
it was homely. There met the ranchers, now 
and again Mr. Granville Stuart whose place 
was not far away, wanderers like Charlie 
Russell who were canvassing the outfits for 
hiring, miners bound for the sapphire dig 
gings of Togo or the gold diggings of the 
Judith Mountains, and perhaps a mounted- 
infantry soldier or officer from Fort Magin 
nis. The variety of occupation which the 
travellers reflected was one of the first puz 
zles that young Barrows mulled over as he 
came up the Missouri, a boy fresh from the 
woods of Wisconsin bound with his family 
to join his pioneering father. Gold-field or 
ranching land, which it was that Montana 
would be for him, he talked over on the 
sternwheel river-boat:
“There was much serious discus 
sion concerning future activities 
with a comrade of my own age. We 
now agreed that while placer min 
ing was undoubtedly a lucrative vo 
cation, we should devote ourselves 
to ranching, but as a matter of 
course we would pick up whatever 
nuggets were turned up by the 
plow.”
From the cabin doors of the little settle 
ment Barrows looked out upon the near-by 
pieces where soon there were to be fenced- 
off crops, the rich benchlands where the 
antelope would make way for the short-horn 
cattle, and the upland pastures of the moun 
tains that sprang up with such dramatic 
suddenness through the clear dry distance. 
The book presents a vivid picture of the 
ranching life that he chose, with its routine, 
its excitements as when night-riding involved 
a guard against rustlers, its humors as 
when tales would be told over a campfire of 
the strange doings of sheepherders—a race 
accursed and apart—and the hundred yarns 
that make up our local mythology were 
spun out By nature the Western tale is 
long and sinuous and full of subtleties that 
a teller must be allowed his own time to 
bring out, and on this account quotation of 
Mr. Barrows’ best must be foreborne. Yet 
the reader may recognize on any page the 
narrative skill which is sustained for the 
full length of the book.
A. C.
The White-Headed Eagle: John Mc- 
Loughlin. Builder of an Empire. Rich 
ard G. Montgomery. Macmillan, N. 
Y. 1934. $3.50.
It may be sheer perversity on my part to 
praise this book for something which its 
author probably never intended it to be 
praised for, and yet that is precisely what 
I am irresistibly impelled to do. For the 
first time in my reading about the person 
to whom above all others the United States
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owes its northwest domain I find him pre 
sented as an entirely credible human being, 
that is as one with a normal measure of 
human weakness in his make-up. And hav 
ing been thus brought within a reasonable 
likelihood of understanding him as com 
pounded, in part at least, of ordinary flesh- 
and-blood, I note with interest that I admire 
him fully as much as, and indeed rather more 
than, when I was allowed to see him only 
as little less than a demi-god. For that I 
am, as I think any reader observing in his 
own case a similar result should be, pro 
foundly grateful, and I feel bound to record 
the fact here. The John McLoughlin who 
emerges from this account of his life was as 
suredly, as the subtitle indicates, the builder 
of an empire, and without much question 
the most commanding figure that ever closely 
affected its destinies, but he was also, and 
quite as certainly, one who at times made 
serious errors in judgment, who not infre 
quently showed himself to be prejudiced, sus 
picious, ill-tempered, and domineering, and 
who could on occasions of disputable provo 
cation become revengeful and even downright 
cruel in the treatment of those whose con 
ceptions of what was lawfully theirs con 
flicted with his. Each of these points Mr. 
Montgomery, or the evidence he adduces, 
makes clear beyond the possibility of a 
doubt.
Still I am by no means sure that such was 
Mr. Montgomery's intention. For though he 
reveals the essential weaknesses in the per 
sonality the great pioneer to whom he has 
set himself the task of erecting a memorial, 
he appears to have ignored them as com 
pletely in deciding upon the final impres 
sions to be created by his undertaking as 
have any of his predecessors in McLoughlin 
iconography. Most emphatically, however, 
he has not attempted to whitewash his hero. 
Perhaps his unwillingness to consider as 
especially significant the shortcomings of 
the venerated “Father of Oregon" arises 
from the conviction which one familiar with 
the record can hardly avoid reaching, name 
ly that if ever there was a man who found 
himself in recurrent difficulty through no 
fault of his own and continuously obliged 
to shoulder the burden of unmerited pen 
alty, that man was Dr. McLoughlin. Caught 
as he often was between the horns of one 
hopeless dilemma after another the chief fac 
tor of Fort Vancouver seems in no matter 
determinative of his turns of fortune blame 
worthy. His predicaments were inherent in 
the enterprise committed to his direction. 
Had he been the demi-god tradition has so 
persistently held him to have been it would 
have availed him little or nothing. For 
even a demi-god would have been helpless in 
his situation. In other words the tragedy of 
his life, and it was not other than that in 
spite of all its triumphs, was the result of
nothing now discernible except implacable 
fate, and is in no fair sense to be traced to 
his defects of character. Indeed it was be 
cause of his virtues rather than because of 
his faults that he was at times forced to suf 
fer. The unhappy close of his career is of 
course the outstanding instance of this. Into 
the details of the troubling questions con 
nected with that portion of his subject's bio 
graphy Mr. Montgomery has wisely not en 
tered, but he has told us enough to establish 
the fact that Dr. McLoughlin was defrauded 
of his life-time’s  savings, or at any rate was 
not protected from being so defrauded, for no 
better reason than denominational pettiness. 
And yet, as the perspective of the years en 
ables one to see, he would have been less 
worthy of our respect had he chosen his re 
ligious affiliations other than as he did. 
The least the people of the Oregon country 
can do at this late date to wipe out the 
deepest stain in the annals of their pioneer 
ing fore-runners is to make certain the per 
petuation of a shrine to the memory of the 
early benefactor to whom they are most in 
debted. Happily the opportunity for doing 
that is at this moment before them.
Portland, Ore. V. L. O. Chittick
Glory-Hunter, A Life of General 
Custer. Frederic F. Van de Water. 
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis. 1934. 
S3.75.
Old Neutriment. Glendolin Damon 
Wagner. Ruth Hill, Publisher, Boston. 
1934. $1.50.
Here we have two books on General George 
Armstrong Custer: the first a full-length 
portrait, the second a little volume of first 
hand recollections by Custer’s orderly. Both 
should strongly interest all who care to con 
sider the colorful life and mysterious death 
of the great popular military hero of the 
West. Custer partisans have accused Mr. 
Van de Water of denigrating their hero; no 
such charge can be brought against the au 
thor of Old Neutriment. The books are com 
plementary, but not necessarily contradic 
tory.
Out of a chivalrous consideration for the 
General’s widow, critics of Custer have kept 
silence for sixty years. Now that Mrs. Cust 
er is dead, it is Inevitable, and just, that 
the critics should have their say. Mr. Van 
de Water has given them their chance, but 
it is unjust to say that he has set out to 
“debunk" Custer. His book is well docu 
mented, and—as its title indicates—has 
made clear the ruling passion of its subject. 
For Custer wooed glory by every means 
within his power, and is a shining example 
of the tendency of frontiersmen generally to 
make the most of their adventures. The 
fact is that the Wild West was, from the
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beginning, a paradise for histrionics and ex 
hibitionists. Hollywood is its logical frui 
tion.
In this world, people do as they like by 
hook or crook, and generally get some meas 
ure of what they desire. Fame, after all, is 
seldom the reward of pure merit; that is the 
charm of glory, that one must gamble for i t  
And so it seems a little absurd when hero- 
worshippers demand of heroes that they 
shall also be great and good. Mr. Van de 
Water, quite frankly, does not think General 
Custer was either. His portrait shows a man 
of vaulting ambition, superb courage, not too 
many scruples, and rather stupid mind: vain, 
unintelligent, insubordinate, and recklessly 
cock-sure. And though the author does not 
think highly of Custer’s literary style, no one 
who will read his report of the Black Hills 
reconnaissance of 1874 can deny that Custer 
was one of the best writers of advertising 
copy that this nation has produced. As a 
soldier, in both his major engagements with 
Indians, he violated every rule of cavalry 
tactics, and in the Civil War showed a shock 
ing disregard for the laws of chivalry and 
civilized warfare. Arrogant in victory, he 
could yet lick the boots of his superiors 
when in disgrace.
This book demolishes the plaster saint so 
lovingly created by Custer’s widow, but pre 
sents most dramatically a passionate, deter 
mined man of flesh and blood, driven by 
his ruling passion to a doom which might 
well be the subject of a Greek tragedy. It 
is the first attempt at a presentation of Cus 
ter in terms of his personality—and the 
terms are those of a gallant fool. More than 
most men, perhaps, Custer is to be judged 
by the friends—and the enemies—he made. 
These figures also—both red and white— 
are here given their due, and the whole story 
is told in a manner that is thrilling, pictur 
esque, and vividly dramatic. If the author 
is out of sympathy with Custer, it is merely 
because Custer was a romantic, and Mr. 
Van de Water is not. If the critics of Mr. 
Van de Water are capable of sincere self- 
analysis, they should be able to meet the 
biographer half-way. It is high time the 
West dropped hero-worship for some more 
intelligent and realistic point of view.
This may in part be provided by Old 
# eutritnent, the intimate memoirs of a 
crochety old soldier, who loved and quar 
relled with his commander, whose “dog-rob- 
her” he was. It is full of incidents and 
amusing passages, in which John Burkman’s 
adoration for Mrs. Custer and his loyalty to 
the General provide the dominant theme. 
Not the least interesting portion of the little 
book is Its “Notes” in the Appendix, which 
reproduce much of the legend and many of 
the alibis of the soldiers, who—though win 
ners of the Civil War—found the Sioux so 
terribly more than their match. Both books
are lavishly illustrated and handsomely 
turned out. Neither can be ignored by the 
historian, or will be neglected by the gen 
eral reader of Western literature.
Norman, Oklahoma Stanley Vestal
Eugene O'Neill: A Critical Study.
Sophus Keith Winther. Random House, 
N. Y. 1934. $2.00.
Mr. Winther, in a prefatory note to this 
study, states his intention of restricting him 
self to an analysis of “the significance of 
O’Neill’s work in relation to the thought of 
today.” He considers O’Neill’s heroes as 
creatures of the romantic illusion which 
leads them to the tragic ending in which 
they meet the defeats of their dreams. Mr. 
Winther finds the conflicts expressed in 
three ways—the inner conflict between the 
dual natures of O’Neill’s heroes, the conflict 
between his heroes and economic forces of 
modern times, and the conflict between the 
heroes and moral and religious codes. The 
conflict of the dual natures is that between 
the dreamer and the realist; this is the 
tragedy inherent in the individual. Then 
there is the tragedy of the individual against 
a mechanistic civilization in which economic 
and social forces destroy the hero either 
through poverty or through proving that he 
does not “belong.” Lastly, there is the 
tragedy of the hero nurtured by codes of 
morals which only bind him from accepting 
life and which lead him, in his destruction of 
them, to ruin.
Mr. Winter makes his study exhaustive 
by evaluating all the O’Neill plays, from 
those included in the repudiated Thirst vol 
ume to Days Without End. Rightly he ex 
amines early attempts at play-form not as a 
critic of technique but for evidences of the 
viewpoint which, to him, is typical of O’Neill. 
With two exceptions, Winther finds that 
there is a characteristic and consistent atti 
tude toward life in the plays. Throughout 
all the plays he finds that O’Neill’s char 
acters are brought to tragic ends because 
they ask more from life than life can give 
them; because they are dreamers or rebels, 
or both, they cannot be satisfied with what 
they find in the world. When their con 
flicts are with overwhelming forces, whether 
of personality or economic conditions, their 
creation belongs to the tragic tradition, for 
their fight is the struggle of the good, the 
poetic, against the ugly.
In dealing with the romantic illusion as a 
characteristic of O’Neill’s heroes, Mr. Win 
ther gives a good analysis of the plays in 
which this element is the predominant one. 
Although the “destructive power of the ro 
mantic illusion” is a feature of all the 
plays, in the later plays it is involved with 
moral and social conditions. Mr. Winther 
is also satisfactory in his analysis of the
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economic element as an opposing force; pos 
sibly the best study in the book is that of 
The Hairy Ape.
The analysis of the plays in which the 
conflict is more definitely that of the indi 
vidual against a moral code, and the analy 
sis of this factor in the other plays, is not 
so satisfactory as that of the plays in which 
the individual is at odds with reality or so 
cial injustice. O’Neill has been criticized for 
blurred thinking in his later plays, and it is 
these plays which are most definitely con 
cerned with the conflict between codes of 
morals and the rebellious individual. Win- 
ther does not interpret O’Neill’s conclusions 
as clearly in his discussion of these plays 
as he does in his evaluation of the others. 
The solution of the “pagan way of life” is a 
weak one: to ascribe a happy ending to the 
stories of these moral rebels (for instance, 
Nina Leeds) is erroneous, for through no in 
terpretation can O’Neill’s offending heroes 
be said to reach happiness.
Mention was made above of two plays 
which were excepted from the consistent in 
terpretation given to the others. These were 
Ah, Wilderness I and Days Without End. 
Surely in a study of an author’s work which 
takes care to evaluate his apprentice efforts 
the critic should also try to interpret the 
writer’s mature work. Ah, Wilderness! is 
dismissed summarily. Days Without End is 
discussed separately from the plays of like 
nature—those in which morality is the 
theme. It is, however, fitted into the same 
categorical interpretation. One good ob 
servation is made—that the conclusion to 
Days Without End “may not be convincing, 
but serves the need for a dramatic ending.”
With the exceptions noted Mr. Winther’s 
work is a good analysis of O’Neill as an in 
terpreter of “the complexities of our modern 
world.” The question arises whether the 
restrictions which Mr. Winther has placed 
on his subject are fair to O’Neill. Eugene 
O’Neill is something less than a great mod 
ern philosopher and hardly worthy of a vol 
ume devoted solely to this phase of his 
work. On the other hand, he is a play 
wright with great talent who might profit 
by a thorough analysis of his abilities and 
of his faults.
Butte, Montana Donal Harrington
The Foreground of American Fic 
tion. Harry Hartwick. American Book 
Co.. Cincinnati. 1934. $2.30.
To the three Parrington volumes (Main 
Currents in American Thought) the reader 
interested in American literature must add 
a fourth guidebook—the present volume of 
Mr. Hartwick, an interpretive scansion of 
contemporary American fiction. The author 
surveys the fundamental alignments in our 
imaginative prose for the past forty years.
catalogues and categorizes with enviable 
aplomb, omits but few writers of even tran 
sient reputation, and in a final fillip of 
breathtaking scholarship offers a bibliog 
raphy the most useful on this subject yet 
assembled. The forces and fashions, literary 
creeds, scientific discoveries, folkways, tech 
nical experiments, that have affected the 
value of the novel as a mirror of American 
life and thought; the less evident contribu 
tion of this discursive literature toward uni 
versal appeal and enduring beauty: little es 
capes Mr. Hartwick’s pandect. Scattered 
throughout are brilliant aphorisms upon 
which the mind may bite hard and chew 
long (“Dreiser’s idea of tragedy is Shake 
spearian, not Greek. . . . The popularity 
of Faulkner’8 The Bound and the Fury and 
Vardis Fisher’s In Tragic Life is founded in 
part upon the tendency of our neurotic age to 
read sweetness into cruelty, freaks, and 
self-inflicted wounds. . . . Upton Sinclair, a 
radical Harold Bell Wright”). Art, Hart 
wick puts it, is the ampersand that links 
flesh & spirit. The particular form of art 
here discussed, the novel, has in our century 
been of greatest social importance; the pres 
ent is a ripe moment for an evaluation of the 
causes and results, the ethical and esthetic 
achievements and lapses, of American fic 
tion. Hartwick accomplishes this task with 
flying pennons and to the awed pleasure of 
this reviewer.
E. D. B.
Beyond the Mexiqne Bay. Aldous 
Huxley. Harpers, N .Y . 1934. $2.75.
Fiesta in Mexico. Erna Ferguson. 
Knopf, N. Y. 1935. $3.00.
Gringa. Emma - Lindsay Squier.
Houghton Mifflin, Boston. 1934.
$3.50.
The Anglo-Saxon from across the Bio 
Grande will always find Mexico a fascinat 
ing and perhaps insoluble mystery. Even 
the physical aspect of this land is unfamiliar 
—the fantastic contour of her mountains 
which have been tamed by no Glacial Age, 
the rows of maguey plants stretching into 
the blue distance, the bougainvillea which 
climbs richly over her crumbling walls, and 
the incredible mixture of Aztec, Spanish co 
lonial, and modernistic French which one 
finds in the architecture of her cities. Even 
more baffling to the northern visitor are 
the melodrama of her politics, the despera 
tion of her piety, the sad infinite grace of 
her poverty. Indeed Mexico evades final 
analysis of any kind. In spirit the provin 
cial towns are as remote as Cairo and Bang 
kok from the bright aseptic civilization of 
the United States and Canada; and. like all 
backward nations, Mexico has boundless 
charm, sophistication, and wisdom.
Continued on page 251
HISTORICAL SECTION
* •4*
A JOURNEY IN A BARGE ON THE MISSOURI
[FROM FORT LEWIS TO FORT UNION, 1847*]
N ic h o l a s  P o in t
INTRODUCTION
Associated with Father De Smet in the 
Catholic missionary movement of the forties 
among the Indian tribes of the Rocky Moun 
tain region was the Jesuit, Nicholas Point, 
a native of Rocroy in the Ardennes, France 
(1799-1868). His career presents interest 
ing points of study, especially in view of the 
circumstance that he left behind him a good- 
sized body of unpublished manuscript ma 
terial in the form of journals, memoirs and 
correspondence.
From the fall of 1846 to the spring of the 
following year Father Point was engaged in 
missionary work among the various groups 
of Blackfeet Indians on the east slope of the 
Rockies, with headquarters at Fort Lewis on 
the upper Missouri His ministry during this 
period was a strenuous one, the baptisms 
and marriages he performed among the In 
dians of the plains, all entered with meticu 
lous accuracy in an extant register, being the 
earliest recorded church ministrations in 
eastern Montana. On May 19, 1847, he set 
out from Fort Lewis by way of the Missouri 
river from Canada, to which mission-field 
he had been transferred by his superiors. 
Particulars of this trip as far as Fort Union, 
at the mouth of the Yellowstone, are record 
ed by him in a manuscript journal of twen 
ty-five pages written in an amazingly micro 
scopic hand and bearing the caption, “Voyage 
en berge stir le Missouri depuis le fort des 
piedsnoirs jusqu' a celui des ossiniboines.”
The journal embodies also numerous data 
about the first five posts installed by the 
American Fur Company on the upper Mis 
souri and known as Forts Piegan, Macken 
zie, J. F. C., Lewis and Clay. All of these 
preceded the Fort Benton of a later day and 
may be regarded as rudimentary stages in 
the evolution of that historic post. Point’s 
informant on the history of these pioneer 
trading-posts was the Canadian trader, Jean 
Bergier.
At Fort Union, which was reached on 
June 1, 1847, Point caught the steamer Mar 
tha for St. Louis, where he arrived in Au 
gust, proceeding thence to Sandwich in On 
tario, Canada. He later made repeated ap 
peals to his superiors to be allowed to re 
turn to the mission-field of the American 
West, a step which was not permitted him, 
in view of the weak condition of his health. 
He died in Quebec in his seventieth year, 
July 4, 1868. In the romantic attempt made 
by DeSmet and his Jesuit associates of St. 
Louis in the forties to evangelize the Rocky 
Mountain tribes he had a distinguished 
share, while by the contacts he made with 
the personnel of the pioneer trading-posts of 
the upper Missouri and by the portrayals, 
literary and pictorial, of the forts and their 
entourage which he left behind him, he be 
comes a figure of interest in the frontier 
period of Montana history.1
u .  v .  u r w r u y r M i
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FORT Lewis, which is our starting point, was built by a Bourgeois of the Amer ican [Fur] Company, Mr. Colberson 
[Culbertson], who later built Fort Clay. 
Fort Lewis was situated on the left shore of 
the Missouri, almost at the center of the 
Blackfoot country. Up to that point a steam 
er might have ascended the river when the 
water was at its highest, that is to say, from 
May to July, but above that point naviga 
tion becomes impossible on account of the 
five falls which follow one another in a 
stretch of eight miles. In winter it is al 
most everywhere impossible to navigate on 
account of the ice, which in this season 
forms a thickness of two or three feet. In 
the dry season, which lasts from August 
until fall, barges can ascend, but it is pos 
sible to do so only by making use of all 
available motive power; seldom is the stern- 
wind strong enough to allow the crew to rest 
During certain seasons the barges strand as 
often as ten or twelve times a day. On these 
occasions the crew must take to the water 
and by use of tow-line and shoulder force 
the barge upstream. This operation renders 
navigation in those parts so difficult that the 
fort of the Blackfeet, which needs more help 
ing hands than the other forts, is still obliged 
to pay more dearly for help. An ordinary 
laborer (engage) costs the fort annually 
from 150 to 230 dollars, not counting lodg 
ing, heating and food, which is of the kind 
usual in the country. Carpenters, black 
smiths, hunters, and all men of a trade, 
whose services are indispensable, are better 
fed and paid. Clerks, the chief interpreter, 
and the traders, in addition to receiving the 
best salaries, are admitted to the Master’s 
table. Moreover, the fort out of good will 
burdens itself with caring for the sick, in 
valids, women, visitors—in a word, for all 
non-supporting mouths, which generally num 
ber more than sixty, without counting chiefs, 
partisans, head men, and sometimes whole 
war parties, to whom, in addition, it [the 
fort] distributes gratis almost all the gun 
powder they need. I do not include the gifts 
one is obliged to give to the chief traders 
If one does not want to see them take their 
merchandise elsewhere. All this explains 
the high price of the things which are sold 
either to the employees of the fort or to the
Indians who come there to trade. In general, 
the rule of Fort Louis, and it is the same, 
I think, at the other forts of the same com 
pany, seemed to me very mild. Excepting 
the great effort that must be made to bring 
the victualing barge up the river, work at 
the fort, which ordinarily takes place only 
between the two principal meals, is very mod 
erate. If some men spend all their wages as 
sociating with squaws in spite of their duty 
and interest, they do so of their own free 
w ill; nobody compels them. There is  only 
one circumstance relative to public morals, 
which, I think, should be called to the at 
tention of the proper party; it concerns the 
method of lodging the families. If every le 
gitimately married laborer had, and I have 
reason to hope that this will be done, his 
own little private room, or if he had the 
liberty of admitting only such companions as 
he should find congenial, I am persuaded 
that morals would profit by it.
I left Fort Lewis on May 19, 1847, which 
was the day of its funeral or rather of its 
transference, for all the transportable mate 
rials which had served in its construction 
were brought down on rafts about three 
miles to a point on the opposite bank, a loca 
tion preferable to the other one under the 
three-fold respect of beauty, fertility and con 
venience for trade. However, on leaving the 
land in which my heart had struck root so 
deeply, I could not help sighing while I re 
peated what a Persian traveler once said 
in the catacombs of Rome: "So here, as else 
where, everywhere changes and all things 
pass away very quickly.” It is true, yes, for 
the things of this world, but what will not 
pass away, so I hope, are the riches amassed 
tor heaven during the winter. The denizens 
of this fort will recall with gratitude Christ 
mas Night, Easter Day, the adult baptisms, 
the great number of persons brought back to 
their religious duties, while the Cross which 
soars aloft in the neighborhood of this cradle 
of religion will teach travelers coming after 
us that this land, however desolate it may 
appear, has been verily a land of benediction 
not only for the seven hundred souls there 
brought forth, but even more so, for those 
who have listened here to the voice of the 
Lord. I shall tell elsewhere of how each 
and every one helped to second the designs
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of Divine Mercy in regard to the Indians, 
but what my heart’s imperious promptings 
do not permit me to defer are the thanks 
which I owe them for the personal regard of 
which I have been the object during the six 
months I lived in their midst. In the case 
of several the attentions have been so deli 
cate that I have been able to attribute them 
only to a profound respect for the work of 
which I am the minister.
On May 20 the barges stopped at the new 
fort, called Fort Clay, to help the men erect 
the bastions. A trading fort in the Indian 
country is an assemblage of magazines and 
houses more solid than elegant, the whole 
being surrounded by a palisade from fifteen 
to twenty feet high, which forms a square 
more or less extended according to the im 
portance of the fort. At the end of one of 
its diagonals this enclosure is flanked by two 
square towers of several stories projecting at 
each end of the angle the distance of about 
one-half their heights. It is from here, by 
means of port-holes cleverly arranged, that 
we can take from ill-designing Indians all 
hope of their doing any harm. A fort of 
this sort would for the moment be capable of 
self-defense even against thousands of In 
dians; but there is no way of putting up a 
prolonged resistance to forces in such num 
bers, to which, moreover, you must have re 
course daily if you do not wish to die of 
hunger or ruin your fortune. Hence the 
necessity of having to make a defense by 
force is regarded by traders, who best under 
stand the interest of their Company, as such 
a great evil that there is nothing which they 
will not do to avoid it. They are convinced, 
as they have been taught by experience, that 
gratitude is a bond a thousand times strong 
er than fear to constrain the Indian in his 
duty. This fear, such as they experience 
it, will prevent them, of course, from attack 
ing you openly as long as you are the strong 
er; but let the opportunity present itself to 
strike a few blows not endangering them 
selves, they will assuredly not miss it. The 
Indian indeed considers revenge a virtue. 
The Blackfeet, it has been said, have often 
massacred white people without cause, a fact 
unfortunately too true; but I doubt that they 
would have done so without any reason what 
ever. If one wishes to take the pains of 
looking into things, as I have had occasion 
to do, one will see almost always that if they 
had nothing in the least to complain of in re 
gard to their white victims, they did bear a 
grievance against some one whom they 
thought connected with the victims. Yet 
these instances of cruelty are less frequent 
than is commonly reported. On the con 
trary, we may quote hundreds of examples of 
protection granted by the most wicked 
Blackfeet to whites who had been shrewd 
enough to give them opportunely some or 
other token of esteem, affection, compassion 
or generosity. Moreover, a fact very hon 
orable to the American Fur Company and 
one which bears out the above expressed 
opinion is that the bourgeois [Alexander 
Culbertson] of the fort of the Blackfeet who 
has steadily followed this rule, has never 
seen a Black foot try to injure him personal 
ly. Still more worthy of mention is  this 
other fact that during the seventeen years 
that he has lived among the Indians his pres 
ence was sufficient to prevent an Indian 
from killing a white man.
On the 21st, about eight o’clock in the 
morning, we set off [from Fort Clay] and, 
thanks to the wind supplementing our oars, 
in a few minutes our barges find themselves 
before the opposition fort, Campbell by 
name.9 Those who are substituting for the 
bourgeois, who is absent, salute our passage 
with a few volleys of musketry, which we ac 
knowledge by waving our hats. This done 
we plunge into a solitude so profound that 
presently nothing else is to be seen but des 
olate places and wild animals; but the vari 
eties of these latter are so beautiful and so 
numerous that this descent had perhaps more 
attractions for us than could be offered by 
the public parks of civilization. Within a 
few hours we saw wolves, goats, deer, big 
horn stags, buffaloes, bears, eagles, cormo 
rants, gulls, bustards, etc. Only in the eve 
ning did we see any kind of water creature. 
This was a brill, a fish which has three 
shoots of flesh of equal size protruding on 
each side of the mouth and suggesting a per 
son with a moustache. It receives the name 
“Missouri Salmon” from its very delicate 
flesh. As a proof of the sirmlis simili gwudet,
o rgan ize  an  opposition'C e rta in  c le rks of th e  A m erican  F u r  C om pany h ad  le ft i ts  se rv ice  i com pany w ith  th e  back ing  of Colonel R o b ert C am pbell of S t. Louis.
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its delicacy is in proportion to its size, which 
depends on the depth of the water in which 
it  lives. Sometimes, the distance between 
the eyes of the brill is from fifteen to eight 
een inches.
In the midst of these new [Indian] tribes 
are some old acquaintances that change our 
astonishment to pity. Who are they? An 
abandoned horse and dog. Poor beasts, why 
are you there? You are old and crippled for 
having served your master too well or too 
long. What service does not the Indian dog 
render to his master? Besides the services 
rendered by other dogs, the Indian dog takes 
the place of a horse when his master is poor, 
and, like the poor, often carries too many 
a heavy load. Besides, in these deserted 
plains the ground so bristles with sharp 
points produced by a certain plant called 
“prickly pear*' that often the wounds added 
to fatigue force the poor animal to straggle 
behind. Then all he does is to drag himself 
painfully along until he meets some man or 
beast who ends or shortens his sufferings. 
One day an Indian sent in search of our 
faithful Carlo, who was lost in this manner, 
found him in the cabin where he had slept 
the preceding night He was crying, the 
searcher told us, like a little child that has 
lost its mother.
The situation of a man sailing on a beau 
tiful river has everywhere something mag 
ical about it in that the charming country 
traversed seems to ride in triumph at his 
side. But at certain places on the Missouri 
the charm redoubles on account of the 
beauties, real or artificial, that it displays 
along its shores. I reckon [as examples of] 
artificial beauty those great landslides pro 
duced by the deepness of the river bed, the 
mobility of the adjacent soil and the reces 
sion of high water. Looking closely, you 
see, it  is true, nothing but frightful ravines, 
dark holes, hanging roots, overturned trunks 
of trees, in a word a picture of misery. But 
draw off ever so little, these gross masses 
assume more agreeable forms, the dark 
shades melt away, disparate objects knit 
themselves together, and sometimes, as in a 
mass of clouds, effects result which it would 
be impossible to see without pain or pleasure, 
sometimes without admiration, according to 
the nature of the strange beings which ap 
pear, suffer change and soon fade away, a 
palpable image of the illusions of youth.
May 22. These sights are far from be 
ing the same everywhere; but it is perhaps 
to their variety that the traveler owes his 
most agreeable sensations. Yesterday their 
yellowish tinge running into black, and the 
fact that they stood too close to us made 
them convey a woeful impression, which de 
pressed one's spirits. Today the banks open 
up and gather into their embrace a more 
tender verdure, fresher groves, waters com 
ing from nearer sources, bluish mountains 
with a shade of pink, lastly, a great space 
which gives something of its azure color to 
the picture, too dark or too bright, of this 
vast landscape; all this produces in the soul 
a dilating effect which has something about 
it  of joy, a contrast all the more striking 
that a picture of civilization fallen in ruins 
was united with the melancholy sights of 
which I have spoken. I wish to speak of 
Fort Makenzi [McKenzie], which of all the 
forts of the Blackfeet has lasted the longest, 
and of Fort Pegane [Piegan], the first which 
the whites built on the Blackfeet lands. As 
the history of this last is bound up with the 
history of a pacification long desired and all 
the more desirable as before that time all the 
whites who fell into the hands of the Black 
feet were so many men who fell beneath 
their blows, you will allow me to pause here 
a moment.
It was only in the spring of 1831 that 
peace was concluded. It came in this wise 
(I put forward nothing which has not been 
certified to me by trustworthy witnesses). 
There was at that time at Fort Union a 
Canadian [Jean Bergier], who is still living 
and who was chatting with me this morning. 
This brave trader, having already spent 
twenty-one years in the forts of the North 
to which the Blackfeet used to go to trade, 
had frequent occasion to speak to the big 
men of the nation and had retained enough 
of the language to understand them and be 
understood by them. As he joined to this 
two-fold knowledge a very conciliatory char 
acter, his bourgeois, who at that time was 
Mr. Makenzi [McKenzie], asked him whether 
be felt himself courageous enough to go 
and bring to the Blackfeet the good tidings 
of which there was question for so long a
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time. To so honorable a proposal Berger 
responded finely and, in spite of the winter, 
and accompanied by four other Canadians no 
less devoted than himself, all of whom were 
furnished with presents for the Blackfeet, 
he set out, having no other desire than to 
die as a man of honor or to fulfill the noble
stated. The distrust which the Blackfeet 
had of the traders still went so far at this 
period that they hardly believed in the sin 
cerity of their words; but this time so many 
excellent proofs [of their sincerity] were 
given that the hardest [among the Indians] 
to be convinced joined with the others and
mission with which he had been charged. 
They were all on foot, obliged to travel on in 
the snow and in quest of men of a kind they 
particularly wished to keep away from. Just 
think of the fatigue [they underwent] and 
of their courage. They walked for forty 
days without encountering any living beings 
other than the animals of the forest. On 
the 41st day, at dawn, a war party suddenly 
appeared. “We are lost,” the companions of 
Berger said, “but it does not matter, we must 
fight” “No,” answers their brave leader, 
“we have not come here to fight, leave it to 
me,” and alone he advances towards the 
enemy. It was a Pegane [Piegan] party 
composed of seventeen men. How great was 
his joy upon recognizing the partisan, named 
Assapake, to whom he had rendered a service 
quite recently. As a matter of fact, the sav 
ages never forget a favor. Here is the proof. 
They smoked the calumet and gifts were 
given. But either the quality or the quan 
tity not corresponding to their expectations, 
some discontented savages took the liberty 
of adding to the gifts a good share of the 
booty of the deputation and all the deputies' 
guns but one. That did not suit them any 
too well, but what could be done? Fortu 
nately, God, who holds in his hands the 
hearts of men, disposed the thieves in spite 
of themselves to listen to reason, and the par 
tisan, who was not like them, had all proper 
restitution made. This done, we set out on 
the road again, and five days later, that is 
to say, on the 6th of March, we arrived with 
Hag unfurled at a camp of Peganes [Pie- 
gans], who had Onestematone as their chief. 
Needless to say, they stared in amazement 
upon meeting us and welcomed the gifts of 
fered. They listened with interest to the 
persons who addressed them and accepted 
their proposals, but under one condition 
[namely], that everything would be as
all offered to conduct the peace-makers back 
to Fort Union, whether to defend them from 
attack on the way or to confirm more solemn 
ly the alliance that had been made. After 
twenty days of rest and festivities Berger 
and his companions took up the trail back to 
their fort followed by 92 Indians and 32 
squaws. On leaving they had said: “We
shall be here May 15 at the latest; if at this 
time we have not arrived, it will be because 
things did not turn out as we hoped.” Now 
this date was already passed and they had 
not returned. “What has become of them,” 
their friends began to say to themselves, 
“what has become of them?” “Oh, they most 
likely have been massacred like so many 
others.” Such were the melancholy thoughts 
which the delay was giving rise to and 
which were shared by almost the entire fort, 
when the cry was raised, “here are our men! 
here are our men!” Judge of the joy on all 
sides when they reappeared at the head of 
so numerous a company, all bearing them 
selves well, without fear or reproach, and 
with the flag of victory in their hands. In 
particular the bourgeois, whose honor and 
interest were at stake in the affair and who, 
moreover, was gifted with an excellent heart, 
did not know how to express his joy. Amid 
jubilations and rejoicings of every sort peace 
was confirmed to the great satisfaction of all 
and it was resolved that at the opening of 
the fair season men in sufficient numbers 
would leave to go and build a fort in the 
Blackfeet lands, a resolution which was put 
into effect* The fort built by order of Mr. 
Makenzi and under the direction of Mr. 
Keep [Kipp] was called Fort Pegane in honor 
of the first Blackfeet who had made an al- 
Uance with the whites, a token of delicate 
deference, which does honor not less to the 
wisdom than to the modesty of [its] founder. 
This fort having been burnt by a party of
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Bloods (homines du sang), who apparently 
were not aware of the intentions [of the 
founder], orders were given to build a sec 
ond one a little higher up and this one [Mc 
Kenzie], which received the name the first 
one should have borne, prospered until 1844, 
at which juncture reasons of prudence dic 
tated its removal. Apparently the vicinity 
of the Judith River (riviere dite de la Judee) 
coupled with the beauty of the environs 
tempted more than it ought to have done the 
persons commissioned to look after [Fort 
McKenzie], for experience having proved 
that these advantages as well as others which 
they thought they saw in that locality did 
not counter-balance the grave inconvenience 
of there being too many opportunities for 
enemies [to seize], one year after its con 
struction Fort F. J. C. [Francois Jean Char- 
don], otherwise called Forth Judith, was 
transferred further up. This gave birth to 
Fort Louis [Lewis], which, as we have seen, 
after having achieved a long career in a 
short time, gave itself a successor in the 
fort now in process of construction and called 
Fort Clay. Not to omit anything that be 
longs to the ancient history of this journal, 
1 must place in the neighborhood of Fort 
Louis and of Fort J. F. C. two forts of the 
opposition set up in 1844, which, as well as 
all those lower down, lasted scarcely longer 
than the span of a springtime. What shall 
we say of the thousand and one fortresses 
built by the Blackfeet? In this region they 
are sown like the grass of the field, only they 
have not its duration. Most frequently the 
morning destroys or abandons what the eve 
ning before has set up. So in these lands 
perhaps more so than elsewhere, in spite of 
foresight, skill, courage (none of these traits 
are lacking in the bourgeois of the company), 
it is true to 8ay, “we have not here a lasting 
city." We saw that the longest lived of all, 
Fort Makenzi, lasted scarcely three lustres; 
but as it was to commence, what Fort Louis 
was to religion, honor to its ashes!
The close connection I have tried to keep 
in the foregoing account has made me over 
look certain [natural] monuments which call 
for notice. I wish to speak of what they call 
here the Citadel, the Pierced Rock and the 
Steamboat The Citadel, which is the marvel 
of the place, instead of being a mere heap
of sandy stones, is built of fragments of hard 
rock, which seem to be the product of some 
volcanic eruption. The Pierced Rock is re 
markable only for a large hole which pierces 
it  through and through. This, as well as the 
Steamboat, owes its existence in part to the 
constant erosion by wind and water. The 
loose soil which is part of their composition 
is mixed with more solid rock giving them 
some hope of lasting longer. To their pic 
turesque form is added a blend of colors 
which gives them something of a venerable 
appearance. . . .
May 23. Today they [the crew] have at 
least the satisfaction of being able to hear 
Holy Mass, for it is raining. How did they 
hear it? In the most respectful and con 
venient manner. While part of the crew get 
into the corners of my cabin not occupied by 
the altar, the other part keep silence and 
pray the best they can around the fire, which 
is drying their clothes.
Mass heard, the weather again becomes 
pleasant, the cry "all aboard" is heard, and 
we leave. Heaven favors us and earth of 
fers us something whereby to elevate our 
thoughts: . . .
The point of woods on our right furnished 
the wits last year with matter for more than 
one bon mot. The Count de Trente, a French 
traveler, who has left in these parts a great 
name for generosity, was going up the river 
in a barge to visit Fort J. F. C. On the way 
he took his pleasure in hunting and, follow 
ing the noble inclination of his heart, aban 
doned the quarry to whomsoever might want 
it. His companion, who was also fond of 
hunting, had killed a deer. Two engages 
were arguing over the skin and, the argu 
ment becoming animated, a storm was about 
to burst when the prostrate deer coming to 
suddenly walked off, of course without leav 
ing its skin behind. What happened? The 
losers were the first to laugh. "Well," they 
said to each other, "this thing has made us 
friends."
Gifted with no mean share of gascon hu 
mor, “the mariner on these shores keeps his 
advantage and honor very often only by sid 
ing w ith the laughers when they laugh at 
him.**
Here is another incident which hits off 
with scarce less effect the happy disposition
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of these mariners. One of them, a French 
man by birth, generous towards everybody 
and no enemy of gaiety, for he was a Proven 
cal, was begged one day by his comrades to 
solicit a little favor from the bourgeois. As 
the request had not met with the success 
anticipated, the pleader added in a manner 
which betrayed a little feeling: “Well, I
know what they will do.” “What will they 
do, you scamp?” replies the bourgeois. 
“What will they do?” answers the Provencal. 
“They will do without it.” The bourgeois 
could not help laughing at the repartee which 
was made in a tone half serious and half 
humorous, and a little later he granted to 
the Gasconade the request that he had re 
fused.
An instance of courage in the same man. 
There is in the Blackfoot country a job 
which might seem to be mere child's play, but 
it requires no less courage than vigilance to 
perform it as bandits roam about almost un 
ceasingly in the hope of plunder. This job 
of horse-keeper, ordinarily trusted only to 
men of grit, fell to our Provencal. Like all 
other duties, he discharged this one so hon 
orably that I know of not one of his ac 
quaintances who did not lavish praise upon 
him. Many a time he saved the drove as 
well as himself. One day, however, he came 
back to the fort sooner than usual and, like 
a noble knight in the days of old, was able 
to say: “Everything is lost but honor.” What 
had happened to him? His pal had been 
killed a few steps away from him, and he 
was able to put the robbers to flight only 
when they were mounted on the stolen 
horses. What proves that on this occasion 
as on more than one other, he did more than 
his duty, is the fact that he brought back in 
his left hand, his right arm having been 
broken by a bullet, a bear-knife, which is for 
the Indians what a [captured] floating flag 
is for civilized men. Although the fort felt 
keenly the loss it had sustained, the bour 
geois, anxious to express his gratitude to the 
wounded man for his handsome conduct, 
promoted him a short time after to the rank 
of night sentinel, which is a leading one not 
only for honor but also for the strain it in 
volves. During the long winter nights as
well as during the summer ones he is  obliged 
to mount the walls and descend therefrom 
unceasingly under penalty of failing in some 
point of duty. The night sentinel is ordi 
narily alone, but last winter, as the situation 
was becoming more dangerous, he was given 
as partner a “Franc-Comtois,” who had won 
his spurs on the battlefield in the stormiest 
campaigns of Africa.
To make a fitting end of a topic on which 
it has been impossible for my heart not to 
dwell at some little length, I shall say that 
mature age, filial piety, love of country, the 
voice of religion, in fine, considerations one 
more honorable than the other, compelled 
our Provencal to think of revisiting his na 
tive land. His friends and the bourgeois ex 
pressed their appreciation of his character 
by supplementing the discharge of their debt 
of honor with a generous gift. Their be 
havior touched me all the more because two 
months before they had done precisely the 
same thing in the interests of religion. Al 
though their offering might seem to have 
been made at the expense of our invalid (for 
the subscription had been started in his fa 
vor), he was the first one to rejoice over it 
and to break the news to me.
His name is Honore Arnauld.4 May this 
name, which is well known in Provence, to 
gether with that I have just set down, rec 
ommend him effectively to the benevolence 
of the friends of religion, honor and hu 
manity.
May 24. Feast of our Lady Help 
[of Christians]. The ice in the neighborhood 
shows us that in two nights the thermometer 
went down forty-three degrees, a change due 
to a current of air, which is helped by the 
shores becoming more level. These shores, 
which flatten out the more they are wooded, 
are called points (pointes) on account of 
their very regular form and the projection 
of their peaks into the water. They are 
more or less separated from each other by 
sterile stretches; but from the great island 
to the [Mussel] Shell River they are so close 
to each other that we can count as many as 
twenty-four; to this region animals of the in 
offensive kind retire all the more readily on 
account of the shade and pasture. Conse-
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quently an hour of the day hardly passed 
without our seeing a herd very close by.
We see on our right a dilapidated house, 
which was built during the winter of 1845 
by A. Hamel, present Interpreter at Fort 
Clay; he built it because the cold weather 
forbade him to go any farther. Near this 
house, through the cotton-wood trees on the 
left bank, we see in the far distance the 
blue shades of the rocky mountain other 
wise called by the Indians Wolf Mountain 
on account of the large number of these ani 
mals who flock there. This supposes in the 
environs deer and [buffalo]cows in quantity 
for these gentlemen [i. e. wolves] ordinarily 
keep themselves on the trail of good and 
great company.
The attention of the passengers is fixed 
with the deepest interest on the slope of the 
neighboring hilL What do they see? A cow 
and her calf pursued to death by a band of 
wolves. The barge stops quickly to deliver 
them, the hunter lands, the captain follows 
him and I do the same to be a witness of a 
good deed. In order not to be discovered we 
go around the hill behind which the fight is 
taking place. Without being seen, we watch 
this desperate fight, which shows cruelty 
and hunger at grips with courage upheld by 
maternal love. The guns roar, the deadly 
lead strikes, the assassins take flight and 
their victim, worthy of a better fate, falls a 
few steps away from its little one. Poor lit 
tle one! Though wounded near the heart, 
you are still on your feet; but you no longer 
have a mother. What will be done? Let the 
hunter act. He has delivered the mother; 
be will deliver the little one. How admir 
able the hunter’s tenderness!
On these cooler shores are flowers, the 
most beautiful I have seen since our de 
parture. A blue one, shaded with pink and 
star-shaped, arranges its clusters around a 
pyramidal stem, whose nodes are adorned at 
regular intervals with two leaves which 
gradually diminish in size. The other one is 
like the lupine but simpler and of a prettier 
yellow color, with pale green leaves growing 
three by three as those of clover. In honor 
of the feast of the day, I called the first one 
Au&ttlienne [Helper] and the second one 
Mariana or “spring flower** of the Blackfeet, 
for I had already seen it in the neighborhood 
of Fort Lewis immediately after the close of
winter. A little below looms up “dry point" 
(la pointe seche), thus called on account of 
the whitened trunks which cover the ground, 
some still up, others falling over; many are 
already down or are kept up only by other 
ruins. . . .
May 26. We are in sight of the round 
shaped butte situated between the fort of 
the Blackfeet and that of the Assiniboines. 
It is distinguished from the others by its 
elevated position, by reason of which it com 
mands them all, and by its round form flat 
tened at the top. A big tree set on its left 
gives it the appearance of a feathered hat.
Close to the barge we see trees cut down, 
branches stripped of their bark, pieces of 
wood arranged in piles, and finally an ani 
mal which shows four very white teeth, a 
very low flat tail and paws resembling hands. 
All this indicates that we are in the region 
of the beaver. Everybody knows the in 
dustry, cleanliness, and gentle habits of this 
animal so helpful to trade. I shall speak 
of it only to say that its domain had seemed 
doomed to disappear soon from the face of 
the earth. But now, due to the fact that the 
hat manufacturer uses silk instead of 
[beaver] fur, it has begun to reproduce itself, 
and however short-lived be the tranquillity 
which it enjoys at present in these parts, 
especially in the neighborhood of the Yellow 
stone, it is to be hoped that it will recover 
its empire. This is a hope so much the more 
founded that the females bear several young 
ones at the same time, and the land-and- 
water cabins which shelter them defend them 
against the fury of the carnivorous animals.
On the top of the bluff the children of the 
barge pursue, come up to and fondle a live 
fawn, which they would like to have as their 
fellow-citizen; but as it is without its moth 
er’s  milk, we conclude that it can not live 
and that its suffering must be ended; at 
once the knife does its work. Presently there 
is a sadder and a greater spectacle. These 
are not children, these are the great power 
ful lords of the desert which have to under 
go the rolling fire of all the barges. What 
will become of them? As they are placed 
between the fire and the inaccessible ram 
parts of the river they can escape death only 
by perilous paths. One of them struck in the 
heart goes adrift on the river; another seek 
ing to escape gets tangled in a heap of
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branches; the bravest throw themselves in 
the river and in spite of the volleying reach 
the other shore; the strongest scale the high 
embankment close by; finally, what is  not 
mortally wounded of the herd disappears, 
leaving the honors of victory to civilization.
May 27. Wind, fog, and rain. This mourn 
ing of Nature has been interrupted during 
the night only by dismal concerts, for every 
where there are creatures which take de 
light only in the misfortune of others. Here 
it is the wolves. So it is a treat for the chil 
dren of the barge when some wolf receives 
a gun shot, which happens to the animals 
more often than they desire, thanks to the 
antipathy and skill of my little interpreter. 
The mere thought of their gluttony gives one 
an aversion for their meat. Providence looks 
down on this aversion with pleasure and so 
covers our table with such a great quantity 
of brills that there is enough to satisfy 
everybody.
May 28. We salute the Milk river, which 
owes its name to the whiteness of the water 
that it pours into the Missouri. Proud of a 
tribute as rich as it is beautiful, for it is the 
biggest received above the Yellowstone, the 
river widens, and as the neighboring moun 
tains lower in the same proportion, the whole 
picture gains something in the way of maj 
esty. In the evening, a [Ms?] that is to say, 
a white-headed eagle brought down by our 
hunter and presented by Mr. Colberson seeks 
the honor of being painted. The king of the 
air is represented where he received the 
mortal blow, that is to say, under the walls 
of its palace.
May 29. An eagle’s nest to which a hap 
pier souvenir is attached. At the foot of the 
tree where it is built little Josette, the old 
est daughter of our pilot, was born eight 
years ago. Many rows of trees, which seem 
to have been planted by a skillful gardener, 
so well arranged are they, adorn the sur 
roundings of this cradle and contribute fur 
ther to its appearance. But all that beauty 
is surpassed by the piety, candor, and other 
happy traits of the child who was bom 
there. While they were not on the water, 
she and her little sister Mary have not let a 
day of the month of Mary pass without com 
ing to deposit at the feet of the Blessed Vir 
gin some small wreath which they had made 
themselves; each one of these wreaths had
been deserved by a good deed and each 
grain had cost them a prayer. These same 
children have been the f irs t to  decorate with 
flowers the Cross which rises aloft today on 
the land of the Blackfeet.
More ruins. This is all left of a fort which 
a dozen whites had been obliged to build to 
defend themselves against the Assiniboines. 
These whites were the remnant of the opposi 
tion [company] of 1844. When th a t company 
retired, these men stayed behind to  taste a 
bit of wild life. B ut whether they could not 
adapt themselves to  such a life, not having 
been born in its  bosom, or did not wish to  
recognize any authority other than their 
own, they disagreed and dispersed as they 
had assembled with the exception of a Cana 
dian called Dupuis, who was killed by the 
Assiniboines, a death all the more deplorable 
th a t his morals were not correct. H is death, 
however, had the good result of bringing 
about the baptism of the child which he had 
had by a squaw. This child was taken into 
the fort by a Mexican and was there a t the 
time of our visit. Two months later he died 
before reaching the age of reason, and his re 
mains were placed in holy ground in the hope 
of a  glorious resurrection.
May 29. A serious accident nearly befell 
our flotilla. The wind blowing stronger than 
usual caused one of the barges to strike 
against th e  trunk of a tree, which cut into 
the two sides [of the barge]. But the damage 
was soon repaired by a party  of rowers who 
by industrious effort loaded onto another 
barge the three hundred and sixty packages 
of robes before water could reach them. 
“Out of a hundred other barges damaged as 
badly as this one,” the pilot said, “none would 
have been saved.” This happened almost at 
the same place where fifteen years before 
the victualing barge had disappeared under 
the waves. The cargo lost was valued a t 
ten thousand dollars; but this was not the 
greatest loss. The accident happened a t 
night, and as the shore could be seen only by 
the flashes of lightning and as the storm 
was driving the barge along a t an excessive 
speed, several who wanted to jump and did 
jump on shore were wounded, more or less 
seriously. There was a Canadian called 
Benoit who was found crushed between the 
gunwhale of the barge and the riverbank. 
A child of eight years was drowned in his
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bed and a squaw saved her life only by 
jumping right into the water. Michel 
Champagne, who was then and still is cap 
tain of the barge, was thrown ashore by a 
blow from the helm; but Heaven protecting 
the man who did nothing but give good ex 
ample to his companions, the jump caused 
him no other harm than to make him see at 
closer range the sad lot of the others. The 
news of this disaster was carried to the 
bourgeois of Fort Union, who was then Mr. 
Makenzi [McKenzie]. He received it with 
noble resignation . . . the fate of the poor 
unfortunate victim was deplored. As for the 
rest, the bourgeois said only these words: 
“Don’t be discouraged, my people; I still 
have something here to fit you out with.”
Today is the Feast of the Holy Trinity. 
Thanks be to God and to the good disposi 
tions of the crew, I have been able to say 
Holy Mass. Time given to God is never lost. 
In spite of the threat of a contrary wind, 
the day was almost what one might wish and 
the evening charming. The sun, about to 
finish its course and veiled behind a less 
transparent sheet of air, had exchanged its 
fires for the color of ruby. Above its disc, 
the rotundity of which was plainly visible 
against an azure background, was suspend 
ed a group of clouds shaded with purple, 
blue and violet in the form of drapery while 
a row of tall trees casting their shade into 
the river brought out all that beauty in re 
lief.
What is the crew doing in presence of so 
rich a landscape? While the men, by the 
rapidity of their strokes, gave to our barges 
the appearance of so many chariots compet 
ing for a racing-prize, their wives, who were 
gathered on the platform of the craft, the 
children [being the while] under the pilot’s 
eyes, were praying and singing hymns in 
honor of the Queen of Angels. Never had 
this desert land heard such hymns. What 
missionary would not be touched especially 
on hearing the repetition of this refrain: 
“How happy is one under Hie reign, what 
charms the pure of heart there find, every 
one feels and breathes in love, innocence and 
peace."
May SI. The end of Mary's month and 
with it the end of my navigation in a barge 
and en famine; at last, so we thought.
for to arrive in port we had only a few  
more miles to make. But a more than ordi 
nary wind having started up, we had to think 
of making haste, which gave me occasion to 
observe how a skillful pilot goes about it to 
overcome the greatest difficulties of his art, 
which are to be found in struggling victori 
ously against perils with a tired-out crew. 
How did he go about it? Always the first 
at duty, he [Michel Champagne] gave to the 
others an example of patience and courage, 
and as he was equipped with stature, 
strength and address quite beyond the ordi 
nary, everything contributed to give the 
rowers an esteem for his person. But what 
won him together with esteem the hearts of 
all was the circumstance that he knew how 
to mingle execution and orders with the gen 
tleness of appeal. Music alone would render 
all the tones he could employ for his pur 
pose. Here are some of his expressions recto 
tono: “Forward, my dandies! Let us make 
that point! Courage now! Courage now! 
Do you see that snag? Don't get stuck on i 
it! Look out for the branches! Make for 
land! Fine, my good fellows! Here we are 
on land ! It’s all over tomorrow! Good ap 
petite now !”
A mariner never lacks good appetite and 
so they sup in high spirits. This over, pipes 
are lit and there is chatting—about what? 
About the rest which the morrow will bring 
with it, about the discharge of cannon and 
the reception that will be given them. The 
next day [June 1] a magnificent sun. Its 
radiant globe stands up under our eyes. Two 
swans, white as snow, pass tranquilly on 
our right. A slight contrary wind is blow 
ing but not enough to prevent the barge from 
going ahead or the cannon from being heard, 
for scarcely had the first stroke of our oars 
hit the air than the fort’s [Union] flag is 
run up. Presently the cannon are replying, 
the walls are sighted, the fort’s  entire per 
sonnel draws near, the barges stop, salutes 
are given, greetings exchanged. Finally, 
comes handshaking and every token of 
friendship and sign of joy and the whole af 
fair winds up with a banquet which gives 
pleasure at once to those who give it and 
those who partake. “For amid the repast 
the prodigal guests fiU up their glasses with  
soell-sugared coffee as though U were good 
wine and so banish fatigue."
BOOK SHELF
Continued from page 2\0
Commentators on Mexico are legion. It 
has been observed that every one who has 
spent ten days in Mexico feels the urge to 
produce an article; one who has stayed 
there two months usually brings forth a 
book; but one who lives there year after year 
writes, at last, nothing. This is the land 
of paradox, chaos, and self-frustration; to 
bring it all to the lucidity of print seems 
almost impossible. Perhaps with safety one 
may say that the most delightful of all travel 
books still remains, after a quarter century, 
Charles Macomb Flandrau’s Viva Mexico, 
and the ablest book of facts Ernest Gruen- 
ing’s Mexico and Its Heritage.
Huxley’s book is chiefly about Central 
America and the Mayan civilization 
in Mexico, written with the fluency and 
sometimes the malice which one has come 
to expect of him. Rather too frequently he 
uses his travel notebook merely as a point 
of departure for discourses which seem to 
have been left over from Point Counter Point 
and Brave Hew World. Characteristically 
he is puzzled by one phase of Mayan art— 
its total disregard of sex-appeal in its in 
tense preoccupation with death, in the man 
ner of English poets of the ’Graveyard 
School’ like Young, Blair, and Gray, who, 
as Mr. Huxley remarks, “were instrumental 
in making the grave as popular, during a 
number of years, as the bed.” Neither de 
tailed nor deep, this book is high-grade jour 
nalism, and of special interest because, be 
hind the author, looms the shade of his late 
friend D. H. Lawrence, who discovered 
(long before the Dartmouth frescoes) that 
Quetzalcoatl is one of the great legends of 
world mythology.
Miss Ferguson, an authority on Indian 
dances and tribal ceremonies in the South 
west, here extends her field to include Mex 
ico as well. With knowledge which is 
neither dull nor bookish, she traces the his 
tory of local fiestas—showing how they rep 
resent a blend of ancient pre-Conquest rites 
with later Christian coloring. Wherever 
such observances are left to their own de 
vices, without interference from modernity 
or the control of the Church, they usually 
lapse deeper and deeper into the atavism of 
a remote pagan past.
Sixth Annual Writers* Conference, Univer 
sity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. July 
22 to August 9. A training school for begin 
ning writers, a conference for professional 
writers and editors. Bulletin on request.
State University of Montana, at Missoula, 
Summer Session, beginning June 10, 1935. 
Six weeks’ term ends July 19; nine weeks’ 
term ends August 9. Instruction in all 
branches. Write J. B. Speer, Registrar, for 
further information.
Miss Squier’s Oringa (feminine of ’gringo,’ 
a] Yankee, supposedly from the popular song 
of the Mexican War, “Green grow the 
rushes O!”) is perhaps more attractive to 
the average reader than the other two books. 
In a leisured style, which makes a virtue of 
digression, she sets down a variety of im 
pressions about Mexico, traveler’s anecdotes, 
local myths and traditions, and supplements 
her work with two dozen excellent photo 
graphs by her husband, John Bransby. She 
is not too seriously occupied in plumbing to 
their depths political and social conditions; 
her folklore is the sort which bears retelling 
(as indeed she has done) in Good House 
keeping, The Ladies’ Home Journal, and 
other magazines whose readers know noth 
ing of The Golden Bough; and her humor 
is the kindly, pleasant sort which one would 
expect from such a visitor. Certainly if the 
reader wants to know the etiquette of Mex 
ican courtship or a good recipe for huevos 
ramcheros he had better go to Miss Squier 
rather than to Mr. Aldous Huxley.
None of these books are du ll; in fact, 
whether one be an amateur or professional, 
Cook’s tourist or anthropologist, it seems next 
to impossible for him to write tediously about 
Mexico. And that, perhaps, is one of the 
most astonishing virtues of this enchanting 
country. One feels that, in all probability, it 
will even assimilate the World Congress of 
Rotary International next June.
Boulder, Colorado Dixon Wecter
Qfegon Sommer Sessions 1935
University of Oregon, Eugene
University of Oregon, Portland
Oregon State College, Corvallis
Oregon Normal School, 
Monmouth
Southern Oregon Normal School, 
Ashland
Eastern Oregon Normal School,
La Grande
Dates: Eugene, Portland, Corvallis,
! June 24-August 2. Monmouth, Ashland,
La Grande, June 10-July 19; July 22- 
August 23
For catalogues or other information, 
address:
ALFRED POWERS
Director of Summer Sessions 
814 Oregon Building 
Portland, Oregon
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O. Henry Memorial Award: Prize 
Stories of 1934. Harry Hansen, Editor. 
Doubleday, Doran. 1934. $2.50.
Best Short Stories, 1934. E. J. 
O’Brien, Ed. Houghton, Mifflin. $2.50.
The value of these two perennials as crit 
ical selections of “best” has never more been 
dubious than at present. The past thirty 
months mark the debacle of the generaliza 
tion ; and pseudo-spiritual criteria which 
seemed substantial so long as American-Mag- 
azine economics paid paper dividends have, 
too, collapsed. In contemporary journalism 
only the proletarian magazines have an af 
firmative credo. Until such time as people 
shall have the guarantee or at least the op 
portunity of economic security, or faute de 
tnieux a fascist slavery shall be established, 
honest John Public cannot afford the unc 
tion of firm judgments; with inevitable sen 
sitivity the auctorial and critical attitudes 
are of a hopeful catholicity not easily dis 
tinguished from confusion. So William 
Faulkner is represented in the Hansen vol 
ume by his Harper’s  story “Wash,” a relent 
lessly intense presentation of that moment, 
here both a reality and an allegory, when 
the irresponsible aristocracy of the South, 
confronted by “white trash,” to its dismay 
discovered man—inevitably, as Judge Su 
zanne LaFollette says, the best story in the 
collection; and represented in the O'Brien 
anthology by a piece of mawkish mildew 
about an old clothes-horse who went to 
heaven and found the promise of peace in 
his grave beside his dead son. So, through 
out both collections, the diverse character 
istics of sadism and maudlinity rub elbows. 
So the carefully written story and deliber 
ately bare observation are alternate. And, 
curiously, the preconceptions which have 
in the past made the O’Brien and the 
O. Henry selections widely variant have very 
nearly disappeared. Common recognition of 
the non-commercial literary magazine, of the 
merit of stories of perhaps trivial plot but 
of sharp character-delineation, of the value 
of thinking that chances vulgarity rather 
than be dishonest, contribute toward making 
each of these anthologies entertaining and 
interesting.
Among Frontier and Midland authors rep 
resented are Benjamin Appel (who appears 
in both collections), Marquis Childs (whose 
“The Woman on the Shore,” from Story, in 
the O'Brien volume, this reviewer esteems 
greatly), Howard McKinley Corning, Wil 
liam Saroyan, Vardis Fisher, William March, 
and Upton Terrell—whose story in the pres 
ent number of this magazine seems an in 
evitable choice for a “best” or “prize” story 
of 1935. Each anthology offers, besides its 
complement of fiction, the special features 
which have made it a valuable auxiliary to 
the writing or the teaching of the short 
story.
B. D. B.
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The Story of the American Indian. 
Paul Radin. Liveright, N. Y. 1934. 
$2.50.
The Path on the Rainbow. George 
W. Cronyn, Editor. Liveright, N. Y. 
1918, New Edition, 1934. $2.50.
Neither a textbook of ethnology nor an 
overly romantic tale of vanished American 
splendor, Radin’s book moves quickly from 
scene to scene, telling its story incisively and 
drawing its general conclusions from spe 
cific pictures. Radin says in his preface: 
“It is avowedly an interpretation and not a 
mere narration of facts.” The thesis that 
most of the elements of high culture in the 
New World diffused directly or indirectly 
from Mexico or from Peru is developed con 
sistently. This is no new doctrine. All an 
thropologists, however, do not agree that 
the influence of Mexico is either as direct or 
as decisive as Radin makes it.
But for the general reader interested in 
an accurate and non-technical account of the 
Indian, here is a book which tells, often viv 
idly, a fairly complete story, from a “first 
census” of the New World to the coming of 
the white man, the “specialist in extermi 
nation.” The sequence begins with the great 
cities of the Maya—temples, pyramids, pal 
aces, civic centers—rising from the jungle 
of Yucatan like beautiful but impossible 
dreams. These cities were built by a people 
so far advanced that they could calculate, 
by an elaborate mathematical system, num 
bers as great as 1,280,000,000; a people who 
were creating great art and architecture and 
who were living a life of splendid ritual and 
ceremony—at the same time that the people 
of northern Europe still shivered in bar 
barism.
South to Peru, where the Children of the 
Sun made bronze and silky textiles and ela 
borately experimented with government; 
north to the Ohio valley, where the Mound 
Builders grew their maize and carried on, in 
attenuated form, the art and graceful life of 
the South; west to the pueblos, where rit 
ualism flourished and corn grew from the 
desert; out onto the Plains, with formerly 
settled tribes getting horses and going wild 
with buffalo hunting and war; northwest to 
the Pacific, where the totem-pole people wor 
shipped wealth; south to California “where 
the light never penetrated”—so moves the 
story, exciting, vivid, dramatic, packed with 
the facts which make men turn anthropolo 
gist and which fill the museums with curious 
seekers into the past
Interesting as the first collection of songs 
from the different American culture areas, 
the new edition of The Path on the Rainbow 
will appeal as a curious attempt to interpret 
primitive life in primitive song.
The songs and chants of the Indians are 
inextricably woven into their pattern of life, 
Into dance and war, magic and religion, 
group activity and highly personalized ex-
Dr. V. R. Jones
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perience. It is almost impossible, conse 
quently, to evaluate an anthology of Indian 
songs as isolated esthetic expression. Even 
with the explanatory notes which Mr. Cronyn 
and others have added, the reader who has 
little ethnological knowledge will find great 
difficulty in understanding or appreciating 
most of these songs.
A few of them, such as the famous Navajo 
Prayer—“It is finished in beauty”—which 
La Farge used almost as the theme of Laugh 
ing Boy, are intrinsically beautiful. The 
longest and best explained sequence in the 
book is The Hako: a Pawnee Ceremony, in 
terpreted by Alice Fletcher with Indian notes 
on each of the rituals.
Butte, Mont. Melville Sayre
From Canoe to Steel Barge on the 
Upper Mississippi. Mildred L. Hart- 
sough. University of Minnesota Press. 
1934. S3.50.
This book attempts to trace the history 
of navigation and trade on the upper Mis- 
missippi and its tributaries, from the com 
ing of the white man to the present day. 
The first chapter describes the discoveries 
and explorations of the river. DeVaca, Al 
varez, DeNarvaez, and Coronado flit by, and 
then DeSota’s “resplendent expedition” 
brings the stream into definite view. The 
references to the discoveries of Nicolet and 
Radisson and Grosseliers on the upper river 
are vague, but after them Marquette, Jolliet, 
DeLuth, and LaSalle are real. Then come 
the early traders Perrot and LeSueur, and 
the growth of French posts. The first chap 
ter ends with brief accounts of Carver, Pike, 
Long, and Schoolcraft.
The chapter on Pre-Steamboat Days con 
tains interesting descriptions of pirogues, 
Mackinaw boats, keelboats, and other types 
of river craft. It describes boatmen and 
boat bandits and gives a colorful description 
of Mike Fink.
The eight chapters on the steamboat period 
are the most valuable. The writer shows 
how steamboats led to the development of 
this region, first in carrying furs, then in 
leading to the development of lumbering, 
mining, and agriculture. With the steam 
boats river towns became centers of business. 
Charm is added to the narrative by vivid ac 
counts of life on the boats and along the 
river. The glory of the steamboats was 
dimmed by the coming of the railroads and 
commerce gradually changed its direction 
from south to east
The last three chapters are devoted to ar 
guments for the advantages of river trans 
portation in furnishing low rates for heavy 
goods, and to accounts of legislative and 
business efforts to revive the river traffic.
The book is of value to those interested in 
the history or economic development of the 
upper Mississippi region. It is clearly writ 
ten but varies in style. The author has used 
a great variety of material, some of it of
real importance. Its authority is somewhat 
weakened by a decided bias in favor of river 
transportation. The illustrations are good 
and the mechanics of the book preserve the 
high quality of the University of Minnesota 
Press.
P. C. Phillips
Boise, The Peace Valley. Annie 
Laurie Bird. The Caxton Printers. 
1934. $2.50.
Historic Spots in California; Valley 
and Sierra Counties. H. E. and E. G. 
Rensch, and Mildred Brooke Hoover. 
Stanford University Press. 1933. 
$3.75.
A popular, descriptive and narrative his 
tory, not concerned with the broad histo 
rical issues, causes, and effects, is Annie 
Laurie Bird’s history of the Boise Valley. 
After a brief chapter entitled “Boise in Pre 
historic Times” the coming of the white man 
is taken up and then his activities through 
the frontier period, the gold rush, and the 
subsequent development of the early settle 
ments into communities as we know them to 
day. The account of this latter development 
is a mere presentation of fact without a 
thesis or an implication of one, and, com 
prising more than half of the book, it is 
dull to read for any but the residents of the 
communities whose development is described, 
or a special student of these facts, as the 
period was characterized by very few events 
of outstanding general interest. One will 
find unscholarly Miss Bird’s failure to dis 
count the local prejudices in interpreting her 
material from newspaper accounts, and to 
distinguish significant material from cas 
ual detail. Time and again she indulges in 
a lengthy rhetorical flourish about some 
person or fact without making clear their 
significance and place in. history. All this 
coupled with an incoherent, non-sequential 
organization of material tends to make the 
reading of her book tedious and at times, 
exasperating.
Miss Bird's preparation in acquainting 
herself with the history of the Valley has 
been prodigious. Her search has been ex 
haustive, embracing apparently all available 
historical sources, mostly primary, including 
much first-hand information obtained from 
personal interviews. To her is due much 
credit for this painstaking, loving effort, and 
for the compilation of a great deal of val 
uable material. It is all the more regret 
table, therefore, that her book is sophomoric, 
Poorly organized, and badly written.
Historic Spots in California is likewise a 
descriptive, popular work, but it is much 
more mature and commendable than is Miss 
Bird’8 history. Based essentially on second 
ary sources it presents a well-balanced, un 
biased picture of the history of different 
localities in California; the salient incidents, 
Periods, people and historic spots are given
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space and emphasis proportionate to their 
historical importance and interest.
This volume is the second of a set of three 
to appear. It is in a form that serves most 
conveniently as a guide book to tourists: 
the counties are arranged alphabetically, and 
their history is presented by successively 
taking up smaller geographical units of 
which they are composed, such as gold dis 
tricts, scenic spots, cities, ranchos, and the 
like. Occasionally an account of an inci 
dent or of a person prominent in the his 
tory of the county is given a special section. 
Besides its more obvious merits, the work 
should prove valuable in directing attention 
to the existing historical monuments and to 
the need for preservation and marking of 
many others, now not adequately protected. 
Professor Robert Glass Cleland of Occidental 
College contributes a short and informative 
introduction which is helpful in acquainting 
oneself with the history of California taken 
as a whole.
Oakland, California Plato Malosemoff
Sources of Culture in the Middle 
West. Dixon Ryan Fox, Editor. Ap- 
pleton-Century, N. Y. 1935. S I.25.
The “Turner hypothesis” that the transi 
tional frontier and its repercussions upon the 
older sections is the central theme of Amer 
ican history, first expounded over forty 
years ago, has long since acquired quasi- 
Aristotelian authority. Benjamin F. Wright, 
author of the first of three papers which are 
the bulk of this book, applies a tonic lance to 
the hypothesis, citing evidence that, the po 
litical ideas and constitutional schemes of 
frontier communities were generally trans 
plantations from the East. Two professors 
from Middle Western universities offer part 
itive refutations of the Wright attack; writ 
ers and readers have an interesting session 
but of equivocal gain. Of greater profit 
should be a forthcoming book in this, the 
Appleton-Century Historical Essays, series: 
“Civilization in a Knapsack,” by the editor 
of the present symposium, in which Mr. Fox 
recurs to the fascinating if porous theme of 
the transmission of culture-characteristics to 
the primitive West. B. D. B.
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State of Montana, County of Missoula—ss.
Before me. a  notary public In and for the state and county aforesaid, personally appeared Harold 
Q. Merriam. who, having been duly sworn according to  law, deposes and says th a t he is the editor, pub 
lisher and owner of the Frontier and Midland, and th a t the following Is. to the best of bis knowledge and 
belief, a true statem ent of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the 
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1812, 
embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to-wit:
L T hat the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business manager are: 
Publisher. H. O. Merriam. State University, Missoula. Mont.: Editor, H. G Merriam. State Univer 
sity, Missoula. Mont.; Managing Editor, E. Douglas Branch; Business Manager, none.
2. T hat the owner is: Harold O. Merriam. State University. Missoula. Mont.
3- T hat the known bondholders, mortgagee, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent 
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: None.
4. T hat the two paragraphs next above, giving the  names of the owners, stockholders, and security 
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the 
books of the company but also, in caees where the stockholder or security bolder appears upon the books 
of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the persoo or corporation for 
whom such trustee is acting, is given; also th a t the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing 
affian t’s full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and 
security holders who do not appear upon the books of the  company as trustees, bold stock and securitise 
in a  capacity other than th a t of a  bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe th a t any 
other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or 
ocher securities than  as so stated by him. H. O. MERRIAM. Editor and Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 12th day of October, 1824.
R. I*. JOHNSTON,
Notary Public for the State of Montana. 
Residing a t  Missoula, Montana.
My commission expires May 12. 1228.
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Outstanding Poetry by Northwest Writers
LAURENCE PRATTS 
“ A SAGA OF A PAPER MILL”
A first book by the most promising poet on the horizon of the 
Northwest. Readers of the Frontier and Midland are familiar 
with Laurence P ratt's  “ Sonnets of a Paper Mill”  which have ap 
peared in its pages from time to time. Now these vivid, uncom 
promising portraits have been collected in an unusual volume. Cast 
in Shakespearean and Petrarchian forms, Laurence P ratt's  sonnets 
etch unforgettably the run of persons to be found in a small in 
dustrial town.
Publication date—February 15, 1935. Cloth bound, (2.00 
-------- --------
MNEMONIC AND OTHER VERSES
by Sarah Trousdale Mallory
This volume is in the sensitive lyric tradition of Edna Millay 
and at its best does not suffer unfavorably by comparison. I t is 
strikingly illustrated by Eugenia Smith, a  young western artist. 
The poetry and illustrations together make an especially suitable 
gift-book, as well as a  book which we believe should have a wider 
appeal than most books of contemporary verse.
Publication date—April 15, 1935. Cloth bound, $2.00
At all book storm  or i n d  f n a  the publisher*.
The CAXTOX PRINTERS, Ltd.
CALDWELL, IDAHO
